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ABSTRACT 

Marketing channel members, i.e., manufacturers and distributors, commonly 

negotiate key terms of exchange such as prices and margins. These negotiations can have 

a significant impact on a channel member's profit stream over the duration of the business 

relationship. Despite the importance of these negotiations, channel negotiations have 

received relatively little attention. Previous research has focused on Nash's cooperative 

bargaining model although recent advances in noncooperative game theory offer new 

opportunities for modeling and testing negotiation behavior. Rubinstein (1982) extended 

Nash's (1953) noncooperative model to a sequential strategic approach where bargaining 

occurs in discrete time and negotiators make offers and counteroffers with time preferences 

denoted by discount factors or fixed costs. 

We adapt and extend a sequential strategic model (Grossman and Perry 1986) to 

describe bargaining behavior and outcomes in the context of marketing channels. The model 

involves a manufacturer and a distributor negotiating to establish the transfer price for a good 

in a one-sided incomplete information situation. The focus is on the forces that drive the two 

parties to bargain and reach an agreement on a specific price within a finite number of 

iterations. The baseline model examines how different levels of manufacturer uncertainty 

about distributor value (resale price to consumers) and opportunity cost of delay (denoted 

by a discount factor) influence the bargaining process and outcomes. The conceptual 
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framework then empirically examines how incorporation of trust between parties, as well as 

opportunities for explicit communication, moderate bargaining behavior and outcomes. The 

predictions from the conceptual framework are tested in three laboratory experiments 

conducted in a channel negotiation scenario adapted from a popular pricing case study. 

In general, changes in the level of manufacturer uncertainty and opportunity cost of 

delay influenced the bargaining process and outcomes as predicted by the model. A 

reduction in manufacturer uncertainty reduced bargaining duration, increased manufacturer 

profits, and improved bargaining efficiency while an increase in opportunity cost of delay 

lowered bargaining duration but did not improve bargaining efficiency. Bargaining 

efficiency improved as the potential gains from trade increased. Variations in trust and the 

opportunity to communicate also had a significant impact on the bargaining outcomes. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
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Marketing channel members, i.e., manufacturers and distributors, commonly 

negotiate to determine key terms of exchange such as prices, margins, as well as other 

elements of the marketing mix. These negotiations can have a significant impact on a 

channel member's profitability as the outcomes (e.g., prices and margins) can influence a 

channel member's profit stream over a significant duration of the business relationship. 

These negotiations are strongly influenced by the nature of the market environment, the 

relative degrees of market information possessed by the channel members, as well as the 

nature of past relationships and communication opportunities (Corey, Cespedes, and Rangan 

1989; Stem and EI-Ansary 1992). 

Consider the following negotiation scenario in a marketing distribution channel: A 

firm which has developed and manufactured a new product is considering the use of an 

exclusive independent distributor. Now, the manufacturer and the distributor have to jointly 

agree on the transfer (wholesale) price for the new product. Obviously, the transfer price the 

manufacturer can charge the distributor depends upon what it costs the manufacturer to make 

the product as well as on the resale price that the distributor can charge the end consumers. 

With this basic framework, several plausible scenarios can be constructed in which one of 
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the two parties has a better understanding of the consumers' reservation price. One such 

scenario, common in the consumer goods market, is that the manufacturer knows the 

consumers' reservation price by having procured the market information (consumers' 

reservation price) through market research, thereby gaining an informational advantage over 

the distributor. In another plausible scenario, commonly found in industrial buying 

situations, the distributors may have a better understanding of the market place than the 

manufacturers by virtue of being closer to the market whereas the manufacturer, being 

somewhat distant from the market, is uncertain about the reservation price of the end

consumers. These two alternative channel scenarios, where one member has an 

informational advantage over the other, illustrate some common negotiation situations in 

marketing distribution channels. In fact, such scenarios are described in many marketing 

management texts and cases (e.g., Corey, Cespedes, and Rangan 1989). 

There is little research on channel negotiation processes and even less on developing 

and testing models of bargaining behavior and outcomes in marketing. The little work that 

has been done shows that general economic models such as Nash's (1950) cooperative theory 

are not particularly good at predicting negotiation outcomes in realistic contexts. However, 

some recent advances in game theoretic bargaining models offer new opportunities for 

modeling and testing negotiation behavior in marketing channels (Eliashberg et. al. 1993), 

especially in situations characterized by asymmetry of information. In fact, Nash's (1953) 

later work, the strategic noncooperative approach, allows promising representations of 
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bargaining contexts. More recently, the strategic noncooperative approach has been 

extended to incorporate a sequential strategic approach (Rubinstein 1982). In the sequential 

formulation, bargaining occurs in discrete time and negotiators make offers and 

counteroffers. Although Rubinstein's (1982) original formulation was based on the 

assumption of complete information, the model has been extended by several researchers to 

address situations in which the negotiators have uncertain knowledge of their opponents' 

reservation prices and opportunity costs of delay are represented by either discount factors 

or fixed costs. 

The Rubinstein formulation is behaviorally more realistic. It has inspired other 

models that permit offer and counteroffer sequences with varying assumptions regarding the 

information available to the negotiating parties (e.g., Chatterjee and Samuelson 1988; 

Grossman and Perry 1986; Rubinstein 1985). However, in these models, explicit 

communication between the negotiating parties is not permitted and information 

transmission occurs only through the offers and counteroffers. Despite the growing 

popularity of sequential strategic bargaining models in the economics literature, only a few 

applications and empirical tests of these models have been reported (e.g., Rapoport et. al. 

1995). 

1.2 NEGOTIATIONS IN MARKETING CHANNELS 

Although a typical marketing distribution channel consists of independent channel 
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members, they are dependent on each other as each member's decisions affect the other. A 

lack of coordination among channel members in these decisions can lead to undesirable 

consequences (Jeuland and Shugan 1983). In this situation, negotiations may serve as a 

vehicle for the channel members to achieve coordination and thus assure a basic level of 

cooperation. In marketing channels, there also exists a potential for conflict since the 

channel members typically have different expectations and preferences. Thus, in channels 

consisting of independent channel members, there always exists a tension between the 

channel members' desire to cooperate versus the need for autonomy. Researchers in the 

marketing channels area have identified negotiation as one of several viable strategies to 

cope with the mixed motive situation characteristically found in marketing distribution 

channels (Angelmar and Stem 1978). Negotiation and related communication is thus an 

important and pervasive conflict resolution mechanism in marketing channels. 

Communication is possible in a setting where each party has an interest in cooperating in 

order to achieve a mutually advantageous agreement, yet each has competing and conflicting 

interests concerning the specific terms of that agreement (Schelling 1960). Thus, in the 

present context, bargaining or negotiation can be viewed as a communication process where 

two or more channel members with both common and conflicting interests consider a form 

of joint action (Lilien, Kotler, and Moorthy 1992). 

Given the key role of negotiations in marketing channels, it is surprising that there 

is little research on channel negotiation processes (McAlister, Bazerman, and Fader 1986). 
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The few studies which have examined negotiation in a channel context have focused on the 

processes rather than the outcomes. Some studies have also examined the predictive validity 

of Nash's cooperative model in a marketing context. 

The proliferation of sequential strategic bargaining models in economics has inspired 

experimental economists to extensively test these models empirically (Roth 1995). Despite 

the relevance of this work, the marketing literature is yet to explore sequential formulations 

to analyze bargaining behavior in marketing contexts. However, even in the experimental 

economics literature there is little work that assesses the robustness of sequential strategic 

models by testing them outside the domain of the assumptions of these models. For instance, 

sequential bargaining models assume that all communication between the negotiating parties 

can be summarized by the sequence of offers and counteroffers while explicit 

communication is an integral part of any negotiation process and it is important to assess the 

predictive validity of these models in the presence of explicit communication. This research 

explores some of these significant gaps in the literature. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The general objective of this research is to study bargaining behavior and outcomes 

in a marketing distribution channel context. We examine how bargaining behavior and 

outcomes are influenced by the nature of the marketing environment (e.g., uncertainty, 

opportunity cost of time, market information, etc.), the informational disparity between the 
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channel members, the nature of the past relationship, and opportunities for communication. 

Specifically, a conceptual framework incorporating a sequential strategic bargaining 

approach to price and margin setting in marketing channels is developed. A game-theoretic 

model (Grossman and Perry 1986) is adapted and extended to describe bargaining behavior 

and outcomes in marketing channels. We model a manufacturer and a distributor negotiating 

to establish the transfer (wholesale) price for a good in a one-sided incomplete information 

game. The base case examines how different levels of manufacturer uncertainty about 

distributor value (resale price to consumers), opportunity cost of delay (denoted by discount 

factors), and market information (consumers' reservation price) influence the bargaining 

duration and the wholesale price that is finally agreed upon. Empirical extensions of the 

model also examine how perceptions of opponents' trustworthiness, as well as opportunities 

for explicit communication, moderate bargaining behavior and outcomes. The predictions 

derived from the conceptual framework are tested in three laboratory experiments conducted 

in a channel negotiation scenario adapted from a popular pricing case study. 

This research extends the existing marketing literature by developing a channel 

negotiations model that allows for information asymmetry. Further, the model takes a 

signaling approach that explicitly considers the sequence of offers and counteroffers and the 

transmittal of information via the offers and counteroffers. This approach permits 

exploration of the likely structure ofthe information flow between bargaining partners in a 

realistic negotiation environment. The conceptual framework contributes a new formal 
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approach to modeling and testing the effects of strategic factors which influence bargaining 

behavior and outcomes in channels. The marketing literature is also sparse on the conceptual 

and empirical analyses of the likely effects of allowing explicit communication between 

negotiating channel members. The findings provide a better understanding of the factors that 

influence negotiation behavior and outcomes in marketing channels. This will hopefully 

facilitate better management of the trade-offs between competitive and cooperative behavior 

in channel negotiations, thus improving channel efficiency and (indirectly) consumer 

welfare. 

1.4 OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION 

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. The next chapter presents the 

conceptual background. First, the salient characteristics of marketing negotiations are 

delineated. Next, the role and importance of negotiations in marketing distribution channels 

is discussed. The chapter concludes with a critical review of the relevant literature. Chapter 

3 describes the bargaining model in detail including the bargaining situation and the 

bargaining mechanism. The focus is on the adaptation of the game-theoretic model to a 

marketing distribution channel context. Chapter 4 presents a conceptual framework that 

describes the effects of uncertainty, opportunity cost of delay, trust between the negotiating 

parties, and types of communication approaches on bargaining behavior and outcomes. 

Several testable hypotheses are derived from the framework. The foundation of the 
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conceptual framework is based not only on the sequential strategic bargaining model but also 

on the relevant literature in marketing, economics, and social psychology. The chapter also 

provides a brief overview of the experiments which test the proposed hypotheses. The next 

three chapters respectively describe three experiments simulating channel negotiations in a 

laboratory setting which provide an empirical test of the proposed hypotheses. In each 

chapter, the experimental design and procedure are described first followed by the results and 

a brief discussion. Experiment 1 tests the predictions of the baseline model. The focus of 

the study was to test the effects of manufacturer uncertainty, opportunity cost of delay, and 

consumers' reservation price on bargaining behavior and outcomes. Experiment 2 tests the 

predictions of the conceptual framework which incorporates the nature of the relationship 

between the two parties. This experiment examines how a scenario based manipulation of 

the level of trust between the negotiating parties impacts bargaining outcomes. The final 

experiment examines the effect of allowing explicit communication between the two parties. 

In the concluding chapter, the findings from the three experiments are summarized and the 

contributions of this research are noted. The chapter ends by discussing the limitations of 

the present work along with some directions for future research. 



2.1 OVERVIEW 

CHAPTER 2 

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 
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With the emergence of the exchange paradigm (Bagozzi 1975) as a framework for 

conceptualizing marketing behavior, exchange activities and the manner in which the terms 

of exchange are established have become a major concern of marketing. Perdue and 

Summers (1991) note that negotiation is a fundamental phenomenon in interfirm exchange 

behavior in industrial markets. In fact, Alderson (1957) refers to negotiation as the 

"crowning process of business effort," and Angelmar and Stem (1978) indicate that most 

industrial purchases can be viewed as negotiated settlements. Even in consumer markets, 

the prices of many products are being negotiated (e.g., automobiles, real estate, etc.). 

Negotiation thus plays a central role in both marketing theory and practice. 

Given the key role of negotiations, particularly in marketing, a good starting point 

would be to recognize its essential characteristics. These characteristics will dictate which 

bargaining models are appropriate for particular situations. This chapter thus begins with a 

presentation of some salient characteristics of generic marketing negotiations. Next, a 

specific marketing context, marketing distribution channels, is discussed with an emphasis 

on the role and importance of negotiations in marketing channels. The chapter concludes 

with a critical review of the literature. Since the literature in bargaining is quite extensive, 
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the review is restricted to the most relevant research. 

2.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF MARKETING NEGOTIATIONS 

Raiffa (1982) provided a useful taxonomy for classifying bargaining situations. 

Recently, Eliashberg, Lilien, and Kim (1993) have supplemented Raiffa's taxonomy for 

business contexts. 

1. Ar~there_two.Jlr...more_thanJwo_parties? While some situations may involve more 

than two parties, most marketing negotiations involve two parties, a potential buyer 

and a potential seller. 

2. Are_the_parties.monolithk? Many business negotiations involve team buying and 

selling, with several individuals with different backgrounds, values, and goals. 

However, there may be reasons to simplify discussions and analyses of marketing 

negotiations by assuming that all parties are monolithic. 

3. Is_the.negotiation..repetitiYe.? Repetitive interactions lead to reputations that impact 

the process as well as the outcomes of future negotiations. Thus if the negotiation 

is repetitive, an expectation of future interaction must be incorporated in the current 

bargaining process. 

4. Are .. thereJinkage_effects? This is interpreted as asking if there are precedents or 

parallel agreements that relate one agreement to another. For example, one 

agreement with a channel member will almost always set the stage for another 
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(Schurr and Ozanne 1985). 

5. IsJhe.re~o.re_thaILonejssue~? Most bargaining models usually consider price as the 

only issue which is being negotiated. However, in real marketing negotiations, 

multiple-issue bargaining with trade-offs occurring among issues is quite common 

(e.g., price, quantity, delivery schedule, terms of payment, etc.). 

6. A.re_threats_possible2 Threats provide a mechanism for the devel.opment of P.ower. 

The marketing literature has rec.ognized the imp.ortance .of P.ower in .organizational 

settings in a rather extensive literature (e.g., Gaski 1984; McAlister, Bazerman, and 

Fader 1986). 

7. Is_agre_emenLrequired? In many marketing negotiati.ons, the two parties may have 

an option .ofn.ot coming to an agreement (i.e., there are alternatives). However, there 

may be bilateral mon.oP.olies (e.g., a m.on.oP.olist manufacturer and an exclusive 

independent distribut.or), where a buyer has a unique need and .only a single supplier 

can meet that need. This situati.on is m.ost likely t.o .occur where the fixed C.ost .of 

supplying the product is high .or specialized expertise is required for pr.oduction 

(F.ouraker, Siegel, and Harnett 1962). 

8. Is-.-ratiflcatlln-.required,? Often, the terms .of agreement negotiated by some .one has 

to be ratified by s.ome.one higher up in the organizational hierarchy (Tung 1984). 

9. Are_lhe.re_time_constraints-D.rJime~late_cLcosts2 The costs .of neg.otiators' salaries 

and expenses are a non-trivial part .of many marketing negotiati.ons. Als.o, 
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opportunity cost of delay or lost sales due to delay in agreement are critical 

parameters in many negotiations. 

10. Are.the_contractslegally_binding? Negotiated contracts can be binding in three ways: 

through legal means, through group norms, and through self-enforcement. 

The bargaining situation we are considering in this dissertation embodies many of 

the characteristics discussed above. First, the negotiation scenario involves two parties, a 

manufacturer and a distributor, negotiating the terms of a single issue, price. Second, 

although channel negotiations usually involve team buying and selling, we assume that the 

two parties are monolithic. Third, although we do not explicitly consider repetitive 

negotiations, we do consider linkage effects as one agreement may have implications for 

future interactions, particularly in channels of distribution. Fourth, we are considering a 

bilateral monopoly, which requires that the two parties reach an agreement. Finally, the 

negotiation is also characterized by time constraints such as opportunity cost of delay. 

2.3 THE CHANNEL NEGOTIATION CONTEXT 

A marketing distribution channel typically consists of independent channel members 

each specializing in performing certain unique functions. For example, manufacturers 

specialize in production and national promotions whereas distributors specialize in 

distribution and promotions at the local level. This specialization leads to the creation of a 

significant amount of interdependence among channel members as both the manufacturer and 
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the distributor are dependent on each other for the delivery of functional, temporal, and 

spatial utility to the final consumer (Dwyer and Walker 1981; Stem and EI-Ansary 1992). 

This interdependence among channel members requires a basic level of cooperation to 

accomplish the channel tasks. 

However, there is always a potential for conflict since the capabilities, expectations, 

perceptions, and preferences of the members in a channel are typically heterogeneous 

(Dwyer and Walker 1981). Thus, in channels consisting of a set of independent members, 

there always exists a tension between the drive towards autonomy on each member's part and 

the desire to cooperate to accomplish the channel tasks (Stem and EI-Ansary 1992). The 

coexistence of opposing motivations in a marketing distribution channel, conflict versus the 

desire to cooperate, makes it a rich and interesting context for research in negotiations. 

Conflict in channels may exist due to various reasons including goal incompatibility, 

unclear roles and rights, differences in perceptions of the optimal levels of the elements of 

the marketing mix, or simply due to incomplete knowledge of the other's utility function. 

The scenarios described in the introduction are illustrative of the problems which marketing 

channel members may face while setting prices. Although, problems related to this element 

of the marketing mix have a direct effect on the profitability of the channel members and 

their ability to successfully manage inventories and maintain adequate assortments, "pricing 

problems in channels are often shrouded in secrecy" (Stem and EI-Ansary 1992). 

It is a common practice in marketing distribution channels to decide prices and 
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margins via negotiations (Angelmar and Stem 1978; Dwyer and Walker 1981), and these 

negotiations may be viewed as a process for the division of fixed set of resources (Pruitt 

1981). Moreover, channel members have differing perceptions of reality (Stem and El

Ansary 1992). The traditional perceptions are that distributors are preoccupied with 

chiseling out the lowest prices out of manufacturers while at the same time manufacturers 

are striving to get the best possible price from the distributors. Since one member's gain 

represents the other's loss, each channel member may have a win-lose orientation towards 

these negotiations. This orientation is characterized by competitive behavior directed 

towards self-gain at the expense of the other party (Walton and McKersie 1965), and may 

cause conflict. In such a representation, competitive or distributive bargaining may stem 

from the fact that the interests of the channel members are diametrically opposite. A 

competitive bargaining stance, in turn, often deflects attention from the fact that both parties 

can realize better outcomes if they cooperate with each other. 

On the other hand, coordinative or integrative bargaining may stem from the fact that 

channel members not only have an incentive to reach an agreement but also to nurture the 

channel relationship in expectation of future interactions. Coordinative bargaining is 

facilitated when the channel members adopt a problem-solving orientation to negotiations 

and show a relatively high degree of cooperation. Cooperative behavior, in tum, may help 

in finding ways to reach an agreement which satisfies the objectives of both the channel 

members. One form of cooperative behavior is open and accurate exchange of information 
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by the channel members in the presence of information asymmetry (Pruitt 1981). Thus, 

negotiations over transfer prices in marketing channels can be a very complex and elaborate 

process as there is always a tension between competitive and cooperative behavior. 

In this dissertation we focus on the second of the two introductory scenarios, in which 

owing to the proximity to the end consumers, the distributor has a much better understanding 

of the consumers' reservation price (resale value) relative to the manufacturer. This scenario, 

common in industrial buying situations, is also an abstraction of a decision making situation 

in new product pricing. From the manufacturer's point of view, new product pricing 

decisions are often made with very little market information (e.g., demand; prices that 

consumers are willing to pay; etc.). Moreover, the pricing problem provides us with a 

realistic setting in which to embed channel negotiations, particularly because business firms 

and marketing researchers, traditionally, have paid little attention to developing new 

approaches to making pricing decisions in marketing channels. An interesting situation thus 

arises when the distributor, being closer to the end consumer, has a much better 

understanding of the market level information relative to the manufacturer. This asymmetry 

further aggravates the coordination problem. In this situation, the interesting question is 

whether or not the distributor would be willing to reveal the market level information 

accurately to the manufacturer. A competitive bargaining stance dictates that the information 

should not be revealed in the interest of short-term gains; it may in fact deflect attention from 

the fact that the consumers' reservation price may be a lot higher than what is presumed. A 
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coordinative bargaining stance, on the other hand, prescribes revelation of information to 

facilitate an equitable agreement in order to maintain a goodwill for future interactions. The 

maintenance of goodwill is particularly important because the consumers' reservation price 

does not remain a secret for long and inequitable contracts may be subject to renegotiation. 

From the manufacturer's perspective, without much information at the market level, s/he may 

be drawn towards a more cost-oriented pricing strategy rather than a pricing strategy based 

on market level information (Monroe 1990). 

2.4 PRIOR RESEARCH 

Although there is a fairly large literature in marketing on channel relationships, 

relatively less attention has been given to channel negotiations. Noting that the sales 

transaction is a central event in marketing, Neslin and Greenhalgh (1983) called for 

marketing researchers to get involved in developing and testing theories that can predict the 

outcomes of buyer-seller interactions. However, in a recent comprehensive review of 

mathematical models of group choice and negotiations, Corfinan and Gupta (1992, p. 1) note 

that "despite the prevalence and importance of group decision making and negotiation in 

marketing, relatively few researchers are actively exploring this subject and even fewer 

concentrate on modeling group choice and negotiations." 

The few studies which have examined negotiation in a channel context have focused 

on the processes of channel negotiations rather than the outcomes (Eliashberg et al. 1986; 
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Balakrishnan and Eliashberg 1995), such as those involving the role of power, influence, and 

goal compatibility (e.g., Dwyer and Walker 1981; McAlister, Bazerman, and Fader 1986). 

A notable exception is the work of Eliashberg, LaTour, Rangaswamy, and Stem (1986), in 

which the focus was on the outcome rather than on the process. They assessed the predictive 

accuracy of two utility based theories, group utility theory and Nash's axiomatic (or 

cooperative) theory, in a marketing channel negotiation context. They found that both group 

utility theory and the Nash solution performed reasonably well in predicting outcomes of 

negotiations. Also, the Nash solution outperformed group utility theory in predicting the 

outcomes. Along the same lines, the work of Neslin and Greenhalgh (1983, 1986) is 

particularly important in marketing. They were perhaps the first to apply Nash's axiomatic 

theory in a marketing context (media purchasing) and explore the ability of the theory to 

predict negotiation outcomes. They found that the Nash solution held on average. However, 

in a later study (Neslin and Greenhalgh 1986) they found that 58 percent of the negotiation 

outcomes were rejected as being Nash solutions. 

A review of the existing literature suggests that Nash's (1950) axiomatic 

(cooperative) theory has encountered only modest support in realistic negotiation contexts 

(Eliashberg et. al. 1986; Neslin and Greenhalgh 1983; 1986). Perhaps a major drawback of 

the axiomatic approach of Nash is its generality and difficulty of assessing the 

reasonableness of the axioms (Rapoport, Weg, and FelsenthaI1990). In particular, Nash's 

axiom ofIndependence ofIrrelevant Alternatives (lIA) is controversial. Moreover, the Nash 
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solution is derived from an assumption of complete information while bargaining models 

incorporating incomplete information offer more realistic representations of marketing 

contexts (Lilien, Kotler, and Moorthy 1992). Additionally, the incomplete information 

models offer an explanation for the inefficiencies in bargaining (e.g., impasses). There is 

thus a need to examine other bargaining models and assess their ability in predicting 

bargaining behavior and outcomes in marketing contexts. 

Recent advances in strategic (noncooperative) models of bargaining offer new 

opportunities for such research. Although the noncooperative strategic approach to the 

bargaining problem has been criticized on the grounds that the outcomes it yields are 

strongly dependent on the specific rules imposed on the bargaining process (Corfman and 

Gupta 1992), we consider this feature of the approach an advantage. Both theoretical and 

experimental studies of bargaining have shown that bargaining outcomes depend to a large 

degree on the institutional rules of the interaction as well as on the parties' respective utilities 

and their knowledge of each others' preferences. The noncooperative approach incorporates 

some of the rich strategic flavor of real-life bargaining through an explicit consideration of 

the bargaining process (Rapoport et. al. 1995). The attraction of this approach is that it is 

possible to explore the specific structure of the information flow between bargaining partners 

in a simulated environment as per the dictates of the theory. In using a noncooperative 

approach, we extend the existing literature in channel negotiations to consider asymmetric 

information structure, which tends to be the norm in marketing negotiations. Further, the 
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noncooperative model takes a signaling approach in that it explicitly considers the sequence 

of offers and counteroffers, i.e., the process of negotiation, and the transmittal of infonnation 

via these offers and counteroffers. 

2.4.1 Sequential Approaches 

Recent progress in the strategic approach to the theory of bargaining has been due in 

large to the various extensions of Nash's (1953) strategic model. One development, 

originating in the work of Rubinstein (1982), generalized Nash's strategic (noncooperative) 

model in important ways. In Rubinstein's (1982) model, two players alternate making offers 

concerning how to divide a pie of a known size. Bargaining occurs in discrete time and 

negotiators make offers and counteroffers until an agreement is reached. Rubinstein also 

assumed that the preferences of the negotiators are functions of time and that the preference 

relations of both parties is common knowledge. This characterization of the bargaining 

process gives rise to an extensive fonn game with perfect infonnation. To overcome the 

limitations of multiple equilibria, Rubinstein used the subgame perfect equilibrium concept 

(Selten 1975) to show that a unique equilibrium solution exists for the game. The sequential 

alternating offer fonnulation along with time dependent discount rates or fixed bargaining 

costs provides a more behaviorally realistic setting in which to study bargaining behavior and 

outcomes. However, only a few empirical tests of these models have been reported (e.g., 

Zwick, Rapoport, and Howard 1992). Although this scenario is more realistic than those 
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previously studied, the ability of the sequential strategic approach to predict the negotiation 

behavior and outcomes in marketing settings is an open question. Marketing distribution 

channels, in particular, provide a very rich and appropriate setting for testing sequential 

bargaining models. 

While Rubinstein's model was based on the assumption of perfect information, 

several researchers have extended it by incorporating either one-sided or two-sided 

incomplete information. The added realism of sequential approaches which incorporate 

aspects of incomplete information however comes at the cost of unique equilibria. Several 

researchers (e.g., Banks and Sobel 1987; Cho and Kreps 1987; Grossman and Perry 1986a; 

Kreps and Wilson 1982; Selten 1975) have attempted to strengthen the notion of equilibrium 

by imposing additional restrictions. Despite the various developments, the problem of 

identifying a unique solution for noncooperative games, particularly games with incomplete 

information, is by no means resolved. This characteristic of most noncooperative games 

prevents us from making quantitative predictions about negotiation outcomes with certainty. 

Notwithstanding, this class of games does allow us to make useful and insightful qualitative 

predictions about some fairly realistic negotiation scenarios. 

Following the pioneering work of Rubinstein, several models have been developed 

which allow alternating offers and counteroffers. The common constructs considered in 

these models include the parties' reservation prices and their time preferences. A key feature 

of these models is that information transmittal can occur only through the offers and 
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counteroffers. Explicit communication is thus not permitted. However, the bargaining 

models differ from each other in various ways. A useful taxonomy is developed below to 

distinguish the different sequential strategic bargaining models on various characteristics. 

This taxonomy will also help in the classification of the empirical work based on sequential 

strategic models. 

1. I~there_any_privateJnformation'? Rubinstein's (1982) original model had assumed 

that the preferences of both parties was common knowledge. The more recent formulations 

have incorporated aspects of incomplete information either about the negotiators' reservation 

prices or their time preferences. The incomplete information may be one-sided (e.g., 

Grossman and Perry 1986b; Rubinstein 1985; Sobel and Takahashi 1983), where one player 

knows the reservation prices (or time preferences) of both players whereas the other player 

knows only hislher reservation price (or time preference) or two-sided (e.g., Chatterjee and 

Samuelson 1988; Cramton 1984), where both parties have private information. 

2. Who_makes_the_offers? Some models exogenously restrict the offers to come from 

one party while the other party can only accept or reject the offers (e.g., Cramton 1984; 

Fudenberg and Tirole 1983; Sobel and Takahashi 1983). It is common in one-sided 

incomplete information games to allow only the uninformed player to make the offers. 

Recently, Ausubel and Deneckere (1992) have shown that under certain conditions, the 

informed player does not have to make any serious offers. At the same time, other models 

have analyzed bargaining situations where both the parties make offers and counteroffers 
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(e.g., Chatterjee and Samuelson 1988; Grossman and Perry 1986b; Gul and Sonnenschein 

1988). 

3. .AlJLthenumy-.restrictions_onJhe_duratiolLoLbargaining'? Sequential bargaining 

models may vary as to whether they restrict the number of periods of bargaining, regardless 

of whether agreement is reached or not (e.g., Fudenberg and Tirole 1983), or they allow the 

bargaining to continue indefinitely until agreement is reached or the bargaining is terminated 

by either party (e.g., Grossman and Perry 1986b). 

4. HQ\~.M.e_tim~elated_costs1epresentedl In most bargaining models, the negotiators 

are assumed to be impatient due to the opportunity cost of delay and other non-trivial 

expenses associated with prolonged negotiation. This impatience or time-related cost is 

represented by either a fixed cost per period (Rubinstein 1982) or as a time-dependent 

discount factor (Grossman and Perry 1986a; Rubinstein 1982). 

2.4.2 Empirical Work Based on Sequential Approaches 

There has been a good deal of attention given to testing the predictions of sequential 

bargaining models empirically. The empirical studies have been concerned mainly with 

testing, in an experimental setting, the role of various strategic factors underlying game

theoretic models as well as the predictive power of the equilibrium solution. The attraction 

of testing noncooperative game-theoretic models is that it is possible to replicate the specific 

structure ofinformation flow (e.g., sequence of offers and counteroffers) between negotiators 
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which is assumed in the theory (Sutton 1987). The experimental work based on sequential 

strategic models also addresses the larger question of the status of game theory as a 

descriptive theory of observable behavior. This is a key issue in marketing where the applied 

nature of the discipline makes the descriptive accuracy of the model a particularly critical 

Issue. 

The existing experimental studies based on sequential strategic bargaining models 

can also be classified with the taxonomy presented in the earlier section. For instance, 

several studies (e.g., Binmore, Shaked, and Sutton 1985; Guth, Schmittberger, and Schwarz 

1982; Guth and Tietz 1988, 1990; Neelin, Sonnenschein, and Spiegel 1988; Ochs and Roth 

1989) have focused on two-person bargaining with a finite and rather small horizon where 

the duration of bargaining is unduly (exogenously) restricted. 

Several studies have also focused on alternating offer bargaining games with infinite 

horizon. Weg, Rapoport, and Felsenthal (1990) tested Rubinstein's (1982) model and found 

that the equilibrium solution is a poor predictor of observed behavior. However, in another 

test of Rubinstein's (1982) model, Rapoport, Weg, and Felsenthal (1990) found that the 

results were much more consistent with the predictions of the equilibrium solution. In the 

Weg et. al. (1990) study, time-related costs were represented by discount factors whereas in 

the Rapoport et. al. (1990) study, costs of delay were represented by fixed costs. 

Although the recent studies have focused on testing infinite-horizon models, the 

underlying assumption of the models that were tested was that there is complete information. 
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A class of more complex models are models of incomplete information, in which each party 

may have some private information about hislher own situation (valuation). Relatively few 

studies (e.g., Radner and Schotter 1989) have been reported which test incomplete 

information bargaining games. Recently, Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick (1995) tested an 

infinite-horizon game studied by Fudenberg, Levine, and Tirole (1985) and Sobel and 

Takahashi (1983) in which a seller and a buyer negotiate the price of an indivisible good. 

It is common knowledge that the good has zero value to the seller, but its value to the buyer, 

v, is known only to the buyer. The seller only knows the distribution ofv. However, the 

model they tested allowed only the uninformed player (seller) to make offers while the 

informed player (buyer) could only accept or reject the offer. The findings show that the 

observed behavior was not entirely consistent with the predictions of the equilibrium 

solution. 

A brief review of the empirical work based on sequential strategic models shows that 

incomplete information models have received little attention from researchers. Further, it 

is also evident that marketing researchers have not pursued this line of work and applied this 

general class of models in a marketing context. Given the importance of negotiations in 

marketing, there is a need to develop and test strategic models of bargaining which may be 

capable of predicting behavior and outcomes of dyadic interactions, particularly between 

channel members. The present study thus tests and extends a sequential strategic bargaining 

model in a marketing context. First, we are concerned with the testing of an infinite-horizon 
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model with no exogenous restrictions on the duration of bargaining. Second, we study a one-

sided incomplete information model similar to Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick (1995). However, 

we differ from their study as our model allows both the uninformed as well as the informed 

players to make offers and counteroffers. Finally, our empirical work is designed to test the 

predictive accuracy of some of the qualitative predictions of the equilibrium, and to detect 

whether changes in the parameters of the bargaining situation influence the observed 

outcomes in the predicted directions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE BARGAINING MODEL 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

In this chapter, we model a marketing channel scenario which involves a monopolist 

manufacturer and an exclusive independent distributor negotiating the transfer price of a new 

industrial product. We assume that the manufacturer, being somewhat distant from the 

market (consumers), is uncertain about the distributor's value (the resale price to end 

consumers), whereas the distributor knows this value by virtue of being close to the market. 

This sets up a bilateral monopoly with one-sided incomplete information. This scenario, 

characterized by information asymmetry, is very common in marketing negotiations (Lilien, 

Kotler, and Moorthy 1992). We assume an otherwise symmetrical and balanced power 

structure. 

We model a negotiation scenario which involves sequential alternating offers and 

counteroffers between the manufacturer and the distributor. Both parties have costs (e.g., 

opportunity cost of time, lost sales, or nontrivial expenses such as negotiators' salaries) 

associated with delaying the bargaining process. It is assumed that the channel members are 

informed about the nature and identity of the issue to be negotiated, and agreement is 

required since there are no alternatives (outside options). Further, all communication can be 

summarized in the form of accepting an offer or rejecting and making of a counteroffer. The 
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channel members are hedged by a minimum and maximum position; both the manufacturer 

and the distributor have reservation prices. 

Specifically, we consider a monopolist manufacturer and an exclusive independent 

distributor negotiating the transfer price, w, of an indivisible good (a new product). The 

manufacturer's reservation price rests on the product cost, c, which we can assume to be zero 

without any loss in generality. The manufacturer is uncertain about the maximum price, p, 

that consumers would be willing to pay for the product. This uncertainty is represented as 

a probability distribution F(P) with support [Pr, pJ. Both c and F are assumed to be common 

knowledge. In contrast, the distributor, being closer to the end consumer, knows p with 

certainty. Given this information structure, the manufacturer and the distributor must now 

take a joint form of action and reach an agreement on the transfer price, w, (c :;; w :;; p). 

The bargaining situation we consider embodies many of the characteristics of 

marketing negotiations discussed earlier. The situation involves two parties, assumed to be 

monolithic, negotiating a single issue, price. Although the negotiation is not repetitive, there 

are linkage effects as one agreement in a marketing channel could set the stage for future 

interactions. The situation calls for reaching an agreement since it is a bilateral monopoly 

and the negotiation is also characterized by time constraints or time-related costs. The focus 

is thus on the forces that drive the channel members to bargain and settle on a specific price 

within a finite number of iterations. 

The next section describes the bargaining mechanism in detail while the third section 
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describes the bargaining model and the equilibrium solution. Several implications, 

amenable to empirical testing, are then derived from the bargaining model in the final 

section. 

3.2 THE BARGAINING MECHANISM 

The conceptual framework underlying the model is based on the sequential 

bargaining model of Rubinstein (1982): the bargaining is modeled as an alternating offer 

game in which each party alternates making offers. The bargaining proceeds as follows. 

Time is divided into discrete periods, t = 0, 1,2, .. At t=0, the manufacturer makes an offer. 

At the beginning of the next period, t=I, the distributor can either accept the offer (denoted 

by Y) or reject the offer. If the distributor rejects the offer, then slhe can make a nonnegative 

counteroffer WE R+ which can be either accepted or rejected by the manufacturer. An action 

at time t> ° for a player specifies hislher reaction which is an element of {V} u R+, to the 

other party's previous offer at t-I. At t=0, an action is just an offer WE R+. As an acceptance 

of an offer terminates the bargaining, a relevant history at period t is just a sequence of 

unaccepted offers. Thus the strategy of the manufacturer, which is a specification of what 

action a party takes at each of hislher information sets, is formally a sequence of functions 

aIm: [H'.I] - {V} u R+, t=0, 2, 4, ... , where HI.I denotes the history of the game at time t ifno 

agreement has been reached. Similarly, the strategy of the distributor, whose first move is 

a response to the manufacturer's offer is a sequence of functions Old: [HI
.
I] - {V} u R+, t=I, 
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3,5, ..... The beliefs of the manufacturer are embodied in the conditional distribution (p I p 

E [Po, PhD· 

The parties make offers and counteroffers to one another until they either reach an 

agreement or else one channel member decides to terminate the negotiation. The negotiation 

outcome is denoted by a pair (w, t) which is interpreted as agreement on transfer price w in 

period t. Perpetual disagreement is denoted by (0, 00). Delay is costly, due to the opportunity 

cost of the parties' delayed receipt of their gains from trade and due to nontrivial expenses 

(e.g., negotiators' salaries) incurred during the bargaining process. We thus assume that both 

the manufacturer and the distributor have costs associated with delaying the bargaining 

process. Specifically, it is represented by a discount factor 0, (0 < 0 < 1) which is equal for 

and known to both parties. Thus, the players' von Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions 

are Urn (w, t) = 01
•
1 (w-c) for the manufacturer and Ud (w, t) = 01

•
1 (p-w) for the distributor,· 

when the maximum price that the consumers are willing to pay for the product is p. For 

example, if the first offer ofw is made at time t=O, and it is accepted at time t=1 then the 

manufacturer obtains a payoff of w and the distributor obtains a payoff of p-w, when the 

consumers' reservation price is p and the cost c is zero. However, with each passing period 

in which the channel members fail to reach agreement, their profits are discounted by a factor 

0, giving both the parties an incentive to reach agreement in as few periods as possible. 

Costly delays and failures to agree when gains from trade exist may represent inefficiencies 

in bargaining (Kennan and Wilson 1993). However, Kennan and Wilson note that delays 
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and failures to agree are inefficient ex post only from the privileged view of hindsight. The 

rationale is that bargaining is substantially a process of communication necessitated by initial 

differences in information known to the parties separately. Thus, incomplete information 

may be the cause of delay. 

3.3 THE MODEL 

3.3.1 The Solution Concept 

The bargaining situation and the bargaining mechanism described above has been 

analyzed by Grossman and Perry (1986b). Grossman and Perry's (1986b) model essentially 

generalizes Rubinstein's (1982) model to incorporate aspects of incomplete information. 

They show that the equilibrium they construct is the unique candidate for their concept of 

"perfect sequential equilibrium." A perfect sequential equilibrium is an equilibrium which 

is supported by credible beliefs. The notion is that, just as some Nash equilibria are 

sustained by threats that are not credible, in the sense that if the point is reached the threat 

will not be carried out, some sequential equilibria are supported by the threat that a player 

will adopt an incredible belief if slbe observes an out-of-equilibrium action. Grossman and 

Perry (1986a) argue that a credible belief must satisfy the following three conditions. The 

first condition specifies that an observation of an out-of-equilibrium event does not change 

the probabilities that the manufacturer attaches to the things slbe was certain about. The 

second condition ensures that if the observed strategy of the distributor is part of the 
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equilibrium strategy set, the manufacturer updates in a Bayesian manner. Before stating the 

third condition, it is useful to note that the distributor has three alternatives: (a) distributor 

sticks to the equilibrium strategy with certainty; (b) distributor randomizes between deviating 

and sticking to hislher equilibrium strategy; (c) distributor deviates from the equilibrium 

strategy to an out-of-e .. quilibrium strategy. Given these three alternative strategies, the 

manufacturer can use Bayes' rule to assign posterior probabilities on the type of strategy that 

a distributor will use. Thus, if the manufacturer observes an out-of-equilibrium strategy, slhe 

can ask "Which type of a distributor is actually better off after deviating than staying at 

equilibrium, given my induced action?" If the manufacturer finds that the distributor who 

was postulated to deviate is better offthan at the equilibrium, while the distributor who was 

postulated not to deviate would be worse off than at the equilibrium, and the distributor who 

is assumed to randomize is indifferent between deviating and staying with hislher 

equilibrium strategy, then the beliefs adopted are credible. The manufacturer must adopt a 

credible belief if such exists. If none exists, hislher out-of-equilibrium beliefs are restricted 

only by the first condition. In other words, the third condition restricts the set of beliefs that 

the manufacturer can adopt if slhe observes an out-of-equilibrium event. Essentially, the 

manufacturer conducts a thought experiment when slhe observes the deviation, slhe asks the 

question, "Which distributor has an incentive to make this deviation?" If the manufacturer 

can get a consistent answer that, if slhe believes it to be correct, induces actions on hislher 

part that justify the deviation of only one type of distributor, then slhe must adopt this answer 
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as hislher belief. The stationary equilibrium constructed by Grossman and Perry (1986b) is 

described next. 

3.3.2 The Stationary Equilibrium 

The following constructs and notations are employed in the analytical model 

(Grossman and Perry 1986b): 

p = Consumers' reservation price or the maximum price that the consumers are willing to 

pay for the product such that p E [PQ' Ph], or the distributor is of any possible type between 

pQ and Ph; 

o = common discount factor; 

w(PQ, pJ = The price that the manufacturer asks when it is hislher turn to make an offer and 

slhe knows that p E [PQ' Ph]; 

wa(PQ, pJ = The acceptable counteroffer made by the distributor along the equilibrium when 

it is the distributor's turn to make an offer and the manufacturer knows that p E [PQ, Po]; 

Po(w; Pc, pJ == The marginal distributor's type that accepts the manufacturer's offer w when 

the manufacturer knows that p E [PQ' Ph]; 

PC(PQ, Po) == The marginal distributor's type that makes an acceptable counteroffer; 

Yep, p) == The perfect equilibrium offer by the manufacturer in a game of complete 

information (Rubinstein 1982) or the manufacturer's maximum expected payoff when the 

consumers' reservation price, p, is known with certainty. If manufacturer's cost c=O, then 
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V(p, p) = p/(1 + 0) and it follows that oV(p, p) is the distributor's payoff in a game of 

complete information (see Rubinstein 1982). 

The stationary equilibrium involves the manufacturer making an offer based on the 

belief that the consumers' reservation price, p, lies between pq and Ph' Grossman and Perry 

(1986b) show that along the equilibrium there lie numbers Pa' It, and w such that the 

manufacturer's offer w is accepted if p is greater than or equal to Pa and rejected otherwise. 

If the distributor rejects the manufacturer's offer, w, then slbe makes an acceptable 

counteroffer if p lies between Pn and Pc or makes an unacceptable counteroffer if p is less that 

Pc' An unacceptable counteroffer by the distributor signals to the manufacturer that the 

consumers' reservation price lies between pq and Pc' The manufacturer then makes another 

offer based on this updated belief and the game continues as before. 

The manufacturer's problem can be represented analytically as choosing the 

maximum w to demand based on the knowledge that the consumers' reservation price, p, lies 

between pq and Ph' Given stationary strategies, the manufacturer's optimization problem can 

be represented by the following functional equation, which is subject to certain constraints 

(distributor's decision rule): 

V(pq, Ph) = Max [w {F(Ph)-F(Pn)}/{F(Ph)-F(pq)} + 0 wn {F(Pn)-F(pc) }/{F(Ph)-F(pq)} 

(1) 

where the Max is subject to (2), (3), and (4), and where w(pq, Ph) is a w which achieves the 

Max in equation (1), 



Wo == 0 V[pc(Pq, Po), Po] 

Pc = Pc(pq, Po) = Min p E [pq, Po] ifp - oV(p, Po) ~ o(p - w(Pq, p», 

Pc = Pc(Pq, Po) = Po ifp - oV(p, Po) < o(p - w(Pe, p» for all p E [Pc, Pal 

Let f denote the net benefit of the distributor, 

f(Pe, p) = P - w - o[p - wo(Pe, p)] if Pc(Pe, p) < p, 

f(pq, p) = p - w - 02[P - w(Pe, p)] if Pc(Pe, p) = p, 

then Po = Po(w; Pc, Ph) = Ph iff(Pe, p) < 0 for all P E [pq, Ph], 

Po = Pa(w; Pt, Ph) = Min P such that f(pq, p) ~ O. 
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(2) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

(4d) 

Equation (1) is a complex functional equation which represents the manufacturer's 

problem of determining the optimal first offer, w, based on the uncertain knowledge of p. 

The first term on the RHS of equation (1) represents the payoff of the manufacturer if the 

manufacturer's first offer, w, is accepted immediately. It is thus the product of the first offer, 

w, and the probability with which it will be accepted immediately. The second term 

represents the manufacturer's payoff if the distributor rejects the first offer and makes an 

acceptable counteroffer, Wo' It is thus the product of the counteroffer and the probability with 

which the distributor makes an acceptable counteroffer. The third term represents the payoff 

ofthe manufacturer if the distributor makes an unacceptable counteroffer. An unacceptable 

counteroffer by the distributor signals to the manufacturer that the consumers' reservation 

price, p, lies between pq and Pc' The third term thus represents the manufacturer's payoff if 

the bargaining game continues for more than two periods. The game essentially continues 
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with the manufacturer making an offer based on the knowledge that p E [Pq, Pc]. In other 

words, equation (1) represents the manufacturer's expected payoff. 

Equation (2) represents the acceptable counteroffer of the distributor while equation 

(3) can be interpreted as the distributor's decision rule such that if the consumers' reservation 

price is equal to Pc, the distributor would prefer to make an acceptable counteroffer and settle 

in the second period rather than making an unacceptable counteroffer and be in a game where 

the bargaining lasts for more than two periods. Similarly, Equation (4) can be simply 

interpreted to state that if the consumers' reservation price, p, is equal to Pa' the distributor 

would prefer to accept the manufacturer's first offer, w, rather than reject it and make an 

acceptable counteroffer. Through equation (4), it is possible to represent the Max in equation 

(1) with just Pa' Then Pa is the only choice variable, where w is determined by equation (4) 

as the largest price which induces Pa to be the number such that if p is equal to it, the 

distributor accepts the manufacturer's offer, w. 

Grossman and Perry (1986b) solve equations (1) - (4) and show that the solution 

constitutes a stationary equilibrium. To understand the logic underlying their solution, it is 

important to note the distinction between "informationally small games" and 

"informationally large games." The smallest bargaining game conceivable is obviously one 

of perfect certainty. Rubinstein (1982) has shown that such a game ends immediately. A 

slightly larger game is one where the bargaining lasts for at most two periods. In such a 

"small game," the manufacturer's first offer is either accepted immediately or the distributor 
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rejects it and makes a counteroffer which the manufacturer accepts. A "small game" is thus 

one in which one of the parties (e.g., the manufacturer) is not perfectly certain about the other 

party's reservation value (e.g., distributor's resale value). The game becomes "larger" as the 

uncertainty increases and the bargaining lasts for more than two periods. However, even if 

the starting point is a large game, there will come a point during the bargaining process when 

the game is essentially identical to the small game. The rationale is that the bargaining 

process or the sequence of offers and counteroffers serves to reduce the uncertainty. 

Following this logic, Grossman and Perry (1986b) first solve for a "small game" 

where the bargaining last for at most two periods. Subsequently, the equilibrium for the 

"large game" is found where the bargaining lasts for more than two periods. In the large 

game, the manufacturer's uncertainty increases relative to the small game. The authors argue 

that once the equilibrium for the small game is determined, the equilibrium for the larger 

game can also be solved since the bargaining process essentially reduces the manufacturer's 

uncertainty, ultimately forcing the game to reach a node of the type solved for in the small 

game. 

3.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR EMPIRICAL TESTS 

In this section, we begin by presenting the intuition of the equilibrium solution. Then, 

we present the implications of the sequential bargaining model which are amenable to 

experimental testing. These implications are developed in more detail in the next chapter. 
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In the empirical work, we investigate the impact of the change in each of the parameters 

upon bargaining behavior and outcomes. The experiments are designed to test the predictive 

accuracy of some of the qualitative predictions of the perfect equilibrium solution in 

sequential bargaining, and to observe if the changes in the parameters of the game influence 

the bargaining outcomes in the predicted direction, even in the case that there might be a 

systematic discrepancy in the quantitative point predictions. 

The sequential equilibrium follows from a set of propositions that have the two 

parties acting rationally to maximize expected utility, consistent with their beliefs. It 

involves the manufacturer making an offer which is accepted by distributors who know that 

p is high relative to the manufacturer's offer. Distributors who know that p is low, reject and 

make an unacceptable counteroffer while distributors with moderate gains (Le., medium p) 

from trade reject and make an acceptable offer. Their main theoretical result, in other words, 

is that distributors who get a small surplus out of the transaction, delay settlement in order 

to reveal their willingness to pay, and thus signal their reservation price to the manufacturer. 

Thus, without explicit communication, this is a credible way for the distributor to convey 

private information to the manufacturer. Credibility is however an important ingredient in 

this intuition. For example, the distributor can always assert that p is low, but it may be 

worthwhile for the manufacturer to verify this assertion by delaying long enough. Delaying 

the bargaining process thus provides the manufacturer an effective way to discriminate 

among distributors in market conditions where p is high versus conditions where p is low. 
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If p is indeed high, the distributor will profit by agreeing early. Thus, ex ante, this 

bargaining process can reveal information about p, and establish a common informational 

basis for an agreement (Kennan and Wilson 1993). 

The aspects of interest in the model which can be tested empirically are the effects 

of manufacturer uncertainty, opportunity cost of delay, and consumers' reservation price. 

The equilibrium predicts that manufacturer uncertainty, represented by the support of 

distribution, [Pc, pJ, has an impact on the bargaining process as well as the outcome. First, 

the manufacturer's first offer increases as the uncertainty increases. In other words, the 

initial price demanded by the manufacturer tends to increase as the uncertainty increases. 

Second, the number of periods taken to reach agreement increase as the uncertainty 

increases. As a consequence, bargaining efficiency, defined as the ratio of the combined 

profit gain from trade to the total possible surplus, improves as uncertainty decreases. 

The equilibrium solution predicts that the opportunity cost of delay has a three-fold 

effect on the bargaining outcome. First, the manufacturer's initial price increases as the 

opportunity cost of delay increases. Second, the number of periods taken to reach agreement 

increases as the as the opportunity cost of delay decreases because less of the surplus is lost 

from delaying agreement. Third, the manufacturer's bargaining position becomes worse as 

the opportunity cost of delay increases since the distributor has more incentive to cheat and 

falsely indicate that the consumers' reservation price is low when it is actually high and 

thereby gain more of the surplus. As a consequence, the likelihood of the distributor making 
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higher profits than the manufacturer increases as the opportunity cost of delay decreases. 

Consumer' reservation price directly determines the potential gains from trade 

(maximum surplus). According to the model prediction, the expected number of periods 

taken to reach agreement decreases as the gains from trade (Le. consumers' reservation price) 

increases. Bargaining efficiency should also improve as a function of the reservation price. 

The next chapter develops these predictions in more detail. The next chapter also 

extends the conceptual framework by incorporating variables like trust and explicit 

communication. One objective of empirically extending the conceptual framework is to 

examine whether these variables moderate bargaining behavior and outcomes. More 

importantly, we assess the robustness of the sequential bargaining model outside the domain 

of its assumptions. On the other hand, if these variables have a systematic effect on the 

bargaining process and outcomes, the empirical regularities may form the basis for 

subsequent theoretical developments. Thus, the conceptual framework is first extended to 

account for the nature of the relationship or the trust between the negotiating parties. 

Second, the framework is extended to study the effects of explicit communication on 

bargaining behavior and outcomes. 



4.1 OVERVIEW 

CHAPTER 4 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
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Based on the theoretical foundations discussed in the earlier chapters, a conceptual 

framework is developed in this chapter. Although stylized, the sequential strategic 

bargaining model allows the derivation of a set of qualitative facts or predictions that are 

amenable to empirical testing. These predictions are further bolstered by using the relevant 

literature in marketing and social psychology. 

The aspects of interest in the baseline model (Grossman and Perry 1986b) are the 

effects of manufacturer uncertainty, opportunity cost of delay (common discount factor, 0), 

and consumers' reservation price (resale value), p, on bargaining behavior and outcomes. 

However, the baseline model represents only the most rudimentary aspect of bargaining in 

a marketing channel situation. Hence, the conceptual framework is extended to incorporate 

behaviorally enriching constructs which strongly influence channel negotiations, in more 

realistic environments. 

The base model is first extended to account for situations where the nature of past 

relationships or the level of trust between channel members varies. Trust between channel 

members has been identified in the literature to have a strong influence on the negotiation 

process (Schurr and Ozanne 1985). In our situation, we model the effects of trust by 
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introducing a pair of discount factors (one each for the manufacturer and the distributor) that 

are applied to the offers and counteroffers. These discount factors reflect the notion that 

neither party takes the other's offer at face value. Thus, the lack of trust is expected to lower 

the rate of convergence to an agreed upon value at which the two parties can complete the 

transaction. 

Next, we recognize that in both the base model and the extended model, it is assumed 

that all information is transmitted in the acceptance of an offer or in the rejection and making 

of a counteroffer. Thus, the role of explicit communication is not modeled and no account 

is taken of how communication between channel members can facilitate or inhibit the 

negotiation process and its outcomes. Opportunities for explicit communication may 

enhance cooperation and improve bargaining efficiency. Alternatively, it may give the 

bargainers opportunities to mislead each other and misrepresent one's utility function to the 

other. Although we do not formally model explicit communication, we allow the bargainers 

to exchange messages of different types in our final empirical work here. This allows us to 

test the robustness of the sequential strategic bargaining model. In sum, the extended 

conceptual framework accounts for how varying levels of trust, as well as the availability of 

opportunities for transmitting strategic information, moderate bargaining behavior and 

outcomes. 

In the next section, the conceptual framework is presented along with the testable 

implications of the equilibrium solution. The emphasis here is on the qualitative predictions 
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derived from the model. Next, a section is devoted to discussing the need to empirically test 

economic models not only in general but also in the present context. This chapter concludes 

with an overview of the empirical work. The experiments designed to test the proposed 

hypotheses as well as the bargaining scenario used in the experiments are also described 

briefly. 

4.2 HYPOTHESES 

4.2.1 Manufacturer Uncertainty 

In bargaining about the price at which the manufacturer will sell the product to the 

distributor, it is very likely that the manufacturer's bargaining strategy will depend on the 

level of uncertainty about the price at which the distributor can resell the product to final 

consumers. One may be able to construct interesting scenarios in which it may be optimal 

for the manufacturer to reduce the level of uncertainty by purchasing information about 

consumer prices from a third party (e.g., a market research agency), thereby eliminating the 

informational advantage that the distributor possesses and realize a better bargaining 

outcome. This scenario motivates us to examine the effect of uncertainty on the bargaining 

strategies and outcomes of the channel members, the manufacturer in particular. 

As defined in the model, manufacturer uncertainty about the reservation price of the 

end consumers was represented by F(p) with support [Pr, 1il]. Since increases in 

manufacturer uncertainty involve a higher level of Ph (even ifthe mean is the same about Pr 
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and Ph), the manufacturer's initial behavior will reflect this belief. In other words, a 

qualitative implication of the model is that the manufacturer will make a higher opening offer 

as the uncertainty about the consumers' reservation price, p, increases. 

The effect of manufacturer uncertainty on the bargaining process can also be assessed 

directly from the model as the equilibrium determines a function t(p, F), which specifies the 

number of periods a distributor will wait before agreement. Bargaining duration is thus a 

function of the resale value to end consumers, p, and the manufacturer's beliefs about p, F(P). 

Rubinstein (1982) has shown that under certainty (Le., when F(P) is concentrated on a single 

p), there is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium and the bargaining ends immediately (at 

t=1). However, as the mean preserving spread of the manufacturer's beliefs, [Pr, Ph], about 

p increases, t(p, F) increases. The implication is that increased manufacturer uncertainty 

about p increases the duration of bargaining. The increase in bargaining duration in tum 

leads to lower profits for both the manufacturer and the distributor. Thus, the individual 

profits decrease as the uncertainty increases. 

Hla: The manufacturer's opening offer will be higher as hislher uncertainty about 
consumers' reservation price, p, increases. 

HIb: The duration of bargaining will increase as manufacturer uncertainty about 
consumers' reservation price, p, increases. 

HIc: The profits of both the manufacturer and the distributor will be lower as the 
uncertainty about consumers' reservation price, p, increases. 
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4.2.2 Opportunity Cost of Delay (Discount Factor) 

Most marketing negotiations are characterized by time constraints or time-related 

costs. The influence of time upon bargaining behavior and outcomes may assume different 

forms (Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick 1995). First, to the extent that channel members discount 

future profits, the influence may be reflected in a discount factor. Second, there is often a 

fixed cost which is incurred at each stage of the negotiation. Finally, the value of the 

agreement may itself change with time for each party. The first two forms may exert time 

pressure on the bargainers thus driving them to end the negotiations in as few periods as 

possible. Typical conditions which generate such situations in marketing channels may be 

due to the cost of continued negotiation (e.g., time and money lost from other pursuits, the 

expense of negotiators, lost sales), the perceived danger of alienating the other party by 

engaging in too much conflict, closeness of a perceived deadline (a threat of a competitive 

entry) or the perceived probability that negotiation will end soon (Balakrishnan, Patton, and 

Lewis 1993; Hamner 1974; Pruitt 1981; YukI 1974). It is thus critical to study the influence 

of time upon bargaining behavior and outcomes in marketing channels. In this study, the 

opportunity cost of delay is represented by a discount factor 0 (0 ::> 0 ::> 1, i.e., a one period 

delay lowers $1 to $0), and we test the effect of discounting future benefits on the 

negotiation process and outcomes. 

The sequential bargaining model predicts that the effect of discount factor on 

bargaining behavior and outcomes is threefold. First, a qualitative property of the 
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equilibrium solution is that the first prices of the manufacturer decreases as the discount 

factor increases. Consider a simple illustration using Rubinstein's (1982) solution. Assume 

that the marginal cost is zero and the distributor's reservation price is 1. If the discount 

factor is 0.9, then the manufacturer's offer in equilibrium should be 1/(1 +0.9) = 0.5263. If 

the discount factor is 0.8, the manufacturer's offer increases to 1/(1 +0.8) = 0.56. 

Second, the model predicts an equilibrium such that in addition to the uncertainty in 

the manufacturer's beliefs about consumers' reservation price, bargaining duration is also a 

function of the discount factor, o. The bargaining duration increases with the discount factor, 

0, as less of the surplus is lost from delaying agreement. In contrast, as the discount factor 

decreases, the desire to reach agreement quickly is enhanced and consequently the number 

of periods required to reach agreement decreases. 

Third, and perhaps more importantly, the model predicts an equilibrium such that 

with a high discount factor, a distributor in a market with high p has a greater incentive to 

free ride by falsely indicating that p is low. This lowers the manufacturer's ability to 

discriminate between market conditions where p is high as opposed to low. As 0 approaches 

1, delaying the bargaining process has little effect on the surplus (Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick 

1995) and there is not much incentive for the distributor to reach agreement quickly. 

Consequently, in equilibrium, the manufacturer's bargaining position deteriorates (and profit 

decreases) as 0 increases. 

H2a: The manufacturer's opening offer should decrease as the discount factor 
increases. 



H2b: The duration of bargaining will increase as the discount factor increases 

H2c: The manufacturer's profit decreases as the discount factor increases. 

4.2.3 Consumers' Reservation Price 
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The sequential equilibrium solution involves the manufacturer making an offer which 

is accepted by the distributor if p is high relative to the manufacturer's offer. However, if p 

is low, the distributor rejects and makes an unacceptable counteroffer while a distributor with 

moderate gains from trade (i.e., medium p) rejects and makes an acceptable offer. In other 

words, the distributor who gets a small or negative surplus out of the transaction delays 

settlement in order to reveal hislher willingness to pay, and thus signals the reservation price 

to the manufacturer. Thus, even without explicit communication, delaying agreement may 

be a credible way for the distributor to convey private information to the manufacturer. 

Delaying the bargaining process also provides the manufacturer an effective way to 

discriminate among market conditions where p is high versus another condition where p is 

low. Ifp is indeed high, the distributor will profit by agreeing early. Thus, the bargaining 

process can reveal information about p, and establish a common informational basis for an 

agreement (Kennan and Wilson 1993). 

The implication of this result is that the higher the value of p within a given range, 

the less the number of periods required to reach agreement and the higher the price that is 

agreed upon. The rationale is that the total surplus increases with the value of p which in 
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tum increases the likelihood of both parties realizing high profits. Thus, efficiency of 

bargaining improves as the consumers' reservation price increases. 

H3a: The duration of bargaining decreases as the consumers' reservation price, p, 
increases. 

H3b: The final price increases as the consumers' reservation price, p, increases. 

4.2.4 Trust Variations 

It is widely recognized that the degree of trust between channel members is an 

important determinant of coordinative or cooperative behavior in marketing channels. 

Moreover, exchange theories have also posited that trust has an important influence on 

dyadic relationships (Schurr and Ozanne 1985). Trust, in marketing distribution channels, 

can emerge from different sources including the nature and history of the past relationship 

between the channel members. For example, a history of conflictual relationship may signal 

that the channel members are not committed to the relationship and may make it difficult for 

the parties to have confidence and trust in each other (Anderson and Weitz 1992). However, 

a history of a cooperative relationship where the parties are committed to problem-solving 

strategies and demonstrate a concern in the relationship will enhance the confidence and trust 

that the parties have in each other. This will also build a sense of solidarity, common goals, 

and a belief that both are dependent on each other for rewards. Thus, a high level of trust is 

more likely to lead to cooperative problem-solving and coordinative behavior as there is 
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usually some risk associated with coordinative initiatives (e.g., concession making behavior) 

that the other party may not reciprocate. On the other hand, a low level of trust is more 

likely to be associated with distributive behavior (Morgan and Sawyer 1967; Pruitt 1981) 

that could potentially hurt both parties. 

Given the importance of trust in channel negotiations, we extend Grossman and 

Perry's model (1986b) to account for variations in trust between the channel members. Trust, 

in this study, is defined as the belief that the other party's word is reliable and accurate. For 

instance, the manufacturer may believe that the distributor's true willingness to pay for the 

product is more than what the distributor is actually offering. Similarly, based on the 

manufacturer's offer, the distributor may believe that the manufacturer is willing to accept 

less than what they are actually asking for the product. In the analytical model, this is 

introduced by two parameters that transforms the stated offers. Thus, the manufacturer 

recodes a distributor offer w as w' = exw, where ex ~ 1. The distributor correspondingly 

recodes a manufacturer's offer as w" = pw, where p ~ 1. The parties then act as if the 

realized offers were w' and w" respectively. Note that when both ex and p equal 1, the offers 

are accepted at face value. A mathematical analysis of this formulation whereby the two 

parties act as if the realized offers were systematically different from the offers actually made 

is outside the scope of this dissertation. It is being investigated separately. However, 

intuitively it appears that such behavior will systematically widen the offer-counteroffer 

spread in each iteration of the bargaining sequence. Consequently, we propose that, at least 
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empirically, such "credibility transfonnations" should increase the duration of bargaining by 

lowering the rate of convergence of the offer-counteroffer sequence. 

H4: The duration of bargaining will increase as the level of trust between channel 
members decreases. 

4.2.5 Explicit Communication 

In the baseline model, the assumption is that all infonnation transmission occurs via 

the acceptance of an offer or the rejection and making of a counteroffer. Thus, explicit 

communication is not considered and no effects are advanced for such a process even if it 

were to occur. However, meaningful communication between channel members is an 

essential part of the negotiation process (Ganesan 1993). In fact, communication is critical 

to the ongoing management of channel relationships; and effective communication, 

particularly on pricing policy matters, is of vital importance to channel operations (Stem and 

El-Ansary 1992). Communication within marketing channels is an important issue from 

both a theoretical as well as a managerial perspective (Mohr and Nevin 1990) and, especially 

during negotiations, can serve as the process by which persuasive infonnation is transmitted 

(Frazier and Summers 1984). Thus, explicit communication can be used to foster long-tenn 

relationships (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987), reduce uncertainty, promote participative 

decision making (Anderson, Lodish, and Weitz 1987), and encourage channel member 

commitment and coordination. At the same time, it is possible to use communication 
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strategically to mislead and misrepresent one's utility function in an adversarial relationship. 

The issue of communication between channel members has received a lot of attention 

recently (e.g., Anderson and Weitz 1992; Anderson and Narus 1990; Mohr and Nevin 1990). 

Given the critical nature of communication in marketing channels, we conduct tests of our 

conceptual model in situations where opportunities for explicit communication exist. 

Although free communication provides the greatest external validity with regard to channel 

negotiations, we attempt a controlled assessment of explicit communication effects by 

allowing the parties to communicate explicitly by choosing an appropriate message from a 

predefined list. The present study thus examines how communication opportunities impacts 

bargaining behavior and outcomes in marketing channels and allows us to explore the 

robustness of the bargaining model outside the domain of its assumptions. 

In general, it is widely held that communication between channel members should 

be frequent (Anderson, Lodish, and Weitz 1987), two-way (Anderson and Weitz 1992), more 

formal, and noncoercive (Frazier and Summers 1984). This kind of collaborative 

communication plays an important role in realizing mutual benefits in distribution channels 

(Anderson and Weitz 1992), and may be the route that can be taken to integrative 

agreements (Walton and McKersie 1965). The rationale is that a mutually beneficial 

agreement can be reached if the channel members exchange information through frequent 

two-way interchanges. The sharing ofinformation fosters confidence in the continuity of the 

relationship and thereby reduces conflict (Anderson and Weitz 1992). Thus, a coordinative 
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bargaining stance may suggest revealing accurate information even under information 

asymmetry. This may facilitate an equitable agreement and maintain goodwill for the future 

through cooperative problem-solving (Pruitt 1981). In contrast, in a competitive bargaining 

stance, the distributor may be unwilling to reveal market information to the manufacturer. 

However, Mohr and Nevin (1990) suggest that communication strategy moderates the impact 

of channel conditions on channel outcomes. The type of communication used depends on 

the channel conditions and less collaborative communication can be appropriate under 

certain conditions. 

Communication in bargaining is also interesting from the perspective of game

theoretic economic models. Traditionally, economic game-theorists have not considered 

explicit communication as a construct in bargaining models for several reasons. First, the 

effects of communication are not always clear. Communication may be used to enhance 

cooperation or to reach pareto-optimal agreements as well as to cheat and mislead the 

opponent about one's utility function. Second, there is no easy way to model 

communication. Recent research has however considered explicit communication in 

bargaining models and has incorporated it as "cheap talk." The opportunity to communicate 

by sending nonbinding messages during the offers and counteroffers constitutes "cheap talk" 

in game-theory parlance (Crawford 1990) and Farrell and Gibbons (1989) have shown that 

cheap talk equilibrium solutions differ from equilibrium solutions in the absence of cheap 

talk. The economic view is that since a nonbinding message has no direct payoff 
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implications, it can affect outcomes only through the inference the message receiver draws 

from the message. This allows two roles for such messages in bargaining: signaling 

bargainers' private information (Crawford and Sobel 1982) and helping them to coordinate 

their expectations about how the underlying bargaining game will be played (Farrell 1987). 

In the context of bargaining, communication may take at least three forms. 

Marketing channel communication can be viewed as a set of procedures for exchanging 

information to enable channel members to coordinate their activities (Gross 1968). Thus, 

one form of communication focuses on the transmission of information about one's 

reservation prices, costs, goals, values, utilities, and priorities. The exchange of rich 

information through self-disclosures can foster cooperation and lead to more coordinative 

bargaining among channel members. Even in a traditional economics perspective, 

information transmission that reduces or eliminates uncertainty should result in more 

efficient bargaining. Thus, in the present study, the bargainers may come to an agreement 

relatively quickly by engaging in uncertainty reducing communication. As a consequence, 

less ofthe total possible surplus is lost. Moreover, revelation of the market information by 

the distributor may also lead to more coordinative bargaining. However, under certain 

conditions, explicit communication may be counterproductive (Smith and Anderson 1975). 

For instance, if the parties differ markedly in basic values, explicit statements might reduce 

the motivation to coordinate interests. 

Second, communication may be used as a persuasive tool which can be used to affect 
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the other party's behavior and attitudes. However, by the same token, persuasIve 

communication is often not believed because it can be used strategically to manipulate the 

other party (Smith and Anderson 1975). Some forms of persuasive communication may 

include messages which help build long-term relationships and encourages cooperation and 

integrative agreements. A contemporary idea in business-to-business marketing is that 

business partners ought to develop and sustain relationships for long term competitive 

success. Arndt (1979) noted the tendency of organizational exchange to be characterized by 

long-term associations. Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987) argue that most marketing strategies 

treat buyer-seller exchanges as discrete events instead of as ongoing relationships. 

Relationship building is particularly important in marketing channels where the channel 

members are most likely to engage in more than one transaction over a period of time 

(Ganesan 1994). A good relationship and the anticipation of future interactions may not only 

in foster confidence and trust in each other but also encourage cooperative problem-solving 

approaches (Dant and Schul 1992). This may lead to more efficient bargaining. 

Third, persuasive communication strategies may include self-serving autonomous 

messages which include threats and warnings, coercive tactics, statements demeaning the 

other party, and punishments (Angel mar and Stem 1978). Bargainers with an individualistic 

orientation who perceive a power asymmetry in their own favor may be more likely to use 

these kinds of messages. The use of such communication strategies is also consistent with 

some forms of selling in which hard-sell techniques and high-pressure tactics are commonly 
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used for one's own gain without any regard for the welfare of the other party (Saxe and Weitz 

1982). Thus, self-serving messages are more likely to lead to conflict. 

In our empirical work, we allow bargainers to transmit three types of messages in an 

effort to examine the conditions under which they are used in a sequential bargaining 

situation. We also relate the bargaining outcomes to the extent of use of these types of 

messages. The message types are : 

(a)_Uncertainty-=reducing-.messages. These are statements in which the channel members 

reveal information about product quality, the costs associated with the production or 

distribution process, and the information at the market or consumer level. 

(h).Relationship.:~huilding-1Ilessages. These are statements which convey the idea that the 

firm is interested in establishing a relationship such that the channel members' current and/or 

future behavior will be beneficial to both parties. Relationship-building messages will 

emphasize characteristics like cooperation, mutuality, and long-term orientation. 

(c)_Self::£enring_p.ers.uasiye_messages. These are statements in which the channel members' 

communicate that they are interested in their own gain, even if it comes at the expense of the 

other party. Self-serving communication include self-aggrandizing messages, messages that 

use threats or coercion, and messages which demean the other party. 

Given the exploratory nature of the study, we avoided manipulating the type of 

message directly in our empirical work. Rather, we left subjects with the choice of message 

from a given menu where the available messages correspond to the three different types. It 
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is interesting to examine which types of communication are used predominantly during 

bargaining and their effect on the bargaining outcomes. Based on the behavioral studies in 

channel management and inter-organizational relationships, we hypothesize that 

communication types (a) and (b) may improve bargaining efficiency by decreasing the 

bargaining duration while type (c) may have an adverse effect. 

H5a: The duration of bargaining will decrease as the proportion of uncertainty
reducing messages increases. 

H5b: The duration of bargaining will decrease as the proportion of relationship
building messages increases. 

H5c: The duration of bargaining will increase as the proportion of self-serving 
messages increases. 

4.3 THE NEED FOR EMPIRICAL WORK 

In recent years, there has been an increasing trend in conducting experiments in 

economics. Although experimental economics is now well established in studies of 

individual decision making and of experimental markets and auctions, it is only recently that 

a concerted effort has been directed towards conducting bargaining experiments testing 

conceptual economic models of bargaining behavior (e.g., Ochs and Roth 1989; Sutton 

1987). Smith (1989, 1994) argues that the foremost and most obvious reason for conducting 

experiments in economics is to empirically test theories or discriminate between competing 

theories. A theory is tested by comparing its implications or predictions with the 
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experimental observations. The greater the consistency between the model predictions and 

the experimental observations the better the theory. The motivation to test a theory then 

comes from the need to assess its predictive validity. However, all theories which are 

subjected to rigorous empirical tests are nearly always found to need improvement. 

When experimental observations are found to be inconsistent with the predictions of 

the theory, it is important to ensure that the predictive failures were due to the inadequacies 

of the theory and not the experimental design. When the experimental design seems 

appropriate and the theory still fails, the experimental observations might aid in discovering 

the cause ofa theory's failure. Establishing the anatomy of failure is essential in modifying 

the theory (Smith 1994). Hence, another reason to subject a theory to experimentation is to 

explore the causes of a theory's failure and establish empirical regUlarities. These empirical 

regularities may, in tum, form the basis for a new theory. 

However, one major difficulty in conducting a "clean" experimental test of a 

theoretical model is the creation of a situational embedding that confronts subjects with 

precisely the same decision paths (or situational options) that are dealt with in the model. 

Often, experimental behavior fails to correspond to theoretical predictions because subjects 

perceive alternative frames in which to solve the decision problem. In the present context, 

one purpose of the empirical work is to test the correspondence of the qualitative predictions 

derived from the sequential strategic bargaining model. If the model predictions are 
\ 

qualitatively consistent with the experimental observations, it would seem that the normative 

.' 
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model is capable of lid esc rib in gil actual behavior as well. However, if the model predictions 

are inconsistent with the experimental observations, a clear distinction between the 

normative prescription and the descriptive observations will emerge. There will be a need 

to reconcile or explain the discrepancies between the normative implications and the 

descriptive findings. The empirical findings will be invaluable in trying to explain the 

inadequacies of the normative model to describe actual behavior. For instance, a systematic 

deviation from the normative prediction may reveal that the theory ignored or omitted some 

factor(s) that would enhance its descriptive ability. 

Another purpose of the empirical work is to assess the robustness of the theory. 

According to Smith (1989), testing a theory on the domain of its assumptions is sterile unless 

it is part of a research program involved in extending the domain of applications of a theory 

to field environments. The sequential strategic model is thus tested outside the domain of 

its assumptions by including variables such as trust and explicit communication to examine 

whether the realm of its application can be extended to more realistic environments. Such 

extensions are important because the theory makes specific assumptions about information 

and institutions which may not accurately represent realistic situations (e.g., information 

transmission through offers and counteroffers only). 

4.4 OVERVIEW OF THE EMPIRICAL WORK 

The hypotheses presented earlier were tested in three experiments which simulated 
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a channel negotiation scenario in a laboratory setting. The bargaining scenario used for the 

simulations is described in the next section. 

Experiment 1 tests the effects of manufacturer uncertainty, opportunity cost of delay, 

and consumers' reservation price on bargaining behavior and outcomes. This experiment is 

designed to test the predictive accuracy of the baseline model. Considerable care was taken 

to ensure that the experimental environment conformed to the model assumptions as closely 

as possible. It should be noted that consumers' reservation price was not manipulated 

formally in the empirical work. Rather, it was changed from one bargaining game to the 

other to minimize carryover effects. Notwithstanding, this design permits us to examine the 

effect of consumers' reservation price on bargaining behavior and outcomes. Experiment 

2 tests an extended model that accounts for variations in trust between channel members. 

The focal variables manipulated in this experiment are levels of trust between channel 

members and manufacturer uncertainty. The design allows an examination of interactive 

effect, if any, of trust and manufacturer uncertainty on bargaining outcomes. In both 

Experiments 1 and 2, no explicit communication is allowed to create a situation conforming 

to the model assumption that all information transmission between the negotiators is 

captured in the acceptance of an offer or in its rejection and the making of a counteroffer. 

Experiment 3 relaxes this critical constraint and allows explicit communication. The 

focal variables manipulated in the third experiment are manufacturer uncertainty and 

opportunity cost of delay. Thus, Experiment 3 is identical to Experiment 1 except that 
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explicit communication is allowed. The main purpose of this experiment is to examine the 

effects of explicit communication. This is accomplished by a comparison of the bargaining 

behavior and outcomes across Experiments 1 and 3. In allowing explicit communication 

between the bargainers, Experiment 3 not only tests the model in a more realistic 

environment but also examines the "boundary conditions" ofthe model by testing it outside 

the domain of its assumptions. Experiment 3 also examined which of the three types of 

messages are selected and whether they impact bargaining outcomes differentially, thus 

providing insights into both the selection of message types in bargaining and effects of 

explicit communication in general. 

4.4.1 Bargaining Scenario 

Since one of the major objectives of the empirical work is to test the qualitative 

predictions of sequential bargaining models in a marketing channel context, an effort was 

made to make the experimental scenario as realistic as possible. The scenario was adapted 

from a popular Harvard pricing case (Cumberland Metal Industries - A). It required the 

subjects to role playa manufacturer and a distributor negotiating the transfer price for a new 

product that has a significant impact on end consumer economics. The scenario thus 

contained the key elements of a channel negotiation exercise. In our adaptation of the 

scenario, the manufacturer had relatively low access to the end-consumer market. In 

contrast, the distributor's proximity to the end consumer produces a strong understanding of 
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customer perceived value for the product. Consequently, subjects who played the role of the 

manufacturer had knowledge only of their own profits, whereas subjects playing the role of 

the distributor had access to both their own as well as the manufacturer's profits. All three 

experiments were computer-administered using custom software packages (BARGAIN and 

BARCOM). 
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Experiment 1 was designed to test the predictions of the baseline model. 

Specifically, our goal was to test the effects of manufacturer uncertainty, opportunity cost 

of delay, and consumers' reservation price on bargaining behavior and outcomes. The 

experimental scenario closely conformed to the assumptions of the baseline model 

(Grossman and Perry 1986b); no explicit communication was allowed other than the offers 

and counteroffers. The two focal variables, manufacturer uncertainty, F(P), and opportunity 

cost of delay represented by the discount factor, 0, were manipulated in a within-subject 

design by altering the task scenario appropriately. Consumers' reservation price was 

changed from one bargaining game to the next in an attempt to maintain strategic 

independence between bargaining games. While consumers' reservation price was not 

formally manipulated, this design enabled us to detect changes in bargaining behavior and 

outcomes as a function of the consumers' reservation price as well. 

5.2 METHOD 

5.2.1 Subjects 

Forty-six subjects (30 males and 16 females) were recruited from various graduate 
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programs in the business school, including the regular and executive MBA programs, at a 

large southwestern university. Subjects were screened based on whether or not they had full

time work experience. The mean age of the subjects was about 29, and on an average the 

subjects had 4 years of full-time work experience. About 60 percent of the subjects had prior 

experience with business negotiations. Subjects were paid $5 for participating in the 

experiment. In addition, to motivate the subjects to take the bargaining task seriously, they 

were offered a monetary reward contingent on task performance. 

5.2.2 Procedure 

The experiment consisted of two 2-hour computer administered sessions. Thirty 

subjects participated in Session 1 and sixteen subjects in Session 2. In Session 1, 

manufacturer uncertainty, F(P), was manipulated at two levels (high and low), holding 0 

constant. In Session 2, opportunity cost of delay, 0, was manipulated at two levels (high and 

low), holding F(P) constant. The within-subject factor in each session allowed us to 

examine the changes in bargaining strategies as a function of the manipulations (a change 

in uncertainty; a change in the discount factor). 

At the beginning of each session, one-half of the subjects were randomly assigned 

to play the role of the manufacturer whereas the other half played the role of the distributor. 

All the subjects were required to read the same background scenario describing the 

negotiation context as well as separate instructions outlining either the manufacturer's 
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(Appendix A) or the distributor's (Appendix B) viewpoint depending on the role they were 

assigned. Prior to starting the actual negotiations, the subjects were given about 20 minutes 

to read the scenario and instructions. They also played two practice games, which were 

intended to familiarize them with the structure and nature of the sequential bargaining 

process and use of the computer terminal. Each subject was seated in a separate booth and 

remained in hislher booth until the conclusion of the experiment. 

In Session 1, the 30 subjects were run in three groups often whereas in Session 2, the 

16 subjects were run in two groups of eight. Each subject in Session 1 played a total of ten 

bilateral monopoly games except for ten subjects (5 manufacturers and 5 distributors) who 

played only eight games each due to technical difficulties. In Session 2, each subject played 

a total of eight games. 

To account for order effects, the ordering of the manipulated factors was balanced 

by randomly assigning them to the groups. To minimize confusion between the manipulated 

factors, the two conditions in each session were played in order. Subjects first completed 

five (or four) games in one condition and then five (or four) more games in the second 

condition. F or example, in Session 1, one group first played five games in the high 

uncertainty condition and then played five more in the low uncertainty condition. The 

second group first played five games in the low uncertainty condition and then played five 

in the high uncertainty condition. (The group which experienced technical difficulties in 

Session 1 first played four games in the high uncertainty condition and then four more in the 
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low uncertainty condition). Similarly, in Session 2, half the dyads first played four games 

in the low discount factor condition followed by four more in the high discount factor 

condition while the other half played in the reverse order. In both sessions, each 

manufacturer participated in two games with each of the five (four) distributors. Finally, 

in both sessions, the consumers' reservation price, p E [PI' pJ, was varied randomly from one 

game to the next with the help of a random number generator to minimize carryover effects. 

These sets of procedures permitted an economical use of our subject pool so that the effects 

of multiple factors could be investigated using a relatively small number of subjects. 

Communication within dyads was conducted via computers using an interactive 

software, BARGAIN (Srivastava, Chakravarti, and Rapoport 1996), written specifically for 

these studies. The bargaining started with the manufacturer making an offer. The distributor 

chose to either accept the offer or to reject it and make a counteroffer by typing in the 

appropriate command. If the offer/counteroffer was accepted at period t, the game 

terminated with the manufacturer's profit being ot-t(w-c) and the distributor's profit being 

ot-t(p_w). Subjects were not required to calculate-to as the values were listed on the 

computer screen. The interactive computer software allowed easy access to the common cost 

of delay as well as all the relevant parameters for each condition. 

Subjects completed a short questionnaire after each game (Appendix C). They also 

responded to another questionnaire after completing all the games (Appendix D). Both these 

questionnaires were paper and pencil tasks. To motivate the subjects to carefully consider 
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their decisions, they were infonned that three of the games would be chosen randomly at the 

end of the session and their mean earnings in these games would be paid to them in cash. 

5.2.3 Experimental Variables 

ManufactureLllncertainty-. Manufacturer uncertainty was manipulated by specifying 

different mean preserving spreads of the beliefs, [pq, Ph], about the maximum price, p, that 

the end consumers are willing'to pay. Specifically, uncertainty was manipulated at two 

levels, high and low, by varying the endpoints of a unifonn distribution. In each game, the 

subjects playing the role of the manufacturer were instructed to negotiate the selling price 

of one unit of the new product (an indivisible good) with marginal cost, c=$100. In both 

uncertainty conditions, the cover story indicated that industry sources estimated that the 

consumers' reservation price (resale value) for the new product, p, could be any integer 

between two numbers with equal likelihood. In the low uncertainty condition, pq and Ph were 

$130 and $150 respectively whereas in the high uncertainty condition, pq and Ph were $110 

and $170 respectively. Note that the uncertainty manipulation essentially involved varying 

the variance of a unifonn distribution while preserving its mean. In both conditions, high 

and low, the reservation price was known with certainty to the distributors while the 

manufacturers only knew that p might assume any integer value between two end-points with 

equal probability. The discount factor was fixed at 0=0.90 when manufacturer uncertainty 

was manipulated. 
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Opportu.nj.t}'-CosLofDelay_(DiscmmtEactor). Opportunity cost of delay, represented by the 

commonly known discount factor, 0, was manipulated at two levels, high (0 = 0.90) and low 

(0 = 0.60). Both bargainers were instructed that after every period in which agreement was 

not reached, the payoffs would be reduced according to the discount factor. The high 

discount factor (0 = 0.90) represented a situation in which little of the surplus was lost from 

delaying agreement, while the low discount factor (0 = 0.60) provided an incentive to reach 

agreement without much delay. Manufacturers' uncertainty about the consumers' reservation 

price was held constant at Pc=$ll0 and Ph=$170 when the discount factor was manipulated. 

In other words, no subject encountered a situation in which both the discount factor and 

manufacturer uncertainty about p were manipulated simultaneously. 

Consumers~eseIYationJ~ric.e. It was emphasized that although the value of p was always 

within the bounds, Pc and Ph' it would vary from one game to the next. (The values of p were 

generated by a random number generator.) This was intended to make each bargaining game 

strategically independent of each other so as to minimize carryover effects. Note that the 

distributor knew the value of p with certainty at the beginning of each game whereas the 

manufacturer only knew that p was within a specified range. 

5.2.4 Dependent Measures 

The following dependent measures were examined in all the experimental conditions: 

Exp.erimentaLChecks. Two 7 -point likert scales assessed the efficacy of the uncertainty 
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manipulation ("The price that the distributor could get from the end-users was within a 

narrow price range" and "The manufacturer was uncertain of the price that the distributor 

could get from the consumers"), while another pair of likert scales assessed the efficacy of 

the discount factor manipulation ("There was a substantial cost for delaying agreement by 

a period" and "There was little time pressure during the negotiations"). 

Eirst~ce. The first or the opening offer of the manufacturer, WI' This dependent variable 

relates to HI a and H2a. 

Bargaininglluration. Bargaining duration is the number of bargaining periods taken to reach 

an agreement. This relates to HI b, H2b, and H3a. 

BargainingEfficiency. Bargaining efficiency is the ratio of the combined profit gain from 

trade to the total possible surplus. Note that bargaining efficiency is a function not only of 

the number of periods taken to reach agreement but also the discount factor. 

EinaLAgre_ement. The final price that both the manufacturer and the distributor mutually 

agree upon, w. This dependent variable relates to H3b. 

IndhriduaLErofits. The amount of money earned by each party at the conclusion of 

negotiation in each game. (Note that the joint profits in this game is merely the sum of the 

parties' individual profits.) The individual profits are particularly relevant for HIc and H2c. 

Erice-.S_cheduie. The price path or the sequence of offers and counteroffers starting from the 

first offer to the final agreement. 

fust::bargainingAttitudes. The post-bargaining reactions of the bargainers (e.g., perceptions 
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of fairness and satisfaction with outcome) and their general perceptions of their own and 

opponent's bargaining strategies (e.g., competitive versus cooperative) were assessed by 7-

point likert scales. 

Although the last two sets of dependent measures are not related to any hypotheses 

in particular, we expect these measures to provide insights into the overall bargaining process 

and outcomes. In addition, some standard demographic information was also collected for 

classification purposes. 

5.3 RESULTS 

We first report some preliminary data which include an examination of the 

effectiveness of the experimental manipulations. We then report the effects of manufacturer 

uncertainty and opportunity cost of delay by analyzing the games played in Session 1 and 

Session 2 separately. The effect of consumers' reservation price is reported for both the 

sessions. In both sessions, the order in which the two conditions were played did not impact 

the dependent measures significantly. Consequently, the results that are reported have been 

aggregated over the two orders. In addition to the hypothesized effects, results are also 

reported for dependent variables for which no formal hypotheses were proposed. This 

provides insights into the overall bargaining process and outcomes. To examine the effect 

of experience (learning over games), we report iteration effects for both sessions. 

We conducted dyad-level analyses on all the dependent measures using repeated 
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measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) unless noted otherwise. Thus, the unit of analysis 

was not the individual subject but the unique manufacturer-distributor dyad. In Session 1, 

we had a total of70 dyads (instead of75 since five manufacturer-distributor combinations 

encountered technical difficulties), whereas in Session 2 we had a total of 32 dyads. Since 

each dyad in both sessions played two games, one in each of the manipulated conditions, we 

had a total of 140 games in Session 1 and 64 games in Session 2. 

A brief note regarding our analyses is in order here. In a repeated measures 

experimental design, it is important to conduct hypothesis tests using the appropriate error 

term. Our strategy was to first specify a saturated model and then test the effects of the 

manipulated factor using the appropriate error term. For example, in Session 1, the effect 

of manufacturer uncertainty on the duration of bargaining was examined by specifying a 

model with duration of bargaining as a function of manufacturer uncertainty, subject (dyad), 

and the interaction between manufacturer uncertainty and subject (dyad). The error term that 

we used to test whether manufacturer uncertainty had a significant effect on duration of 

bargaining was the interaction term between manufacturer uncertainty and subject (dyad) 

rather than subject (dyad). A similar analyses was conducted for examining the effects of 

opportunity cost of delay. The effects of consumers' reservation price on the dependent 

measures were however analyzed using regression analysis. 
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5.3.1 Experimental Checks 

Analysis at the individual level showed that subjects rated the experimental scenario 

as realistic (Mean = 5.51, on a 7-point likert scale). The ratings did not vary by condition. 

Subjects were also careful in deciding what price to offer and what price to accept or reject 

(Mean = 6.13, on a 7-point likert scale). None of the subjects considered other alternatives 

(e.g., other suppliers or distributors), which indicates that they understood the bargaining 

instructions. 

Within-subject ANOVA's (at the dyad level) on the relevant experimental check 

questions indicate that the manipulations were successfully communicated to the subjects. 

Table 5.1 presents the means and standard deviations of the likert scales used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the manipulations. 

In Session 1, all the three scales indicate that the manufacturer's uncertainty about 

the consumers' reservation price was successfully manipulated. Subjects agreed that the 

price that the distributor could get from the end-consumers was within a narrower range in 

the low uncertainty condition as opposed to the high uncertainty condition (Means = 5.66 

versus 2.83; F(1, 59)1 = 187.95, P < 0.0001). Further, subjects who played the manufacturer 

reported greater uncertainty about the consumers' reservation price when the uncertainty was 

high versus low (Means = 6.20 versus 5.30; F(I, 59) = 19.84, p < 0.0001). However, as 

expected, subjects playing the distributor were not affected by the uncertainty manipulation 

lThe degrees of freedom here is S9 rather than 69 due to missing data. 



TABLE 5.1 

MANIPULATION CHECKS FOR EXPERIMENT 1 

A. Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Narrow Price Range 

Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Distributor Uncertainty 

High Uncertainty 

2.82 (1,40) 

6.20 (1.17) 

3.02 (2.16) 

B. Opportunity Cost of Delay (Discount Factor) 

Cost of Delay 

Time Pressure 

High Discount 
Factor 

4.28 (1.39) 

2.91 (1,48) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low Uncertainty 

5.66 (1.06) 

5.30 (1.33) 

3.17 (2.04) 

Low Discount 
Factor 

6.14 (1.09) 

4.34 (1.77) 
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(Means = 3.02 and 3.17 for high and low uncertainty respectively; F(I, 59) = 0.01, P > 0.90). 

Since the distributors always knew the price they could get from the end-consumers, the last 

scale indicates that subjects understood the bargaining environment. 

In Session 2, the two 7-point scales show that opportunity cost of delay was 

successfully manipulated. All subjects, irrespective of their role, perceived that the cost for 

delaying agreement by a period was higher when the discount factor was low (0=0.60) than 

when it was high (0=0.90) (Means = 6.14 versus 4.28; F(1, 31) = 55.32, P < 0.0001). 

Further, the second scale (reverse coded) indicates that all subjects felt more time pressure 

when the discount factor was low versus high (Means = 4.34 versus 2.91; F(I, 31) = 19.09, 

P < 0.0001). 

5.3.2 Manufacturer Uncertainty (Results of Session 1) 

Table 5.2 shows the means and standard deviations ofthe dependent measures for the 

games played in Session 1, in which manufacturer uncertainty was manipulated. 

Eirst..Eric.es. Hla stated that the manufacturer's first (opening) offer would be higher in the 

high uncertainty condition relative to the low uncertainty condition. The distribution of first 

prices is displayed in Figure 5.1 for both uncertainty conditions. As expected, a non

parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the difference in the distribution of the first 

prices in the two uncertainty conditions was significant (KS=2.113, p < 0.0003). As shown 

in Table 5.2, first prices in the high uncertainty condition were significantly higher than in 
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TABLE 5.2 

MEANS OF DEPENDENT MEASURES FOR EXPERIMENT 1 

Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Dependent Measures High Uncertainty Low Uncertainty 

First Price 133.89 (11.27) 127.03 (6.98) 

Number of Periods 5.67 (3.42) 3.00 (2.65) 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.70 (0.26) 0.84 (0.16) 

Final Price 114.87 (7.54) 118.46 (3.23) 

Manufacturer Profit 11.21 (8.14) 15.49 (4.64) 

Distributor Profit 15.75 (12.43) 16.94 (5.39) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 
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the low uncertainty condition (Means = 133.89 versus 127.03; F(1, 69) = 20.31, p < 0.0001). 

The data thus strongly support Hla. 

The fact that each game was independent of the other and that all play is anonymous 

preserves the single-shot strategic character of the games in this experiment. However, the 

fact that each subject plays ten (eight) consecutive games implies that there is an opportunity 

for subjects to learn about the game and change their behavior accordingly. To assess the 

effect oflearning, we display plots of first prices by round in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for high and 

low uncertainty conditions respectively. The plots display the range and mean of the first 

prices, where the means are shown by a dashed line. A visual inspection suggests that the 

first prices slightly decline with experience, particularly in the low uncertainty condition. 

Nonetheless, the decline in the first prices was not significant. However, it is clear that the 

range of the first prices does decline monotonically with time (except for the last round in 

the low uncertainty condition). Table 5.3 shows the range and inter-quartile range of the first 

prices for both uncertainty conditions. The data in Table 5.3 reinforces our observation that 

the range declines monotonically over time. The inter-quartile range suggests that the 

increase in range in the fifth round in the low uncertainty condition may be due to outliers. 

DuratioILofBargaining. Based on the sequential equilibrium solution, HI b predicted that 

the duration of bargaining or the number of periods taken to reach agreement would be 

higher in the high uncertainty condition relative to the low uncertainty condition. As 

hypothesized, the means in Table 5.2 show that on average the number of periods taken to 
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TABLES.3 

RANGE AND INTER-QUARTILE RANGE OF FIRST PRICES BY ROUND 

Session 1: Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Round 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Range 

55 
45 
35 
25 
15 

High 

Inter-Quartile 

20 
25 
9 
20 
5 

Session 2: Opportunity Cost of Delay 

Discount Factor 
High 

Round Range Inter-Quartile 

1 22 13.5 
2 42 12.5 
3 36 16 
4 24 7 
5 38 28.5 

Range 

30 
25 
10 
10 
30 

Range 

10 
10 
15 
25 
9.6 

Low 

Low 

Inter-Quartile 

7 
7 
10 
5 
7.5 

Inter-Quartile 

7.5 
9.8 
9.3 
9.8 
7.3 
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reach agreement was significantly higher in the high uncertainty condition than in the low 

uncertainty condition (Means = 5.67 versus 3.00; F(I, 69) = 10.66, P < 0.001). Consistent 

with this result, bargaining efficiency also improved as uncertainty about the reservation 

price decreased (Means = 0.70 and 0.84 in the high and low uncertainty conditions 

respectively; F(1, 69) = 13.18, P < 0.0005). The distribution of duration of bargaining is also 

displayed in Figure 5.4 for both uncertainty conditions. 

Based on the earlier literature on experimental tests of bargaining models, we 

expected that bargaining outcomes would vary as a function of experience due to learning. 

However, the number of periods taken to reach agreement did not show any significant 

variation with experience in either uncertainty condition. Bargaining efficiency also did not 

vary significantly with experience. 

Consumers' reservation price, on the other hand, had a significant effect on the 

number of periods taken to reach agreement. H3a stated that the duration of bargaining 

would decrease as the consumers' reservation price increases. Table 5.4 shows the parameter 

estimate of consumers' reservation price for each dependent measure. Consistent with the 

hypothesis, regression analysis shows that the number of periods taken to reach agreement 

decreases significantly as the consumers' reservation price increases. Bargaining efficiency 

also improves significantly as the consumers' reservation price increases. The data thus 

provide strong support for H3a. 
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TABLES.4 

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR DEPENDENT MEASURES AS A FUNCTION 
OF CONSUMERS' RESERVATION PRICE 

Dependent Measures Parameter Estimate t-value p-value 

S_essioILl 

First Price -0.04 0.54 ns 0.04 

Number of Periods -0.165 -5.63 0.0001 0.19 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.008 6.41 0.0001 0.23 

Final Price 0.346 13.57 0.0001 0.57 

Manufacturer Profit 0.394 13.28 0.0001 0.56 

Distributor Profit 0.642 22.55 0.0001 0.78 

Session2 

First Price 0.05 0.64 ns 0.01 

Number of Periods -0.115 -2.97 0.004 0.12 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.011 5.95 0.0001 0.36 

Final Price 0.427 11.71 0.0001 0.69 

Manufacturer Profit 0.462 11.05 0.0001 0.66 

Distributor Profit 0.562 12.73 0.0001 0.72 
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Einal.Eric_es. The distribution of final prices is displayed in Figure 5.5 for both uncertainty 

conditions. An analysis of the final prices revealed a significant condition effect as the final 

prices were higher in the low uncertainty condition than in the high uncertainty condition 

(Means = 118.46 versus 114.87; F(1, 69) = 11.53, p < 0.001). A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

also showed that the difference in distribution of the final prices in the two uncertainty 

conditions was significant (KS=2.87, p < 0.0001). 

H3b proposed that the final price that the parties agree upon would increase with 

consumers' reservation price. As the parameter estimate in Table 5.4 shows, the final price 

increases significantly as a function of the consumers' reservation price. H3b was thus 

supported. 

IndivldualEro1its. Hlc stated that the profits of both the manufacturer and the distributor 

would be higher in the low uncertainty condition. The data in Table 5.2 shows that the 

manufacturers' profits were indeed higher in the low uncertainty condition relative to the 

high uncertainty condition (Means = 15.49 versus 11.21; F(1, 69) = 11.53, P < 0.001). In 

contrast, the distributors' profits were not significantly different in the two conditions 

(Means = 16.94 and 15.75 in the low and high conditions respectively; F(1, 69) = 0.42, P > 

0.52). A comparison of manufacturer and distributor profits showed that manufacturer 

profits were significantly lower than distributor profits in the high uncertainty condition, but 

not in the low uncertainty condition. Thus, HIc was only partially supported. 

Both manufacturer and distributor profits varied significantly with consumers' 
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reservation price. The parameter estimates in Table 5.4 show that both manufacturer and 

distributor profits increase significantly as the consumers' reservation price increases. 

Ericc_B.che_dule. The sequential equilibrium solution predicts an exponentially descending 

price path for the manufacturer. We display the price path for each condition separately. We 

also distinguish between subjects who bargained for at least six periods (three offers and 

three counteroffers) and subjects who bargained for at least four periods (two offers and two 

counteroffers). This distinction enabled us to obtain stable summary measures. Figures 5.6 

(six periods) and 5.7 (four periods) display the mean offers of both the manufacturer and the 

distributor as a function ofthe period for the high uncertainty condition whereas Figures 5.8 

and 5.9 show the corresponding price paths for the low uncertainty condition. The number 

of subjects contributing to each mean is also shown for each point. As expected, the price 

path for the manufacturer descends exponentially in both uncertainty conditions. In contrast, 

the distributor's price path displays a moderate ascending pattern. The descending and 

ascending price pattern ofthe manufacturer (seller) and the distributor (buyer) is consistent 

with other theoretical models of bargaining (e.g., Balakrishnan and Eliashberg 1995). It is 

however worth noting that the slope (absolute value) of the manufacturer's price path is 

much steeper than the slope of the distributor's price path. This pattern suggests that the 

manufacturers are making more concessions than the distributors indicating that perhaps the 

manufacturers are engaged in some form of anchoring and adjusting procedure due to their 

uncertainty about the consumers' reservation price. Thus, the manufacturers start out by 
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making high first offers but subsequently adjust their offers based on the distributor's 

counteroffer (anchor). The fact that the manufacturer is making more concessions relative 

to the distributor may also reflect a power asymmetry favoring the distributor because of the 

latter's knowledge about the consumers' reservation price. 

~ost::bargainingReactions. The responses to the questions asked immediately after each 

bargaining game are summarized in Table 5.5 for each of the two uncertainty conditions. 

In general, perceptions of fairness varied as a function of uncertainty. Both manufacturers 

and distributors perceived that the bargaining outcomes were relatively unfair to them in the 

high uncertainty condition when compared to the low uncertainty condition. Further 

regression analyses reveal that for manufacturers, the variation in fairness of the final 

outcome to themselves could be explained significantly by the profits they realized. For the 

distributors, the fairness of the final agreement to themselves varied positively with their own 

profits but negatively with the number of periods taken to reach agreement and the profit 

realized by the manufacturer. 

Although the assessment of fairness of the final outcome to the other party did not 

show any significant variation with the level of uncertainty, it is important to note that in the 

high uncertainty condition, the manufacturers perceive that the outcomes are much more fair 

to the distributors than to themselves while the distributors perceive that the outcomes are 

much more fair to the manufacturers than to themselves. 

The satisfaction scales indicate that manufacturers were marginally more satisfied 



TABLE 5.5 

MEAN RESPONSES TO POST-BARGAINING MEASURES (SESSION 1) 

Measure 

ManufacturerJ.~erc.ep.tions 

Fair to manufacturer 

Fair to distributor 

Satisfaction 

Distrihuto~erc.ep.tions 

Fair to manufacturer 

Fair to distributor 

Satisfaction 

High Uncertainty 

3.74 (1.81) 

5.36 (1.68) 

3.89 (1.99) 

5.36 (1.71) 

4.94 (1.94) 

4.90 (2.11) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low Uncertainty 

4.80 (1.41) 

5.72 (1.28) 

4.85 (1.45) 

5.62 (1.24) 

5.65 (1.23) 

5.28 (1.77) 

106 
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with the outcomes in the low uncertainty condition than in the high uncertainty condition 

(Means = 4.85 versus 3.89; F(1, 59) = 3.66, p < 0.06) while distributors' perceptions of 

satisfaction were not affected by the variation in uncertainty. Regression analysis shows that 

satisfaction with bargaining outcomes for both manufacturers and distributors varied 

significantly with their respective profits. 

5.3.3 Opportunity Cost of Delay (Results of Session 2) 

Table 5.6 shows the means and standard deviations of the dependent measures for 

Session 2, in which the discount factor was manipulated. 

EirstErices. H2a proposed that the manufacturer's first (opening) offer would be lower in 

the high discount factor condition relative to the low discount factor condition. Contrary to 

the prediction, as shown in Table 5.6, the first prices in the high discount factor condition 

were higher than in the low discount factor condition (Means = 141.91 versus 129.04; F( 1, 

31) = 43.88, p < 0.0001). Further, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the difference 

between the distribution of the first prices in the two discount factor conditions was 

significant (KS=3.0, p < 0.0001). The distribution of first offers is also displayed in Figure 

5.10. H2a was thus not supported. 

Figures 5.11 (high discount factor condition) and 5.12 (low discount factor condition) 

display plots of first prices by round. In the high discount factor condition, the first prices 

decline only through the first three rounds. In contrast, in the low discount factor condition, 



TABLE 5.6 

MEANS OF DEPENDENT MEASURES FOR EXPERIMENT 1 

Opportunity Cost of Delay (Discount Factor) 

Dependent Measures 

Number of Periods 

Bargaining Efficiency 

First Price 

Final Price 

Manufacturer Profit 

Distributor Profit 

High Discount 
Factor 

5.81 (3.74) 

0.72 (0.28) 

141.91 (11.75) 

120.63 (S.49) 

15.S4 (8.98) 

17.26 (11.75) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low Discount 
Factor 

2.43 (1.22) 

0.57 (0.31) 

129.04 (5.54) 

116.07 (9.19) 

10.55 (10.41) 

11.83 (11.05) 
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there is no variation in first prices over the five rounds. Overall, first prices did not show any 

significant variation with experience in either discount factor condition. However, as a 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test also indicated, the figures show that the range of first prices are 

higher in the high discount factor condition relative to the low discount factor condition. 

lluratio~ofBargaining. The distribution of duration of bargaining is displayed in Figure 

5.13. H2b hypothesized that the number of periods taken to reach agreement would be 

higher in the high discount factor condition relative to the low discount factor condition. 

Consistent with H2b, the means in Table 5.6 show that the number of periods taken to reach 

agreement was higher in the high discount factor condition than in the low discount factor 

condition (Means = 5.81 versus 2.44; F(1, 31) = 6.58, p < 0.01). H2b was thus supported. 

Bargaining efficiency, measured as the ratio of the combined profit gain from trade to the 

total possible surplus, however improved in the high discount factor condition relative to the 

low discount factor condition (Means = 0.72 versus 0.57; F(I, 31) = 5.90, p < 0.02). Since 

bargaining efficiency is a function of the number of periods taken to reach agreement as well 

as the discount factor, this result suggests that the decrease in the number of periods due to 

the low discount factor was not enough to offset the effect of the discount factor itself. 

Moreover, as in Session 1, the number of periods taken to reach agreement did not 

show any systematic variation with experience. Bargaining efficiency too did not vary as 

a function of experience. 
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As in Session 1, bargaining duration in Session 2 also decreased as the consumers' 

reservation price increased. Table 5.4 shows that the number of periods taken to reach 

agreement is negatively related to consumers' reservation price. Bargaining efficiency also 

improved as the consumers' reservation price increased. These results thus provide 

additional support for H3a. 

EinaLErices. The distribution of the final prices is displayed in Figure 5.14 for both discount 

factor conditions. As indicated by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the difference in the 

distributions of the final prices in the two discount factor conditions was significant 

(KS= 1.38, p < 0.04). An analysis of the means also revealed a significant effect of discount 

factor as the final prices were higher in the high discount factor condition relative to the low 

discount factor condition (Means = 120.63 versus 116.07; F(1, 31) = 6.26, p < 0.02). 

As in Session 1, we found that consistent with H3b, the final price increases 

significantly with an increase in the consumers' reservation price. The parameter estimate 

is shown in Table 5.4. The findings from this session thus replicate the findings of Session 

1 and provide further support for H3b. 

IndiYlduaLErofus. The equilibrium model predicts that with a high discount factor, a 

distributor in a market with high consumer reservation price has a greater incentive to cheat 

by falsely indicating that p is low. Consequently, as the discount factor increases, the 

manufacturer will not be able to discriminate between market conditions. H2c thus predicts 

that the manufacturers' profits will decrease as the discount factor increases. Contrary to 
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expectations, an analysis of the individual profits showed that the manufacturers' profits 

were higher in the high discount factor condition than in the low discount factor condition 

(Means = 15.84 versus 10.55; F(1, 31) = 6.61, P < 0.01)2. However, the difference in 

distributor profits between the two discount factor conditions was only marginally significant 

(Means = 17.26 and 11.83 in the high and low conditions respectively; F( 1, 31) = 3.62, P < 

0.07). A comparison of the individual profits revealed that the manufacturers' profits were 

not significantly different from the distributors' profits in any of the two discount factor 

conditions (F(I, 31) = 0.01, P > 0.94). Thus, H2c was not supported. 

The individual profits varied significantly with consumers' reservation price. As 

table 5.4 shows, both manufacturer and distributor profits increased significantly as a 

function of consumers' reservation price. 

Eric.e_Schedule. Similar to Session 1, we display the price path of the manufacturer and the 

distributor separately for each discount factor condition. We show the price schedule for 

subjects who bargained for at least six periods and for subjects who bargained for at least 

four periods. Figures 5.15 (six periods) and 5.16 (four periods) display mean offers of both 

the manufacturer and the distributor as a function of the period for the high discount factor 

condition whereas figures 5.17 and 5.18 display the corresponding price schedules for the 

low discount factor condition. A descending price path is clearly detected for the 

manufacturer in the high discount factor condition but not in low discount factor condition. 

2 Some of this effect is artifactual as the discount factor has less effect on lowering profits when it is high. 
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On the other hand, the price path for the distributor is ascending slightly in both discount 

factor conditions. 

l~ostdlargainingReactions. The post-bargaining reactions ofthe bargainers were assessed 

by a number of questions asked immediately after each bargaining game. The measures are 

summarized in Table 5.7. Both the parties, manufacturers and distributors, perceived that 
~ .. ~. 

the outcome was fair to the other party in both discount factor conditions whereas the 

outcomes were relatively unfair to themselves, particularly in the low discount factor 

condition. 

As far as satisfaction with the outcome was concerned, Table 5.7 shows that both 

manufacturers and distributors were more satisfied when the discount factor was high versus 

low, although the difference in the distributors' satisfaction ratings was not significant. A 

regression analysis revealed that the satisfaction ratings of the manufacturers were positively 

related to their own profits while distributors' satisfaction ratings were positively related to 

their own profits and negatively related to the number of periods taken to reach agreement. 

5.4 DISCUSSION 

Experiment 1 demonstrated that manufacturers' uncertainty about consumers' 

reservation price, opportunity cost of delay, and the actual consumers' reservation price 

systematically influence bargaining behavior and outcomes in a simulated marketing channel 
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TABLES.7 

MEAN RESPONSES TO POST-BARGAINING MEASURES (SESSION 2) 

Measure 

Manufaclure~rc.eptions 

Fair to manufacturer 

Fair to distributor 

Satisfaction 

llistrihuto~rceptions 

Fair to manufacturer 

Fair to distributor 

Satisfaction 

High Discount Factor 

4.19 (1.75) 

5.31 (1.40) 

4.13 (1.82) 

5.88 (1.18) 

5.53 (1.72) 

5.28 (1.82) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low Discount Factor 

2.97 (1.93) 

5.13 (1.96) 

2.59 (1.97) 

5.44 (1.97) 

4.97 (2.01) 

4.91 (2.22) 
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negotiation. In general, the effects observed in the experiment are consistent with the 

qualitative predictions of the sequential strategic bargaining model (Grossman and Perry 

1986b)3. The normative game-theoretic model thus satisfactorily accounts for the behavioral 

regularities observed in the empirical study. 

One of the salient and consistent results of Experiment 1 is that high uncertainty was 

detrimental to successful negotiations from the perspective of both bargaining parties. A 

reduction in the level of uncertainty led to a decrease in the number of periods taken to reach 

agreement and improved bargaining efficiency. Further, manufacturers tended to make 

lower first offers as the uncertainty decreased. Contrary to prior studies (Benton, Kelly, and 

Liebling 1972; Chertkoff and Conley 1967), Experiment 1 showed that extreme first offers 

do not necessarily translate into higher profits for the manufacturer. Rather, extreme first 

offers lead to inefficient bargaining. The main motivating factor to study the effect of 

uncertainty was to examine its impact on the manufacturers' bargaining strategies and 

outcomes. Our hypothesis was that the manufacturer would be able to realize higher profits 

by reducing the uncertainty and being better informed. The uncertainty comparisons in the 

present study confirmed our hypothesis and failed to provide support for the contention that 

there is an advantage in ignorance (cf. Beisecker, Walker, and Bart 1989; Siegel and 

Fouraker 1960). The results unambiguously show that manufacturers can achieve better 

profit outcomes as the uncertainty decreases. It is thus optimal for manufacturers to reduce 

J The quantitative predictions from Grossman and Perry's model could not be derived since the model 
appears to have convergence and logical consistency problems. 
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the level of uncertainty at the market level as much as possible before initiating price and 

margin negotiations. 

Experiment 1 also showed that bargaining was more successful as the actual value 

of the consumers' reservation price increased. With an increase in consumers' reservation 

price, bargaining became more efficient as the bargainers took fewer periods to reach 

agreement. Bargaining efficiency also improved, and both manufacturer and distributor 

profits increased. Since the value of the reservation price determines the total possible 

surplus, the results indicate that cooperation between bargainers increases as the total gains 

from trade increases. 

Our results show that the opportunity cost of delay also has a strong and systematic 

effect on the duration of bargaining and first offers of the manufacturer. In particular, as the 

discount factor decreased, the bargainers were more cooperative and reached agreement 

relatively quickly. However, in contrast to the prediction of the model, the manufacturers' 

first offer decreased rather than increased as the costs of delay increased. This result is 

consistent with previous findings in experimental economics (Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick 

1995) and social psychology. In fact, the literature in social psychology predicts that first 

prices decrease as the costs of delay increases. The rationale is that this decrease in first 

offers reflects a desire to reach agreement as quickly as possible and avoid the costs 

associated with prolonged negotiation (Chertkoff and Esser 1976; YukI 1974). 

We also found that bargaining efficiency decreased as the cost of delaying agreement 
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increased. Since the discount factor plays a role in computing bargaining efficiency, we 

expect bargaining efficiency to be higher in the high discount factor condition, given the 

same duration of bargaining. Thus, if the duration of bargaining differs across the two 

discount factor conditions, predictions about bargaining efficiency can be ambiguous. Our 

finding suggests that the reduction in the duration of bargaining as the discount factor 

decreases was not enough to offset the effect of discounting. In the low discount factor 

condition, a substantial fraction (40 percent) of the total surplus was lost with each additional 

period of bargaining. This may also explain why both manufacturers and distributors 

achieved better profit outcomes when the cost of delay per period was not as substantial. 

Perhaps, one of the most interesting results of this study was that, in general, 

distributors did not fare better than the manufacturers even though the bargaining 

environment theoretically favored the former. Several studies have shown that bargainers 

are most concerned about the fairness of the outcomes to themselves (Bolton 1991; Prasnikar 

and Roth 1992). In the present study, the nature of the information structure was such that 

manufacturers lacked exact information about consumers' reservation price and hence could 

not assess the fairness of the final outcome. In such an environment, we would have 

expected distributors to fare better than the manufacturers. However, distributors fared better 

than the manufacturers only in the high uncertainty condition. This shows that the 

distributors did not take full advantage of their strategic status of being the completely 

informed party. This finding is consistent with the work of Rapoport, Erev, Zwick (1995), 
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who empirically tested a game-theoretic bargaining model with a similar information 

structure. 

However, contrary to other prior work (e.g., Chertkoff and Conley 1967), we found 

that manufacturers (sellers) did not, in general, fare better than distributors (buyers). This 

result is particularly noteworthy given the fact that Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick (1995) had 

found that sellers fared better than buyers even in an environment that theoretically favored 

the buyers. Our data thus does not support their contention that since sellers have the 

property rights to the good prior to exchange, it is considered "fair" for them to benefit more. 

It is possible that the manufacturer and distributor profits were almost equal in most cases 

due to the bargaining context. The marketing channel simulation emphasized the benefits 

of a long-term relationship and the fact that the present agreement could set the stage for all 

future interactions. In a situation where the channel members are anticipating future 

interactions, they are more likely to bargain in a fair and equitable manner (Ben-Y oav and 

Pruitt 1984; Shapiro 1975). Perhaps, the importance of others' welfare was perceived as 

symmetric in the marketing distribution channel scenario. 

Contrary to prior studies which document changes in bargaining behavior as a result 

of experience (e.g., Binmore, Shaked, and Sutton 1985; Harrison and McCabe 1988), this 

study did not find any variation in bargaining behavior and outcomes with experience. In 

general, "learning" theories posit that the observed departures from theoretical predictions 

are due to the fact that subjects do not initially understand the structure of the game. 
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However, with experience, subjects understand the structure of the game and their behavior 

converges to the equilibrium solution. In the present study, it is possible that the subjects 

understood the structure of the bargaining game right from the start and the qualitative 

predictions of the sequential strategic bargaining model were apparent enough such that the 

subjects adopted them naturally. 



6.1 OVERVIEW 

CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENT 2 
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Experiment 2 was designed to examine how incorporating the nature of relationship 

or the level of trust between the bargaining parties will affect the outcomes of the sequential 

bargaining process. We used a scenario based manipulation of the level of trust between the 

negotiating parties to examine the effects on bargaining behavior and outcomes. Second, we 

were interested in examining whether trust between the two parties moderates the effects of 

manufacturer uncertainty on bargaining outcomes. The study also examined the effects of 

consumers' reservation price. Opportunity cost of delay, represented by a discount factor, 

was held constant in the experiment. Consistent with the baseline model assumption, no 

explicit communication was allowed other than the offers and counteroffers. The two focal 

variables of this experiment, trust and manufacturer uncertainty, were each manipulated at 

two levels. Trust between parties was a between-subject factor while manufacturer 

uncertainty was a within-subject factor. Consumers' reservation price was randomly varied 

from one bargaining game to the other in an attempt to maintain strategic independence 

between games. Although the reservation price was not formally manipulated, this design 

allowed us to observe changes in bargaining behavior and outcomes as a function of the 

reservation price. 
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6.2 METHOD 

6.2.1 Subjects 

Thirty-two subjects (28 males and 4 females) were recruited from various business 

programs, including the regular and executive MBA programs, at a large southwestern 

university. Subjects were screened based on whether or not they had full-time work 

experience. The mean age of the subjects was about 25, and on an average the subjects had 

at least 4 years of full-time work experience. About 44 percent of the subjects had prior 

experience with business negotiations. Subjects were paid $5 for participating in the 

experiment. In addition, to motivate the subjects to take the bargaining task seriously, they 

were offered a monetary reward contingent on task performance. 

6.2.2 Procedure 

The experiment consisted of two 2-hour computer administered sessions with sixteen 

subjects taking part in each session. At the beginning of each session, half of the subjects 

were randomly assigned to play the role of the manufacturer while the other half played the 

role of the distributor. All the subjects were required to read the same background scenario 

describing the negotiation context as well as separate instructions outlining either the 

manufacturer's or the distributor's viewpoint depending on the assigned role. Prior to 

starting the actual negotiations, the subjects were given about 20 minutes to read the scenario 

and instructions. Subjects played two practice games which were intended to familiarize 
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them with the structure and nature of the sequential bargaining process and use of the 

computer terminal. Each subject was seated in a separate booth and remained in hislher 

booth until the conclusion of the experiment. 

To avoid confusion, all the subjects in the first session were assigned to the high trust 

condition while the subjects in the second session were assigned to the low trust condition 

(Appendices E and F for the manufacturer and distributor respectively). In each session, the 

eight manufacturer-distributor dyads were divided into two equal groups. To account for 

order effects, the two orderings of the within-subject factor (manufacturer uncertainty) were 

balanced by random assignment to the two groups. Each manufacturer in all the groups 

participated in two games (1 in each of the two uncertainty conditions) with each of the four 

distributors. Each subject played a total of 8 bilateral monopoly games. Thus, half the 

subjects in each session completed four games in one condition and then four more in the 

second condition. For example, in both sessions, one group first played four games in the 

high uncertainty condition followed by four more in the low uncertainty condition. The 

other group played in the reverse order. The discount factor was held constant at 0=0.90 for 

all the conditions. The value of p was randomly varied within the specified range from one 

game t.) the next to minimize carryover effects. 

Communication within dyads was conducted via computers using an interactive 

software, BARGAIN (Srivastava, Chakravarti, and Rapoport 1995), written specifically for 

these studies. The bargaining started with the manufacturer making an offer. The distributor 
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then chose to either accept the offer or to reject it and make a counteroffer by typing in the 

appropriate command. If the offer/counteroffer was accepted at period t, the game 

terminated with the manufacturer's profit being ot-l(W-C) and the distributor's profit being 

ot-l(p_W). Subjects were not required to calculate-1o as the values were listed on the 

computer screen. The interactive computer software allowed easy access to the common cost 

of delay as well as all the relevant parameters for each condition. 

Subjects were required to complete a brief questionnaire (Appendix G) after each 

game and a questionnaire after having completed all the games (Appendix H). These 

questionnaires were paper-and-pencil tasks. To motivate the subjects to carefully consider 

their decisions, they were informed that three of the games would be chosen randomly at the 

end of the session and their mean earnings in these games would be paid to them in cash. 

6.2.3 Experimental Variables 

Trust. Trust was manipulated at two levels, high and low, by a scenario based manipulation 

of the past relationship and reputation of the individual negotiating on behalf of either the 

manufacturer or the distributor. The following paragraph was embedded within the 

bargaining scenario for both the manufacturer and the distributor. The high/low trust 

versions are shown in parentheses. 

You have dealt with CMI's/Conmaco's present VP-SalesNP-Purchase for some years 

now. In your past dealings with the VP-SalesNP-Purchase you have felt that you 
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(could/could not) count on the VP's word in business transactions. The VP

SalesNP-Purchase also has a reputation for (-/not) being very straightforward and 

"up front." Thus, CMI's/Corunaco's VP (will not/will) play games or misrepresent 

CMI's/Corunaco's interest. The VP is (known/not known) to bargain in good faith 

and the prices that the VP has negotiated in the past (havelhave not) been satisfactory 

to both parties. 

Manufacturer.Uncertainty.. The manipulation of manufacturer uncertainty was identical to 

the manipulation in Experiment 1. 

Consumers~ese~ationJ~rice. It was emphasized that although the value of p was always 

within the bounds, pQ and pfJ, it would vary randomly from one game to the next. (The values 

of p were generated by a random number generator.) This was intended to make each 

bargaining game strategically independent of each other so as to minimize carryover effects. 

Note that the distributor knew the value of p with certainty at the beginning of each game 

whereas the manufacturer only knew that p was within a specified range. 

6.2.4 Dependent Measures 

The following dependent measures were examined in all the experimental conditions: 

ExperimentaL Checks. A 7-point likert scale assessed perceptions of trust of the two parties 

("Your opponent in the bargaining was trustworthy") while a pair of likert scales assessed 

the efficacy of the uncertainty manipulation ("The price that the distributor could get from 
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the end-users was within a narrow price range" and "The manufacturer was uncertain of the 

price that the distributor could get from the consumers"). 

Eirstllice. The first or the opening offer of the manufacturer, WI' This dependent variable 

relates to HI a. 

BargainingJluration. Bargaining duration is the number of bargaining periods taken to reach 

an agreement. This relates to HI b, H3a, and H4 .. 

BargainingEfficiency:. Bargaining efficiency is the ratio of the combined profit gain from 

trade to the total possible surplus. Note that bargaining efficiency is a function not only of 

the number of periods taken to reach agreement but also the discount factor. 

FinaLAgr.e_ement. The final price that both the manufacturer and the distributor mutually 

agree upon, w. This dependent variable relates to H3b. 

IndiyiduaLErofits. The amount of money earned by each party at the conclusion of 

negotiation in each game. (Note that the joint profits in this game is merely the sum of the 

parties' individual profits.) The individual profits are particularly relevant for HIe. 

P.rice_Schedule. The price path or the sequence of offers and counteroffers starting from the 

first offer to the final agreement. 

E.ost:bargainingAttitudes. The post-bargaining reactions of the bargainers (e.g., perceptions 

of fairness and satisfaction with outcome) and their general perceptions of their own and 

opponent's bargaining strategies (e.g., competitive versus cooperative) were assessed by 7-

point likert scales. 
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Although the last two sets of dependent measures are not related to any hypotheses 

in particular, we expect these measures to provide insights into the overall bargaining process 

and outcomes. In addition, some standard demographic information was also collected for 

classification purposes. 

6.3 RESULTS 

n~rYle~ofAnaly.ses. We first report some preliminary data including an examination of 

the experimental manipulations. We then report the effects of the experimental variables on 

the dependent measures. The order in which the two uncertainty conditions were played did 

not have a significant effect on the dependent measures and consequently the results reported 

here are aggregated over the two orders in both sessions. 

All the dependent measures are at the dyad level and were analyzed using repeated 

measures analysis of variance CANOVA) unless otherwise noted. Each unique manufacturer

distributor combination was the unit of analysis. Recall that in each session, each individual 

subject played a total of eight games, four in the high uncertainty condition and four in the 

low uncertainty condition. Moreover, each unique manufacturer-distributor dyad played two 

games, one in each of the two uncertainty conditions. Thus, with each unique dyad as the 

unit of analysis, trust between parties was a between-subject factor while manufacturer 

uncertainty was a within-subject factor. 

ManipulationChecks. Individual level analyses showed that subjects tended to agree that the 
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bargaining scenario was realistic (Mean = 5.43 on a 7-point likert scale). The ratings did not 

vary as a function of the experimental manipulations. Subjects also indicated that they were· 

careful in deciding what prices to offer and what prices to accept or reject (Mean = 5.68 on 

a 7-point scale). None of the subjects considered other alternatives (e.g., other manufacturers 

or distributors), which suggests that they understood the bargaining instructions. 

Analyses at the dyad level indicate that the manipulations worked as intended for the 

study. Table 6.1 shows the means and standard deviations of the measures used to assess the 

effectiveness of the manipulations. The trust induction worked as intended as the subjects 

who were in the high trust condition perceived their opponent(s) to be much more 

trustworthy than subjects in the low trust condition (Means = 4.19 versus 2.69; t(30) = 3.36, 

P < 0.002). 

The three measures indicate that manufacturer uncertainty was also successfully 

manipulated. Both the manufacturer and the distributor perceived that the price that the 

distributor could get from the end-consumers was within a significantly narrower range in 

the low uncertainty condition relative to the high uncertainty condition (Means = 5.32 versus 

2.64; F(l, 62) = 223.30, P < 0.0001). Further, subjects who played the manufacturer reported 

greater uncertainty about the consumers' reservation price in the high uncertainty condition 

than in the low uncertainty condition (Means = 5.59 versus 4.84; F(l, 62) = 11.38, p < 

0.001). Subjects who played the distributor also perceived that manufacturers were more 

uncertain about the resale value in the high uncertainty condition than in the low uncertainty 



TABLE 6.1 

MANIPULATION CHECKS FOR EXPERIMENT 2 

A. Trust Variations 

Trustworthiness 

B. Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Price Range 

Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Distributor Uncertainty 

High Trust 

4.19 (1.33) 

High Uncertainty 

2.64 (1.15) 

5.59 (1.37) 

5.00 (1.73) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low Trust 

2.69 (1.19) 

Low Uncertainty 

5.32 (0.78) 

4.84 (1.53) 

3.97 (1.75) 
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condition (Means = 5.00 versus 3.97, F(I, 62) = 13.58, p < 0.0005). 

Mai.D-EfiectaJ)fIrust. H4 hypothesized that bargainers in the high trust condition would 

take fewer periods to reach agreement than the bargainers in the low trust condition. As 

predicted, the means in Table 6.2 show that the number of periods taken to reach agreement 

were fewer in the high trust condition than in the low trust condition (Means = 4.06 versus 

5.44, F(1, 62) = 3.90, p < 0.05). Further, bargaining was more efficient in the high trust 

condition than in the low trust condition (Means = 0.77 versus 0.69, F(1, 62) = 4.13, p < 

0.04). H4 was thus supported. 

The analysis showed that manufacturer profits were higher in the high trust condition 

relative to the low trust condition (Means = 17.14 versus 14.00; F(1, 62) = 6.37, P < 0.01). 

In contrast, distributor profits did not vary as a function of trust. A comparison of the 

individual profits revealed that manufacturer profits were significantly higher than distributor 

profits in the high trust condition but not in the low trust condition. 

Main..Effe.ctu>LManufactureLUncertainty.. Table 6.2 shows the means of the various 

dependent measures as a function of uncertainty. HI a stated that first prices in the high 

uncertainty condition would be higher than the first prices in the low uncertainty condition. 

Consistent with HI a, the means show that first prices in the high uncertainty condition were 

significantly higher when compared to the first prices in the low uncertainty condition 

(Means = 138.34 versus 131.94; F(1, 62) = 12.35, P < 0.0008). The distribution of the first 

prices in both the uncertainty conditions is displayed in Figure 6.1. 



TABLE 6.2 

MEANS OF DEPENDENT MEASURES FOR EXPERIMENT 2 

Dependent Measures 

Trust 

Number of Periods 

Bargaining Efficiency 

Manufacturer Profit 

Distributor Profit 

Manufac.turer.Uncertainty 

Number of Periods 

Bargaining Efficiency 

First Price 

Final Price 

Manufacturer Profit 

Distributor Profit 

High 

4.06 (3.62) 

0.77 (0.21) 

17.14 (8.90) 

14.17 (10.79) 

5.72 (4.87) 

0.68 (0.26) 

138.34 (11.99) 

119.15 (10.41) 

14.15 (10.34) 

14.15 (13.76) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low 

5.44 (4.55) 

0.69 (0.25) 

14.00 (8.45) 

14.29 (10.97) 

3.78 (3.03) 

0.78 (0.20) 

131.94 (8.81) 

121.52 (5.34) 

16.99 (6.65) 

14.32 (6.89) 
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A Kolmogorov-Smimov test indicated that the difference in the distribution of first prices 

in the two uncertainty conditions was significant (KS=1.77, p < 0.003). 

According to Hlb, the number of periods taken to reach agreement would be higher 

in the high uncertainty condition relative to the low uncertainty condition. The distribution 

ofthe duration of bargaining is displayed in Figure 6.2. The means in Table 6.2 show that 

the duration of bargaining was indeed higher in the high uncertainty condition (Means = 5.72 

versus 3.78, F(1, 62) = 12.43, P < 0.0008). The efficiency of bargaining also improved as 

manufacturer uncertainty decreased (Means = 0.68 versus 0.78 in the high and low 

uncertainty conditions respectively; F(I, 62) = 11.77, P < 0.001). 

An analysis of the final prices also revealed a significant effect of uncertainty as the 

final prices were higher in the low uncertainty condition than in the high uncertainty 

condition (Means = 121.52 versus 119.15; F(1, 62) = 4.48, p < 0.04). Further, a 

Kolmogorov-Smimov test indicates that the distributions of final prices in the two conditions 

were indeed different (KS=2.03, p < 0.0005). The distribution of final prices is displayed 

in Figure 6.3. 

HI c stated that the profits of both parties would be higher in the low uncertainty 

condition. The analysis showed that manufacturer profits were significantly higher in the 

low uncertainty condition relative to the profits in the high uncertainty condition (Means = 

16.99 versus 14.15; F(1, 62) = 7.78, p < 0.007). In contrast, the distributor profits did not 

vary significantly as a function of manufacturer uncertainty (Means = 14.15 and 14.32 in the 
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low and high uncertainty conditions respectively; F(I, 62) = 0.02, P > 0.92). Thus, HIc was 

partially supported. A comparison of manufacturer and distributor profits showed that 

manufacturer profits were significantly higher than distributor profits in the low uncertainty 

condition, but not in the high uncertainty condition. 

Effe_ctLoLConsumers~ReseIYatioa.P1ke. The parameter estimates for the dependent 

measures as a function of consumers' reservation price are displayed in Table 6.3. H3a 

stated that the duration of bargaining would decrease as the consumers' reservation price 

increases. Consistent with the hypothesis, the regression analysis shows that the number of 

periods taken to reach agreement decreases significantly as the consumers' reservation price 

increases. Bargaining efficiency also improves significantly as a function of reservation 

price. 

The first prices did not vary significantly as a function of the consumers' reservation 

price. In contrast, as hypothesized in H3b, the final prices increased significantly with the 

reservation price. The individual profits of both the manufacturers and the distributors also 

increased significantly with the high reservation price. Consistent with the findings in 

Experiment 1, this study also finds strong support for H3a and H3b. 

IrusLand~anufacturer_Uncertainty~nteractions. One of the goals of this study was to 

examine whether the level of trust between the bargaining parties would moderate the effects 

of manufacturer uncertainty. Our a priori expectation was that uncertainty would have no 

impact on the bargaining outcomes in the high trust condition, whereas it would increase the 
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TABLE 6.3 

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR DEPENDENT MEASURES AS A FUNCTION 
OF CONSUMERS' RESERVATION PRICE 

Dependent Measures Parameter Estimate t-value p-value 

First Price -0.06 -0.94 ns 0.00 

Number of Periods -0.135 -6.34 0.0001 0.24 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.008 6.78 0.0001 0.27 

Final Price 0.357 9.53 0.0001 0.42 

Manufacturer Profit 0.393 10.29 0.0001 0.46 

Distributor Profit 0.589 16.12 0.0001 0.67 
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bargaining duration and thereby make the bargaining significantly less efficient in the low 

trust condition. However, the analysis shows that although trust between parties and 

manufacturer uncertainty had main effects, the interaction between trust and uncertainty was 

not significant for any of the dependent measures. Table 6.4 displays the means of the 

dependent measures. 

6.4 DISCUSSION 

In general, the empirical results were consistent with the predictions of the extended 

sequential strategic bargaining model which incorporates the nature of relationship or level 

of trust between the bargaining parties. Experiment 2 demonstrated that bargainers in the 

high trust condition reached agreement in fewer periods than bargainers in the low trust 

condition. Bargaining efficiency or the ratio of the combined profit gain from trade to the 

total possible surplus also increased with trust. Thus, trust between the bargaining parties 

was the basis for a cooperative relationship, particularly in an environment where 

communication was restricted to offers and counteroffers only. 

Although there is an extensive literature on the role of trust in marketing channels 

(e.g., Anderson and Weitz 1992) and in bargaining (e.g., Pruitt 1981; Schurr and Ozanne 

1985), the contribution of this study is the empirical examination of the effects of trust in the 

context of a game-theoretic model. Most studies have focused on the use of communication 

in the development of trust (e.g., Pruitt 1981) while this study analyzes the effects of trust 
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TABLE 6.4 

MEANS OF DEPENDENT MEASURES AS A FUNCTION OF TRUST AND 
MANUFACTURER UNCERTAINTY 

Dependent Measures Manufacturer Uncertainty 

High Low 

Trust Trust 

High Low High Low 

First Price 135.77 140.91 132.45 131.42 

Number of Periods 4.72 6.72 4.15 3.40 

Efficiency 0.72 0.63 0.81 0.75 

Final Price 119.61 118.68 122.98 120.05 

Manufacturer 
Profit 15.41 12.89 18.87 15.11 

Distributor 
Profit 14.79 13.51 13.56 15.07 
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in an environment where the opportunity for communication between the bargaining parties 

is sparse. Recall, that all communication between the negotiators was restricted to making 

an offer or rejecting it and making a counteroffer. 

Our results also show that a high level of manufacturer uncertainty was detrimental 

to successful negotiations from the perspective of both the manufacturer and the distributor. 

A reduction in uncertainty led to a decrease in the number of periods taken to reach 

agreement and improved bargaining efficiency. Moreover, manufacturers' first offers 

decreased as the uncertainty decreased. Contrary to prior studies (Benton, Kelly, and 

Liebling 1972; Chertkoff and Conley 1967), Experiment 2 showed that extreme first offers 

do not translate into higher profits for the manufacturer. Rather, extreme first offers lead to 

inefficient bargaining. The analyses clearly show that manufacturers can obtain higher 

profits with a reduction in the level of uncertainty. It is thus optimal for the manufacturer 

to reduce the level of uncertainty at the market level as much as possible before initiating 

price and margin negotiations. Consistent with the findings of Roth and Mumighan (1982), 

the uncertainty comparisons in the present study fail to provide support for the contention 

that there is an advantage in ignorance (cf. Beisecker, Walker, and Bart 1989; Siegel and 

Fouraker 1960). 

Experiment 2 also showed that bargaining success as measured by the efficiency of 

bargaining and individual profits improved as the actual value of the consumers' reservation 

price increased. An increase in consumers' reservation price led to more cooperative 
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bargaining as the two parties took fewer number of periods to reach agreement. Further, 

bargaining efficiency improved and both manufacturer and distributor profits also increased 

with an increase in the reservation price. Since the value of the reservation price determines 

the total possible surplus, the results indicate that cooperation between bargainers increases 

as the total gains from trade increases. 

Perhaps, one of the most interesting results of this study was that in general 

distributors did not fare better than the manufacturers even though the bargaining 

environment theoretically favored the former. In fact, manufacturers obtained higher profits 

than the distributors in the low uncertainty condition. This shows that the distributors did 

not take advantage of their strategic status of being the fully informed party. This also 

suggests that distributors did not free ride by falsely signaling that the reservation price was 

lower than what it actually was, even when the cost of delay was low. Previous work has 

shown that bargainers are most concerned about the fairness of the outcomes to themselves 

(Bolton 1991; Prasnikar and Roth 1992). In this study, the nature of the information 

structure was such that manufacturers lacked information about consumers' reservation price 

and hence could not assess the fairness of the final outcome. In this environment, we would 

have expected distributors to fare better than the manufacturers. Nonetheless, this finding 

is consistent with prior work which has examined game-theoretic models with a similar 

information structure (e.g., Rapoport, Erev, Zwick 1994). 

However, contrary to prior work (e.g., Chertkoffand Conley 1967), we found that 
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except for a few exceptions, manufacturers (sellers) did not fare better than distributors 

(buyers). This result is particularly noteworthy given the fact that Rapoport, Erev, and 

Zwick (1994) found that sellers fared better than buyers even in an environment that 

theoretically favored the buyers. It is possible that the manufacturer and distributor profits 

were almost equal in most cases due to the bargaining context. The marketing channel 

simulation emphasized the benefits of a long-term relationship and the fact that the present 

agreement could set the stage for future interactions. In a situation where the channel 

members are anticipating future interactions, they are more likely to act in an 

accommodating manner and bargain equitably (Ben-Yoav and Pruitt 1984; Shapiro 1975). 

The finding suggests that the importance of others' welfare is symmetric in marketing 

channels and both manufacturers and distributors may have cared about each others' welfare 

equally. 
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A critical assumption of the baseline game-theoretic model is that all information 

transmitted between the two parties can be summarized in the sequence of offers and 

counteroffers. Our interest is in extending the basic framework to include explicit 

communication and to examine how the outcomes predicted by the model are influenced by 

explicit communication of various types. This experiment was thus designed to test the 

baseline sequential bargaining model in an environment where the bargainers were allowed 

to communicate explicitly in conjunction with the making of offers and counteroffers. The 

purpose is to extend the realm of application of the game-theoretic model and examine its 

robustness outside the domain of its assumptions. Such an empirical extension is important 

in assessing whether or not the theory provides interesting and useful insights even in more 

realistic field environments. Moreover, since communication is known to playa critical role 

in channel negotiations, our goal was to examine experimentally how explicit 

communication would influence bargaining behavior and outcomes in marketing channels. 

In particular, we explored whether the use of different kinds of communication approaches 

identified in the literature impact bargaining behavior and outcomes differentially. 

Specifically, Experiment 3 replicated Experiment 1 except that the bargainers were 
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allowed to transmit messages along with the offers and counteroffers. This enabled us to 

compare bargaining behaviors and outcomes across Experiments 1 and 3 and thereby provide 

insights into the effects of explicit communication. However, for reasons of experimental 

control, we limited the manner in which the bargainers were allowed to communicate. They 

were provided with a predefined list of messages classified as either uncertainty reducing 

messages, relationship building messages, or self-serving persuasive messages. The focal 

variables, manufacturer uncertainty and opportunity cost of delay, were each manipulated 

at two levels in Experiment 3. As in Experiment 1, consumers' reservation price was varied 

from one bargaining game in an attempt to maintain strategic independence between games. 

7.2 METHOD 

7.2.1 Subjects 

40 subjects (30 males and 10 females) were recruited from various business 

programs, including the regular and executive MBA programs, at a large southwestern 

university. Subjects were screened based on whether or not they had full-time work 

experience. The mean age of the subjects was about 25, and on an average the subjects had 

three and a half years of full-time work experience. About 38 percent of the subjects had 

prior experience with business negotiations. Subjects were paid $5 for participating in the 

experiment. In addition, to motivate the subjects to take the bargaining task seriously, they 

were offered a monetary reward contingent on task perfonnance. 
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7.2.2 Procedure 

The experiment consisted of two 2-hour computer administered sessions. Twenty 

subjects participated in Session 1 and twenty subjects in Session 2. In Session 1, 

manufacturer uncertainty, F(P), was manipulated at two levels (high and low), holding 0 

constant. In Session 2, opportunity cost of delay was manipulated at two levels (high and 

low), holding F(P) constant. The manipulated variable was a within-subject factor in each 

session. This design allowed examination of the changes in bargaining strategies as a 

function of the manipulations (change in uncertainty; change in the discount factor). 

At the beginning of each session, one-half of the subjects were randomly assigned 

to play the role of the manufacturer whereas the other half played the role of the distributor. 

All the subjects were required to read the same background scenario describing the 

negotiation context as well as separate instructions outlining either the manufacturer's 

(Appendix I) or the distributor's (Appendix J) viewpoint depending on the assigned role. 

Prior to starting the actual negotiations, the subjects were given about 20 minutes to read the 

scenario and instructions. They also played two practice games, which were intended to 

familiarize them with the structure and nature of the sequential bargaining process and use 

of the computer terminal. Each subject was seated in a separate booth and remained in 

his/her booth until the conclusion of the experiment. 

In each session, the manufacturer-distributor dyads were divided into two equal 

groups. To account for order effects, the two orderings of the manipulated factors, 
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manufacturer uncertainty and discount factor, were balanced by random assignment to the 

two groups. In both sessions, each subject played a total often bilateral monopoly games. 

To minimize confusion between the manipulated factors, the two conditions in each session 

were played in order. Thus, subjects first completed five games in one condition and then 

five more in the second condition. For example, in Session 1, half the dyads played five 

games in the high uncertainty condition first and then played five more in the low uncertainty 

condition. The other half played in the reverse order. Similarly, in Session 2, half the dyads 

played five games in the low discount factor condition first and then five more in the high 

discount factor condition while the other half played in the reverse order. In both sessions, 

each manufacturer participated in two games with each of the five distributors. Finally, the 

consumers' reservation price (always known to the distributor prior to each game) was 

randomly varied within a specified range from one game to the next to minimize carryover 

effects. 

Communication within dyads was conducted via computers using an interactive 

software, BARCOM (Srivastava, Chakravarti, and Rapoport 1996), written specifically for 

these studies. The bargaining started with the manufacturer making an offer. The distributor 

chose to either accept the offer or to reject it and make a counteroffer by typing in the 

appropriate command. If the offer/counteroffer was accepted at period t, the game 

terminated with the manufacturer getting 0,-1 (w-c) and the distributor getting 61 (p-w). 

Subjects were not required to calculate 0,-1 as the relevant values were listed on the computer 
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screen for each condition. The interactive computer software allowed easy access to the 

common cost of delay as well as all the relevant parameters. Subjects could also choose to 

send messages of any type along with their offers and counteroffers from a predefined, 

pretested list of messages (Appendix K). For details of the pretest, refer to Appendices L and 

M. 

Subjects completed a short questionnaire after each game (Appendix G). They 

completed another questionnaire after completing all the games (Appendix H). The two 

questionnaires were paper and pencil tasks. To motivate the subjects to carefully consider 

their decisions, they were informed that three of the games would be chosen randomly at the 

end of the session and their mean earnings in these games would be paid to them in cash. 

7.2.3 Experimental Variables 

The experimental variables in this experiment were manufacturer uncertainty, 

opportunity cost of time, and consumers' reservation price. As in Experiment 1, we 

manipulated manufacturer uncertainty and opportunity cost of time, while consumers' 

reservation price was not formally manipulated. It was randomly varied from one bargaining 

game to the other to minimize carryover effects. 

7.2.4 Dependent Measures 

The following dependent measures were examined in all the experimental conditions: 
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ExperimentaLChe_cks. Two 7 -point likert scales assessed the efficacy of the uncertainty 

manipulation ("The price that the distributor could get from the end-users was within a 

narrow price range" and "The manufacturer was uncertain of the price that the distributor 

could get from the consumers"), while another pair of likert scales assessed the efficacy of 

the discount factor manipulation ("There was a substantial cost for delaying agreement by 

a period" and "There was little time pressure during the negotiations"). 

Eirst.Erice. The first or the opening offer of the manufacturer, WI' This dependent variable 

relates to HI a and H2a. 

Bargaininglluration. Bargaining duration is the number of bargaining periods taken to reach 

an agreement. Bargaining duration is particularly relevant for HI b, H2b, and H3a. 

BargainingEfficiency. Bargaining efficiency is the ratio of the combined profit gain from 

trade to the total possible surplus. Note that bargaining efficiency is a function not only of 

the number of periods taken to reach agreement but also the discount factor. 

EinaLAgreement. The final price that both the manufacturer and the distributor mutually 

agree upon, w. This dependent variable relates to H3b. 

IndhdduaLP1.onts. The amount of money earned by each party at the conclusion of 

negotiation in each game. (Note that the joint profits in this game is merely the sum of the 

parties' individual profits.) The individual profits are particularly relevant for HIc and H2c. 

Eric~Bchedule. The price path or the sequence of offers and counteroffers starting from the 

first offer to the final agreement. 
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CommunicationErequency~ The total number of messages sent by the two parties during the 

course of one bargaining game. 

Communication.Mix. The proportion of each type of message sent by the two bargaining 

parties during the course of one bargaining game. This was obtained by the ratio of the total 

number of messages of one type to the total number of messages. This dependent measure 

is relevant for H5a, H5b, and H5c. 

E.ost:.bargainingAttitudes. The post-bargaining reactions of the bargainers (e.g., perceptions 

of fairness and satisfaction with outcome) and their general perceptions of their own and 

opponent's bargaining strategies (e.g., competitive versus cooperative) were assessed by a 

number of7-point likert scales. 

Although some of the dependent measures are not related to any hypotheses in 

particular, we expect these measures to provide insights into the overall bargaining process 

and outcomes. In addition, some standard demographic information was also collected for 

subject classification purposes. 

7.3 RESULTS 

7.3.1 Overview of Analyses 

We first report some preliminary data which include an examination of the 

effectiveness of the experimental manipulations. We then report the effects of manufacturer 

uncertainty and opportunity cost of delay separately by analyzing the games played in 
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Session 1 and Session 2. The effect of consumers' reservation price is reported for both 

sessions. The order in which the two uncertainty and discount factor conditions were 

encountered did not impact the dependent measures significantly. Consequently, the results 

that are reported have been aggregated over the two orders. In addition to the hypothesized 

effects, results are also reported for dependent measures for which no formal hypotheses 

were proposed. This provides insights into the overall bargaining process and outcomes. 

To examine the effect of experience (learning over games), we also report iteration effects 

for both sessions. We compare Experiments 1 and 3 to gain insights into the effects of 

communication in general on bargaining behavior and outcomes. Finally, we examine 

whether the three types of messages have a differential impact on bargaining outcomes. As 

in the previous studies, we conducted dyad-level analyses on all the dependent measures 

using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The unit of analysis was not the 

individual subject but each unique combination of manufacturer-distributor dyad, within 

each session. In each session, we had a total of 50 dyads. 

7.3.2 Experimental Checks 

Analysis at the individual level showed that subjects rated the experimental scenario 

as realistic (Mean = 5.76, on a 7-point likert scale). The ratings did not vary by condition. 

Subjects were also careful in deciding what price to offer and what price to accept or reject 

(Mean = 6.16, on a 7-point likert scale). None of the subjects considered other alternatives 
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(e.g., other suppliers or distributors), which indicates that they understood the bargaining 

instructions. 

Within-subject ANOVA's (at the dyad level) on the experimental check questions 

indicate that the manipulations were successfully communicated to the subjects. Table 7.1 

presents the means and standard deviations of the likert scales used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the manipulations. 

In Session 1, all the three scales indicate that manufacturers' uncertainty about the 

consumers' reservation price was successfully manipulated. Subjects agreed that the price 

that the distributor could get from the end-consumers was within a narrower range in the low 

uncertainty condition as opposed to the high uncertainty condition (Means = 5.16 versus 

3.39; F(1, 49) = 39.98, p < 0.0001). Further, subjects who played the manufacturer reported 

greater uncertainty about the consumers' reservation price in the high uncertainty condition 

than in the low uncertainty condition (Means = 5.51 versus 4.78; F(1, 49) = 16.40, p < 

0.0002). However, as expected, subjects playing the distributor's role were not affected by 

the uncertainty manipulation (Means = 3.16 and 3.21 for high and low uncertainty 

respectively; F(I, 49) = 0.53, p > 0.47). Since the distributors always knew the price they 

could get from end-consumers, these data indicate that subjects understood the bargaining 

environment. 

In Session 2, the two 7-point scales show that opportunity costs of delay was 

successfully manipulated. All subjects, irrespective of their role, perceived that the cost for 



TABLE 7.1 

MANIPULATION CHECKS FOR EXPERIMENT 3 

A. Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Narrow Price Range 

Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Distributor Uncertainty 

High Uncertainty 

3.39 (1.51) 

5.51 (1.42) 

3.16 (1.16) 

B. Opportunity Cost of Delay (Discount Factor) 

Cost of Delay 

Time Pressure 

High Discount 
Factor 

2.97 (1.22) 

3.34 (1.25) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low Uncertainty 

5.16 (0.96) 

4.78 (1.15) 

3.21 (2.04) 

Low Discount 
Factor 

5.99 (0.88) 

4.56 (1.47) 
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delaying agreement by a period was higher when the discount factor was low (0=0.60) than 

when it was high (0=0.90) (Means = 5.99 versus 2.97; F(1, 49) = 191.84, p < 0.0001). 

Further, the second scale (reverse coded) indicates that all subjects felt more time pressure 

in the low discount factor condition than in the high discount factor condition (Means = 4.56 

versus 3.34; F(1, 49) = 24.96, p < 0.0001). 

7.3.3 Manufacturer Uncertainty (Results of Session 1) 

Table 7.2 shows the means and standard deviations of the dependent measures for the 

games played in Session 1, in which manufacturer uncertainty was manipulated. 

EirstErices. HI a stated that the manufacturer's first (opening) offer would be higher in the 

high uncertainty condition relative to the low uncertainty condition. We first tested for the 

difference in the distributions of first prices in the two uncertainty conditions. A 

Kolmogorov-Smimov test shows that the distributions were marginally different (KS=I.24, 

p < 0.09). The distributions of first prices are displayed in Figure 7.1. We then examined 

whether the mean first prices in the two conditions were significantly different. As Table 7.2 

shows, the mean first price in the high uncertainty condition was significantly higher than 

the mean first price in the low uncertainty condition (Means = 134.68 versus 130.00; F(I, 

49) = 8.56, p < 0.005). Thus, the data provide support for Hla. 

To assess the effects ofleaming, we plotted the first prices by round in Figures 7.2 

and 7.3 for the high and low uncertainty conditions respectively. The plots display the range 
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TABLE 7.2 

MEANS OF DEPENDENT MEASURES FOR EXPERIMENT 3 (SESSION 1) 

Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Dependent Measures High Uncertainty Low Uncertainty 

Number of Periods 3.41 (2.30) 3.00 (2.19) 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.79 (0.17) 0.83 (0.16) 

First Price 134.68 (9.63) 130.00 (7.13) 

Final Price 117.68 (9.63) 119.99 (4.46) 

Manufacturer Profit 14.09 (8.33) 16.57 (5.19) 

Distributor Profit 16.27 (11.72) 15.77 (5.56) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 
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and mean of the first prices, where the means are shown by a dashed line. As the plots show, 

there was no systematic variation in first prices (range or mean) with time. Consumers' 

reservation price also did not have a significant impact on first prices. 

UuratioaofHargaining. Based on the sequential equilibrium solution, HI b predicted that 

the duration of bargaining or the number of periods taken to reach agreement would be 

higher in the high uncertainty condition relative to the low uncertainty condition. Contrary 

to HI b, the means in Table 7.2 show that the number of periods taken to reach agreement in 

the two uncertainty conditions were not significantly different from each other (Means = 3.41 

versus 3.00; F(1, 49) = 1.06, p > 0.31). The distribution of the duration of bargaining is also 

displayed in Figure 7.4. Consistent with this result, bargaining efficiency also did not 

improve significantly with a reduction in the uncertainty about the reservation price (Means 

= 0.79 and 0.83 in the high and low uncertainty conditions respectively; F(I, 49) = 1.39, p 

> 0.25). 

Based on the previous literature which focuses on testing noncooperative bargaining 

models, we expected that bargaining outcomes would vary as a function of experience. 

Since the value of the reservation price also varied randomly from game to game, we 

conducted the analysis using consumers' reservation price as a covariate. Bargaining 

duration did not show any significant variation with experience in either uncertainty 

condition. Bargaining efficiency also did not vary significantly with experience. 

Consumers' reservation price, on the other hand, had a significant effect on the 
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number of periods taken to reach agreement. H3a stated that the duration of bargaining 

would decrease as the consumers' reservation price increases. Table 7.3 shows the parameter 

estimate of consumers' reservation price for each dependent measure. Consistent with the 

hypothesis, the regression analysis shows that the bargaining duration decreases significantly 

as the consumers' reservation price increases. Bargaining efficiency also improves 

significantly as the consumers' reservation price increases. The data thus provide strong 

support for H3a. 

EinaLPnces. The distribution of final prices is displayed in Figure 7.5 for both uncertainty 

conditions. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that the distributions offinal prices in the 

two uncertainty conditions were significantly different (KS= 1.66, P < 0.008). An analysis 

of the means also revealed a significant condition effect as the final prices were higher in the 

low uncertainty condition relative to the high uncertainty condition (Means = 119.99 versus 

117.15; F(1, 49) = 7.36, P < 0.01). 

H3b proposed that the final price that the parties agree upon would increase with 

consumers' reservation price. The parameter estimate in Table 7.3 shows that the final price 

increases significantly as a function of consumers' reservation price. H3b was thus 

supported. 

IndiYiduaLErofits. Hlc stated that the profits of both parties would be higher in the low 

uncertainty condition. Table 7.2 shows that the manufacturers' profits were indeed higher 

in the low uncertainty condition relative to the high uncertainty condition (Means = 16.57 
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TABLE 7.3 

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR DEPENDENT MEASURES AS A FUNCTION 
OF CONSUMERS' RESERVATION PRICE 

Dependent Measures Parameter Estimate t-value p-value 

Sessioal 

First Price -0.05 -0.61 ns 0.05 

Number of Periods -0.086 -5.25 0.0001 0.26 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.007 5.60 0.0001 0.28 

Final Price 0.362 8.65 0.0001 0.48 

Manufacturer Profit 0.430 12.21 0.0001 0.65 

Distributor Profit 0.613 16.99 0.0001 0.78 

Session..2 

First Price -0.05 -0.87 ns 0.01 

Number of Periods -0.07 -4.04 0.0001 0.14 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.006 4.80 0.0001 0.19 

Final Price 0.416 13.99 0.0001 0.67 

Manufacturer Profit 0.379 10.97 0.0001 0.55 

Distributor Profit 0.467 12.13 0.0001 0.60 
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versus 14.08; F(l, 49) = 7.95, p < 0.007). In contrast, the distributors' profits did not vary 

significantly with uncertainty (Means = 16.27 and 15.77 in the high and low conditions 

respectively; F{I, 49) = 0.20, P > 0.66). Thus, HIc was only partially supported. A 

comparison of manufacturer and distributor profits showed that manufacturer profits were 

significantly lower than distributor profits in the high uncertainty condition, but not in the 

low uncertainty condition. 

Both manufacturer and distributor profits varied significantly with consumers' 

reservation price. The parameter estimates in Table 7.3 show that both manufacturer and 

distributor profits increase significantly with consumers' reservation price. 

Erice_Sche_dule~ The sequential equilibrium solution predicts an exponentially descending 

price path for the manufacturer. We display the price path of for each condition separately. 

Further, we distinguish between dyads who took at least six periods (three offers and three 

counteroffers) to reach agreement and dyads who took at least four periods (two offers and 

two counteroffers) to reach agreement. This distinction enabled us to obtain stable summary 

measures. Figures 7.6 (six periods) and 7.7 (four periods) display the mean offers of both 

the manufacturer and the distributor as a function of the period for the high uncertainty 

condition whereas Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the corresponding price paths for the low 

uncertainty condition. The number of subjects contributing to each mean is also shown for 

each point. As expected, the price path for the manufacturer descends exponentially in both 

uncertainty conditions. In contrast,. the distributors' price path displays a moderate ascending 
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pattern. The descending and ascending price path for the manufacturer (seller) and the 

distributor (buyer) is consistent with other theoretical models of bargaining (e.g., 

Balakrishnan and Eliashberg 1995). 

f.Qst:hargainin~eac.tions. The responses to the questions asked immediately after each 

bargaining game are summarized in Table 7.4 for each of the two uncertainty conditions. 

In general, perceptions of fairness varied as a function of uncertainty. The manufacturers 

perceived that the bargaining outcomes were relatively unfair to them in the high uncertainty 

conditions relative to the low uncertainty condition. In general, manufacturers' perceptions 

offairness ofthe final outcome to themselves varied positively with the profits they realized. 

The distributors also agreed that bargaining outcomes were fair to the manufacturers in the 

low uncertainty condition. However, the distributors' perceptions of the fairness of 

outcomes to themselves did not vary as a function of uncertainty. 

The satisfaction scales indicate that manufacturers were more satisfied with the 

outcomes in the low uncertainty condition than in the high uncertainty condition (Means = 

4.61 versus 3.85; F(I, 49) = 6.32, p < 0.02) while distributors' perceptions of satisfaction 

were not affected by the variation in uncertainty. Satisfaction with bargaining outcomes for 

both manufacturers and distributors varied positively with their respective profits. 

7.3.4 Opportunity Cost of Delay (Results of Session 2) 

Table 7.5 shows the means and standard deviations of the dependent measures for 



TABLE 7.4 

MEAN RESPONSES TO POST-BARGAINING MEASURES (SESSION 1) 

Measure 

Manufacturer-.E.erceptions 

Fair to manufacturer 

Fair to distributor 

Satisfaction 

DistrihutOI_E.erceptions 

Fair to manufacturer 

Fair to distributor 

Satisfaction 

High Uncertainty 

3.73 (1.84) 

5.37 (1.28) 

3.85 (1.82) 

5.60 (1.50) 

5.49 (1.70) 

5.05 (2.04) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low Uncertainty 

4.61 (1.53) 

5.49 (1.19) 

4.61 (1.39) 

6.19 (1.05) 

5.46 (1.83) 

4.93 (2.03) 
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TABLE 7.5 

MEANS OF DEPENDENT MEASURES FOR EXPERIMENT 3 (SESSION 2) 

Opportunity Cost of Delay (Discount Factor) 

Dependent Measures 

Number of Periods 

Bargaining Efficiency 

First Price 

Final Price 

Manufacturer Profit 

Distributor Profit 

High Discount 
Factor 

4.82 (3.21) 

0.70 (0.19) 

140.48 (11.32) 

119.20 (9.12) 

14.22 (8.79) 

13.84 (10.42) 

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Low Discount 
Factor 

3.52 (3.38) 

0.49 (0.32) 

136.38 (11.55) 

118.88 (9.39) 

10.36 (9.33) 

10.90 (11.23) 
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Session 2, in which discount factor was manipulated . 

.EirstErices. H2a proposed that the manufacturer's first (opening) offer would be lower in 

in the high discount factor condition relative to the low discount factor condition. Contrary 

to H2a, the first prices in the high discount factor condition were higher than in the low 

discount factor condition (Means = 140.48 versus 136.38; F(l, 49) = 5.28, p < 0.02). The 

distribution of the first offers is displayed in Figure 7.10. A Kolmogorov-Smimov test for 

the difference in the distributions of the first prices in the two uncertainty conditions shows 

only marginal significance (KS=I.2I, p < 0.07). H2a is thus not supported. 

Figures 7.11 (high discount factor condition) and 7.12 (low discount factor condition) 

display plots of first prices by round. The first prices did not show any significant variation 

with experience in both discount factor conditions. Consumers' reservation price also did 

not have any impact on first prices. 

lluratiolLoEBargaining. The distribution of duration of bargaining is displayed in Figure 

7.13. H2b hypothesized that the number of periods taken to reach agreement would be 

higher in the high discount factor condition relative to the low discount factor condition. 

Consistent with H2b, the means in Table 7.5 show that the number of periods taken to reach 

agreement was higher when the discount factor was high versus low (Means = 4.82 versus 

3.52; F(I, 49) = 5.93, p < 0.01). H2b was thus supported. Bargaining was found to be more 

efficient in the high discount factor condition than in the low discount factor condition 

(Means = 0.70 versus 0.49; F(l, 49) = 26.31, P < 0.0001). 
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Moreover, as in Session 1, the number of periods taken to reach agreement did not 

show any systematic variation with experience. Bargaining efficiency too did not vary as 

a function of experience. 

As in Session 1, bargaining duration in Session 2 also decreased significantly as the 

consumers' reservation price increased. The parameter estimates are shown in Table 7.3. 

Bargaining efficiency also improved as the consumers' reservation price increased. The 

results of Session 2 thus provide additional support for H3a. 

EinaLErices. The distribution of the final prices is displayed in Figures 7.14. A 

Kolmogorov-Smimov test indicated that there was no difference in the distributions of the 

final prices in the two discount factor conditions (KS=OAO, p > 0.99). An analysis of the 

means also revealed that the final prices in the two discount factor conditions were not 

different (Means = 119.20 versus 118.88; F( 1, 49) = 0.17, p > 0.68). 

As in Session 1, we found that consistent with H3b, the final price increases 

significantly with consumers' reservation price. The parameter estimate is shown in Table 

7.3. Session 2 data thus replicate the findings of Session 1 and provides additional support 

forH3b. 

IndiYlduaLerofits. The equilibrium model predicts that with a high discount factor, a 

distributor in a market with high consumer reservation price has a greater incentive to cheat 

by falsely indicating that p is low. Consequently, as the discount factor increases, the 

manufacturer will not be able to discriminate between market conditions. H2c thus predicts 
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that the manufacturers' profits will decrease as the discount factor increases. Contrary to 

expectations, an analysis of the individual profits showed that the manufacturers' profits 

were higher when the high discount factor was high versus low (Means = 14.22 versus 10.36; 

F(1, 49 = 14.33, p < 0.0004)4. The distributors' profits were also higher in the high discount 

factor condition (Means = 13.84 and 10.90 in the high and low conditions respectively; F(1, 

49) = 7.20, p < 0.009). A comparison of the individual profits revealed that the 

manufacturers' profits were not significantly different from the distributors' profits in any 

of the two discount factor conditions (F(I, 31) = 0.01, p > 0.94). Thus, H2c was not 

supported. 

The individual profits also varied systematically with consumers' reservation price. 

As Table 7.3 shows, both manufacturer and distributor profits increased significantly as the 

consumers' reservation price increased. 

Erice~.chedule. Similar to Session 1, we display the price path of the manufacturer and the 

distributor separately for each discount factor condition. We show the price schedule for 

subjects who bargained for at least six periods and for subjects who bargained for at least 

four periods. Figures 7.15 (six periods) and 7.16 (four periods) display mean offers of both 

the manufacturer and the distributor as a function of the period for the high discount factor 

condition whereas Figures 7.17 and 7.18 show the corresponding price paths for the low 

discount factor conJi:ion. In both discount factor conditions, a descending price path is 

4Some of this effect is artifactual as the discount factor has less effect on lowering profits when it is high. 
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clearly detected for the manufacturer whereas a slightly ascending price path can be detected 

for the distributor. 

E.ost~bargainingR.eactions. The post-bargaining reactions ofthe bargainers were assessed 

by a number of questions asked immediately after each bargaining game. These reactions 

showed no variation with the discount factor for either manufacturers or distributors. The 

satisfaction ratings of both manufacturers and distributors were positively related to their 

respective profits. 

7.3.5 Explicit Communication 

n'lerview. We compare bargaining behaviors and outcomes across Experiments 1 and 3 to 

gain insights into the effects of explicit communication. Specifically, we compare Session 

1 's of Experiments 1 and 3 in which manufacturer uncertainty was manipulated and compare 

Session 2's in which opportunity costs of delay was manipulated. The analysis treats 

opportunity to communicate explicitly as a between-subjects factor while the other focal 

factor (uncertainty or opportunity cost of delay) was a within-subjects factor. Subsequently, 

we examine the communication mix in both sessions of Experiment 3. 

EffectLUnde.r..Manufacturer~ncertainty-Manip-ulation. These effects were examined by 

comparing the data obtained in Session 1 of Experiments 1 and 3. In general, subjects who 

were allowed to communicate reached agreement marginally quicker than subjects who were 

not allowed to communicate (Means = 3.21 versus 4.3; F(l, 111) = 3.61, P < 0.06). 
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Bargaining efficiency was 0.77 in the no communication (NC) condition and 0.81 in the 

communication (C) condition. However, this difference was not statistically significant. 

Explicit communication did not affect manufacturers' first prices but it did have a 

significant effect on the final prices. The final prices were higher when the bargaining 

parties were allowed to communicate relative to when the parties were not allowed to 

communicate (Means = 118.57 versus 116.67; F(1, 111) = 4.07, p < 0.04). 

Explicit communication also helped manufacturers in realizing higher profits in the 

C condition than in the NC condition (Means = 15.33 versus 13.36; F(I, 111) = 3.94, P < 

0.04). An interesting result we observed was that the opportunity to communicate enhanced 

equitable agreements. The difference between distributors' and manufacturer profits' 

decreased when the bargainers had the opportunity to communicate (Means = 2.99 and 0.69 

in the NC and C conditions respectively; F( 1, 111) = 4.31, P < 0.04). 

CommunicatiorumdManufactureLUncertainty_Interaction. Table 7.6 shows the means of 

the dependent measures as a function of manufacturer uncertainty and communication. The 

results show that the interaction between communication and uncertainty had a significant 

effect on the duration of bargaining (F(I, 107) = 4.32, p < 0.04). As Table 7.6 shows, it was 

only in the high uncertainty condition that communication facilitated the bargaining process 

by reducing the number of periods taken to reach agreement. The opportunity to 

communicate had no effect on the subjects in the low uncertainty condition. Consistent with 

this result, the opportunity to communicate improved bargaining efficiency but only in the 
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TABLE 7.6 

EFFECTS OF EXPLICIT COMMUNICATION (SESSION 1) 

Manufacturer Uncertainty 

Communication 
Dependent Measures Allowed Not Allowed 

Uncertainty Hi Lo Hi Lo 

Number of Periods 3.41 3.00 5.67 3.00 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.80 0.83 0.70 0.84 

First Price 134.68 130.00 133.89 127.04 

Final Price 117.15 119.99 114.87 118.46 

Manufacturer Profit 14.09 16.57 11.21 15.50 

Distributor Profit 16.27 15.77 15.75 16.95 
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high uncertainty condition (F(1, 107) = 4.04, p < 0.04). Communication and uncertainty 

however had no significant interaction effect on either the first prices or the final prices. The 

manufacturers' and distributors' profits were also not systematically affected by the 

interaction. 

Effe_cts_UndeLOpportunity_CosLofnelay~anipulation. Comparing the Session 2 data in 

Experiments 1 and 3 showed that the opportunity to communicate did not influence the 

duration of bargaining significantly (Means = 4.17 and 4.27 in NC and C conditions 

respectively; F(1, 80) = O. 04, p > 0.85). Also, bargaining efficiency was not affected by 

communication. Communication did not affect the manufacturers' first prices significantly. 

Although the final prices were also not significantly different between the two conditions, 

the final prices in the C condition were higher relative to the NC condition (Means = 119.04 

versus 117.79). Communication had no effect on either the manufacturers' or the 

distributors' profits. 

ConununicatiolLand_Opportunity-.-C_osLofDelay_ Interaction. Table 7.7 shows the means of 

the dependent measures as a function of opportunity cost of delay and communication. The 

results show that the interaction between communication and uncertainty had a significant 

effect on the duration of bargaining (F(1, 80) = 3.78, P < 0.05). As Table 7.7 shows, the 

difference in the duration of bargaining in the high and low opportunity costs of delay 

conditions was much less in the C condition. Communication facilitated the bargaining 

process by reducing the number of periods taken to reach agreement in the high discount 
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TABLE 7.7 

EFFECTS OF EXPLICIT COMMUNICATION (SESSION 2) 

Opportunity Cost of Delay 

Communication 
Dependent Measures Allowed Not Allowed 

Discount Factor Hi Lo Hi Lo 

Number of Periods 4.82 3.52 6.15 2.40 

Bargaining Efficiency 0.70 0.49 0.71 0.58 

First Price 140.48 136.38 141.83 129.66 

Final Price 119.20 118.88 118.05 117.54 

Manufacturer Profit 14.22 10.36 13.74 11.76 

Distributor Profit 13.84 10.90 15.11 12.49 
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factor condition. Bargaining efficiency was however not affected by the interaction between 

communication and opportunity cost of delay. 

The interaction between communication and opportunity cost had no effect on either 

the first prices or the final prices. Both manufacturer and distributor profits were also not 

affected by the interaction. 

Communicatio.aMbL(SessionuanclLcombined). In this analysis, we combine Sessions 

1 (manufacturer uncertainty manipulation) and 2 (opportunity cost of delay manipulation) 

of Experiment 3 since we found no difference in the communication mix patterns across the 

two sessions. The total number of messages sent in a bargaining game was first obtained by 

adding the number of messages sent by each party. Then we obtained the proportion of each 

of the three types of messages (uncertainty-reducing; relationship- building; and self-serving 

messages) sent by the two parties by dividing the number of messages sent of one type by 

the total number of messages sent. The three proportions formed our measures of 

communication mix. The dependent measures were then regressed as a function of these 

proportions. This analysis provides insights into the variation in bargaining behavior and 

outcomes as a function of the communication mix. We found that the total number of 

messages sent by the two parties was highly correlated with the number of periods taken to 

reach agreement. This is not an unexpected finding given that the opportunity to send 

messages increased as a function of the duration of bargaining (subjects could send only one 

message along with an offer or counteroffer). The effects we report here are thus the effects 
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of communication mix after accounting for the variation due to total number of messages. 

Hypothesis 5a predicted that a high proportion of uncertainty-reducing messages 

would decrease the number of periods taken to reach agreement. A regression analysis 

showed that the proportion of uncertainty reducing messages did not have any effect on the 

duration of bargaining. Bargaining efficiency also did not improve as the proportion of 

uncertainty-reducing messages increased. The first and final prices and the individual profits 

were also not affected by the proportion of uncertainty-reducing messages. Thus, H5a was 

not supported. 

Hypothesis 5b predicted that a high proportion of relationship-building messages 

should also decrease the duration of bargaining and improve bargaining efficiency. Contrary 

to our expectations, the proportion of relationship-building messages did not have a 

significant impact on either the duration of bargaining or bargaining efficiency. H5b is also 

not supported. The proportion of relationship-building messages however did have a 

significant impact on the final prices (t = 2.96, P < 0.003) and manufacturers' profit (t = 3.04, 

p < 0.002). This indicates that relationship-building messages can be used by manufacturers 

to realize higher profits, particularly in a situation where the distributors are in a strategically 

advantageous position. 

Hypothesis H5c predicted that a high proportion of self-serving messages would 

increase the duration of bargaining. The regression analysis shows that, as expected, the 

proportion of self-serving messages was indeed positively associated with the number of 
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periods taken to reach agreement (t = 3.65, P < 0.0004). Bargaining efficiency also 

deteriorated as the proportion of self-serving messages increased (t = -3.63, p < 0.0004). The 

data thus provides strong support for H5c. The proportion of self-serving messages did not 

however affect the first or final prices significantly. The individual profits also declined as 

the proportion of self-serving messages increased but the effect was not significant. 

7.4 DISCUSSION 

Experiment 3 demonstrated that manufacturer uncertainty about consumers' 

reservation price, opportunity cost of delay, the actual consumers' reservation price, and 

opportunities for explicit communication between the two parties systematically influence 

bargaining behavior and outcomes in a simulated marketing channel. 

Overall, Experiment 3 demonstrated that the opportunity to explicitly communicate 

does not effect the duration of bargaining or bargaining efficiency. This is perhaps a 

surprising result given the prevailing view that the more the channels of communication 

between bargainers the more efficient the bargaining (Roth 1995). The result is not 

surprising when we examine the interaction between communication and manufacturer 

uncertainty. Communication does not have any effect on the duration of bargaining and 

bargaining efficiency in the low uncertainty condition. However, in the high uncertainty 

condition, the subjects who were allowed to communicate reached agreement in fewer 

periods than the subjects who were not allowed to communicate. Bargaining efficiency also 
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improved in the presence of explicit communication. The conclusion we draw from this 

result is that communication facilitates the bargaining process in the high uncertainty 

condition by reducing the uncertainty which in turn leads to improvement in bargaining 

efficiency. Thus, in situations where there is a high level of uncertainty, communication may 

be a vehicle that serves to reduce the uncertainty and allow for more efficient bargaining. 

Experiment 3 also demonstrated that cost of delay has a strong and systematic effect 

on the duration of bargaining. In particular, as the discount factor decreased, the bargainers 

were more cooperative and reached agreement relatively quickly. As the cost of delay 

increased, both the parties had an incentive to reach agreement as quickly as possible and 

avoid the cost of prolonged negotiation. The interaction between communication and 

opportunity cost of delay was also significant in explaining the variation in the number of 

periods taken to reach agreement. Communication helped in reducing the duration of 

bargaining in the high discount factor condition. A high discount factor leads to an increase 

in the duration of bargaining because the cost of delay is minimal and both parties have less 

of an incentive to reach agreement quickly. In the absence of any incentive to reach 

agreement quickly, communication may have fostered and encouraged cooperation between 

the bargainers. Experiment 3 thus indicates the opportunities for communication may play 

two broad roles in bargaining; that of reducing uncertainty, and that of encouraging 

cooperation. 

Communication however did not have any effect on the first prices. The first prices 
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varied as a function of the manufacturer uncertainty and opportunity cost of delay. 

Manufacturers tended to make lower first offers as the uncertainty decreased. Contrary to 

prior studies (Benton, Kelly, and Liebling 1972; Chertkoff and Conley 1967), Experiment 

3 showed that extreme first offers do not translate into higher profits for the manufacturer. 

Rather, extreme first offers lead to inefficient bargaining. However, in contrast to the 

prediction of the model, the manufacturers' first offer decreased rather than increased as the 

costs of delay increased. This result is consistent with previous findings in experimental 

economics (Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick 1995) and social psychology. In fact, the literature 

in social psychology predicts that first prices decrease as the cost of delay increases. The 

rationale is that the decrease in first offers as the cost of delay increases reflects a desire to 

reach agreement quickly and avoid the costs associated with prolonged negotiation 

(Chertkoff and Esser 1976; YukI 1974). We also found that bargaining efficiency decreased 

as the cost of delaying agreement increased. Since the discount factor plays a role in 

computing bargaining efficiency, we expected bargaining efficiency to be higher in the high 

discount factor condition, given the same duration of bargaining. However, if the duration 

of bargaining is also longer in the high discount factor condition, the resultant effect on 

bargaining efficiency can be difficult to predict. Thus, in our case, in the low discount factor 

condition (0=0.60), a substantial fraction (40 percent) of the total surplus was lost with each 

additional period of bargaining. This may also explain why both manufacturers and 

distributors achieved better profit outcomes when the cost of delay per period was not as 
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substantial. An examination of the undiscounted profit stream may pennit further resolution 

of this issue. 

Experiment 3 also showed that bargaining was more successful as the actual value 

of the consumers' reservation price increased. With an increase in consumers' reservation 

price, bargainers took fewer periods to reach agreement, bargaining efficiency improved, and 

both manufacturer and distributor profits increased. Since the value of the reservation price 

detennines the total possible surplus, the results suggest that bargainers cooperate more as 

the total gains from trade increase. 

Perhaps, one of the most interesting results of this study was that, in general, 

distributors did not fare better than the manufacturers even though the bargaining 

environment theoretically favored the fonner. Several studies have shown that bargainers 

are most concerned about the fairness of the outcomes to themselves (Bolton 1991; Prasnikar 

and Roth 1992). In the present study, the infonnation structure was such that manufacturers 

lacked exact infonnation about consumers' reservation price and hence could not assess the 

fairness of the final outcome. In such an environment, we would have expected distributors 

to fare better than the manufacturers. However, distributors fared better than the 

manufacturers only in the high uncertainty condition. This suggests that the distributors did 

not take advantage of their strategic status of being the fully infonned party. Moreover, 

distributors generally did not cheat by falsely signaling a low reservation price when it was 

actually high, even when the cost of delay was low. This finding is consistent with the work 
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of Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick 1995, who empirically tested a game-theoretic bargaining 

model with a similar information structure. However, contrary to prior work (e.g., Chertkoff 

and Conley 1967), we found that manufacturers (sellers) did not, in general, fare better than 

distributors (buyers). This result is particularly noteworthy given the fact that Rapoport, 

Erev, and Zwick (1994) had found that sellers fared better than buyers even in an 

environment that theoretically favored the buyers. Thus, we did not find support for their 

contention that since sellers have the property rights to the good prior to exchange, it is 

considered "fair" for them to benefit more. It is possible that the manufacturer and 

distributor profits were almost equal in most cases due to the bargaining context. The 

present marketing channel simulation emphasized the benefits oflong-term relationships and 

the fact that the current agreement could set the stage for all future interactions. In a 

situation where the channel members are anticipating future interactions, they are more likely 

to bargain in a fair and equitable manner (Ben-Yoav and Pruitt 1984; Shapiro 1975). 

Perhaps, the importance of others' welfare is symmetric in a marketing channel context. 

Contrary to prior studies which document changes in bargaining behavior as a result 

of experience (e.g., Binmore, Shaked, and Sutton 1985; Harrison and McCabe 1988), this 

study did not find any variation in bargaining behavior and outcomes with experience. In 

general, "learning" theories posit that the observed departures from theoretical predictions 

are due to the fact that subjects do not initially understand the structure of the game. 

However, with experience subjects understand the structure of the game and their behavior 
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converges to the equilibrium solution. In the present study, it is possible that the subjects 

understood the structure of the bargaining game right from the start and adopted the 

qualitative predictions of the sequential strategic bargaining model naturally. 

Another interesting finding of Experiment 3 was that the communication mix or the 

types of messages sent during the bargaining process had a differential impact on the 

bargaining process and outcomes. We found that uncertainty reducing messages and 

relationship-building messages did not affect the bargaining efficiency or the duration of 

bargaining. However, manufacturers could increase their profits by sending a higher 

proportion of relationship-building messages. Nonetheless, the fact that neither uncertainty

reducing messages nor relationship-building messages facilitated the bargaining process is 

rather surprising given the prevalent thought regarding both kinds of messages. 

Our premise, based on the economics literature, was that uncertainty-reducing 

messages would help in reducing the manufacturers' uncertainty about the consumers' 

reservation price. This reduction in uncertainty would in tum result in more efficient 

bargaining. The unanticipated results could imply that the messages themselves did not 

reduce uncertainty given their general nature, or that these messages were not taken seriously 

by the bargaining parties. Second, it is very surprising that relationship-building messages 

did not improve bargaining efficiency or lessen the duration of bargaining given the 

prevalent thought in marketing that relationship building leads to more effective business-to

business transactions. These issues need closer examination both within the context of the 
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present data as well as future results. 

As expected, we did find that a high proportion of self-serving messages impacted 

bargaining outcomes adversely by prolonging the bargaining. Bargaining efficiency also 

worsened as the proportion of self-serving messages increased. Thus, self-serving messages 

were detrimental to successful negotiations in terms of both bargaining efficiency and 

duration of bargaining. Overall, the findings of Experiment 3 suggest that in some situations, 

messages which ought to facilitate the bargaining process may have no impact on the 

bargaining outcomes. However, as one may expect, self-serving (coercive, threatening, 

demeaning, and individualistic) messages affect the bargaining outcomes adversely. This 

last finding may need to be explored further particularly keeping in mind that the subjects 

in this study were not in a situation where one party had real or enforceable coercive power 

over the other outside the experimental scenario. Real world situations with higher stakes 

may sometimes induce different results. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
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This dissertation has reported an investigation of bargaining behavior between a 

manufacturer and a distributor over the transfer price of a good using a one-sided incomplete 

infonnation model as a baseline situation. We have empirically examined (over a set of three 

experiments) the effects of manufacturer uncertainty, opportunity cost of delay, consumers' 

reservation price, variations in trust, and explicit communication on the bargaining behavior 

and outcomes of channel members. The focus was thus on the forces that drive the two 

parties to reach an agreement rather than insist indefinitely on incompatible demands. A 

conceptual framework was developed incorporating the sequential strategic bargaining 

approach to price and margin setting in marketing distribution channels. The sequential 

strategic approach offers a fonnal yet realistic model from which stylized predictions are 

made. These implications of the conceptual framework are tested in three experiments 

conducted in a channel negotiation scenario adapted from a popular pricing case study. 

8.1.1 Summary of Results of Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 tested the effects of manufacturer uncertainty, opportunity cost of 

delay, and consumers' reservation price (amount of surplus) on bargaining behavior and 
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outcomes. The scenario thus conformed to the baseline model (Grossman and Perry 1986b) 

as closely as possible. 

The changes in manufacturer uncertainty influenced not only the duration of 

bargaining and bargaining efficiency but also the first and final prices, and the individual 

profits of the two channel members. The findings show that a reduction in manufacturer 

uncertainty about the consumers' reservation price improved bargaining efficiency and 

decreased the duration of bargaining. Thus, less of the surplus was lost as the manufacturer 

uncertainty decreased. The first prices also decreased as the uncertainty decreased while the 

final prices increased with a reduction in uncertainty. More importantly, from the 

manufacturer's perspective, profits increased with the reduction in uncertainty. There were 

no differences in the individual profits in the low uncertainty condition. In contrast, 

distributors fared better than the manufacturers in the high uncertainty condition. 

Manipulation of the opportunity cost of delay also influenced the bargaining process 

and the outcomes as predicted. In this study, opportunity cost of delay was operationalized 

by a discount factor such that higher the discount factor the less the opportunity cost of 

delay. Experiment 1 showed that the duration of bargaining increased as the opportunity cost 

decreased. In contrast, bargaining efficiency improved as the opportunity cost decreased. 

This result has somewhat ambiguous implications given that bargaining efficiency is 

dependent not only on the duration of bargaining but also on the discount factor. Given the 

same duration of bargaining, bargaining will be more efficient as the discount factor 
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increases. Thus, we may conclude that in this study a low discount factor did not reduce the 

bargaining duration so much as to offset the impact of the discount factor. We also found 

that the first prices of the manufacturer increased as the opportunity cost decreased. This 

finding was in contrast to the model prediction that the first prices would decrease as the 

opportunity cost increased. Opportunity cost also influenced individual profits as both 

channel members realized higher profits when the discount factor was high versus low. 

However, there was no difference between the manufacturers' and distributors' profits in 

either discount factor condition. The data show that manufacturers' profits did not decrease 

as the discount factor increases. Thus, we did not find support for the model prediction that 

as the discount factor increases, the manufacturers' ability to discriminate between market 

conditions would decrease resulting in lower profits. 

Consumers' reservation price also had a systematic effect on the bargaining behavior 

and outcomes. Since the level of consumers' reservation price directly determines the 

amount of surplus, one can conceptualize the effect of consumers' reservation price to 

represent the effect of the amount of surplus on bargaining behavior and outcomes. The 

exact amount of surplus was however known only to the distributor. The findings show that 

as predicted by the model, bargaining efficiency improved and the duration of bargaining 

decreased as the amount of surplus increased. Also as expected, the amount of surplus did 

not have any effect on the first prices since the manufacturer had uncertain knowledge of 

consumers' reservation price. However, the final prices that the channel members agreed 
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upon increased with the consumers' reservation price as did the individual profits of the 

channel members. 

In general, the findings of Experiment 1 show that the sequential strategic bargaining 

model was satisfactory in predicting the qualitative effects of manufacturer uncertainty and 

consumers' reservation price. The model was less satisfactory in predicting the effects of 

opportunity cost of delay as some of the hypotheses derived from the model were not 

supported by the experimental data. 

8.1.2 Summary of Results of Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 tested how a scenario based manipulation of the level of trust between 

the negotiating channel members impacts bargaining behavior and outcomes. This 

experiment also examined whether the level of trust between the parties moderates the 

impact of manufacturer uncertainty on bargaining outcomes. The discount factor 

representing opportunity cost of delay was held fixed for this experiment. As in Experiment 

1, no explicit communication was allowed. 

The nature of the past relationship or the level of trust between the channel members 

had a significant impact on the bargaining outcomes. First, as expected, bargaining 

efficiency was higher when trust was high versus low. Further, the duration of bargaining 

decreased as the trust between the two parties increased. The level of trust between the two 

parties however had no effect on the first and final prices. An interesting finding of 
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Experiment 2 was that a high level of trust led to higher profits for the manufacturers. 

Changes in manufacturer uncertainty also had an impact on bargaining behavior and 

outcomes. The data shows that a reduction in manufacturer uncertainty about the consumers' 

reservation price improved bargaining efficiency and decreased the number of periods taken 

to reach agreement. The first prices also decreased as the uncertainty decreased. However, 

the final agreement prices increased with a reduction in uncertainty. Similar to Experiment 

1, from the manufacturer's standpoint, profits increased with the reduction in uncertainty. 

In fact, manufacturers' profits were higher than the distributors' profits in the low uncertainty 

condition. Individual profits were the same in the high uncertainty condition. 

The findings of Experiment 2 also show that as the consumers' reservation price 

increased, bargaining efficiency improved and the duration of bargaining decreased. Also 

as expected, consumers' reservation price did not have any impact on the first prices as the 

manufacturer did not know the exact resale value. However, the final prices that the channel 

members agreed upon increased with the consumers' reservation price as did the individual 

profits of the channel members. 

One of the objectives of Experiment 2 was to examine whether or not the level of 

trust between the channel members moderates the effects of uncertainty. The data show that 

the trust and manufacturer uncertainty did not have an interactive effect on the channel 

members' bargaining behavior and outcomes. 

In sum, the results of Experiment 2 demonstrate that trust between negotiating parties 
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plays an important role in bargaining. The predictions of the model were largely supported 

by the experimental data as the effects of trust, manufacturer uncertainty, and consumers' 

reservation price influenced bargaining behavior and outcomes as predicted. We also found 

that the effects of manufacturer uncertainty were robust in that these effects were not 

moderated by the level of trust between the two parties. 

8.1.3 Summary of Results of Experiment 3 

Experiment 3 tested the robustness of the baseline model in the presence of 

communication over and above the offers and counteroffers. The experimental design thus 

replicated that of Experiment 1 except that both parties were allowed to transmit messages. 

The messages could be chosen from a set of pre-tested statements in three categories: 

uncertainty-reducing messages, relationship-building messages, and self-serving messages. 

The information was transmitted over the computer to avoid confounding with subjects' 

interpersonal styles. 

Experiment 3 had two main goals. First, it was designed to test the robustness of the 

base model's assumption that all relevant information was communicated via the offers and 

counteroffers. Second, it was designed to assess the impact of communication in general and 

of the three types of communication approaches in particular on the bargaining behavior and 

outcomes of channel members. 

Contrary to the predictions of the baseline model, we found that manufacturer 
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uncertainty did not have any impact on either the bargaining efficiency or the duration of 

bargaining. Manufacturer uncertainty did however influence the first and final prices 

systematically. The manufacturers' first prices were lower in the low uncertainty condition 

relative to the high uncertainty condition while the reverse was true of final prices. However, 

the final agreement prices increased with a reduction in uncertainty. More importantly, from 

the manufacturer's perspective, profits increased with the reduction in uncertainty. However, 

there was no difference in the individual profits in the low uncertainty condition. In contrast, 

distributors' profits were higher in the high uncertainty condition. The results thus 

unambiguously show that manufacturers can realize better bargaining outcomes with a 

reduction in uncertainty at the market level. 

Changes in the opportunity cost of delay also influenced the bargaining process and 

the outcomes. A fixed discount factor represented the opportunity cost of delay in this study. 

As predicted, the duration of bargaining increased as the opportunity cost decreased. In 

contrast, bargaining efficiency improved as the opportunity cost decreased. As in 

Experiment 1, the bargaining efficiency predictions are somewhat ambiguous given that 

efficiency is dependent not only on the duration of bargaining but also on the discount factor. 

Thus, we conclude that a low discount factor did not reduce the bargaining duration so much 

as to offset the impact of the discount factor. We also found that the first prices of the 

manufacturer increased as the opportunity cost decreased. This contradicted the model 

prediction that the first prices would decrease as the opportunity cost increases. Opportunity 
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cost also influenced individual profits as both channel members made higher profits when 

the discount factor was high versus low. The profits of the two channel members in the two 

discount factor conditions were almost equal. The model prediction that the manufacturers 

profits will decrease as the opportunity cost decrease was not supported. 

As in Experiments 1 and 2, consumers' reservation price also had a systematic effect 

on the bargaining behavior and outcomes. Since consumers' reservation price condition 

directly determines the amount of surplus available for negotiation, we can think of these 

effects as an impact of the amount of surplus. As predicted by the model, bargaining 

efficiency improved and the duration of bargaining decreased as the amount of surplus 

increased. 

A comparison of bargaining behavior and outcomes across Experiments 1 and 3 

provided insights into the effects of explicit communication. Overall, we found that 

communication in general did not improve bargaining efficiency or lower the number of 

periods taken to reach agreement. The opportunity to communicate however helped subjects 

playing the manufacturer to realize higher profits. 

An interesting finding of Experiment 3 was that the interaction between 

communication opportunities and manufacturer uncertainty influenced the efficiency of 

bargaining and the duration of bargaining. In particular, we found that the opportunity to 

communicate affected bargaining efficiency and the duration of bargaining only in the high 

uncertainty condition. It did not have any effect in the low uncertainty condition. This 
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suggests that communication plays a facilitating role when manufacturer uncertainty is high. 

The interaction between communication and opportunity costs also had an effect approaching 

significance on the duration of bargaining. The opportunity to communicate helped in 

reducing the duration of bargaining in the high discount factor condition. However, the 

interaction had no effect on bargaining efficiency. 

Lastly, the communication mix or the types of messages sent also influenced 

bargaining behavior and outcomes to a certain extent. For instance, the proportion of self

serving messages had a detrimental effect on bargaining outcomes. Bargaining efficiency 

deteriorated and the number of periods taken to reach agreement increased as the proportion 

of self-serving messages increased. However, uncertainty-reducing messages and 

relationship-building messages which were expected to improve bargaining efficiency and 

reduce the duration of bargaining had no effect on the bargaining outcomes. 

In general, we found that the predictions of the sequential strategic bargaining model 

are quite robust even in the presence of explicit communication. However, communication 

moderated the effects of uncertainty as there was no difference in the bargaining efficiency 

and duration of bargaining in the two uncertainty conditions. We also find that the type of 

messages sent can have a differential impact on the bargaining behavior and outcomes. 

8.2 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Experimental economists have given a lot of attention to testing noncooperative 
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bargaining models including those which take a sequential approach to bargaining. Despite 

the relevance of this research to marketing, the literature has not explored sequential strategic 

models to describe bargaining behavior and outcomes in marketing contexts. This 

dissertation attempts to apply a sequential strategic bargaining approach to describe 

marketing (channel) negotiations. 

The focus of the existing experimental economics work has been on testing complete 

information, finite-horizon bargaining models (e.g., ultimatum games). Only a few studies 

have examined a more complex class of models incorporating infinite-horizon bargaining 

and aspects of incomplete information. The few empirical tests of these models (e.g., 

Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick 1995) that have been reported involve a number of restrictive 

assumptions. In contrast, we test an infinite-horizon, incomplete information model that 

allows both bargaining parties to make offers and counteroffers. This allows us to take a 

signaling approach that explicitly considers the sequence of offers and counteroffers and the 

contiguous transmittal of information. 

The empirical work comprised three experiments simulating a channel negotiation 

scenario in the laboratory. The experiments were designed to assess the predictive accuracy 

of the qualitative predictions of the equilibrium solution and to detect whether changes in the 

different parameters of the bargaining model influence the observed behavior and outcomes 

in the predicted direction. The third experiment was designed specifically to test the 

robustness of the baseline model by testing its central assumption that all relevant 
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infonnation for the bargainers is contained in the sequence of offers and counteroffers. This 

experiment allowed the bargainers to communicate using a predetennined set of messages 

of different types. 

In general, the predictions of the sequential equilibrium solution capture the 

qualitative features of the data as the changes in the bargaining parameters influenced the 

behavior and outcomes in the predicted direction. In testing the baseline model, Experiment 

1 shows that consistent with the predictions of the model, a reduction in manufacturer 

uncertainty led to more efficient bargaining. Clearly then, the bargaining parties can improve 

their position by reducing uncertainty and obtaining more infonnation about their bargaining 

situation. From the manufacturer's perspective, a reduction in the uncertainty at the market 

level translates into higher profit outcomes. This finding has a clear implication that 

manufacturers (here the uninfonned player) should gain as much market infonnation as 

possible, prior to initiating price and margin negotiations. 

The model was less satisfactory in accounting for the effects of opportunity cost of 

delay on observed behavior and outcomes. The opportunity cost of delay did influence the 

duration of bargaining in the predicted direction but the decrease in the duration of 

bargaining with increased opportunity cost did not affect bargaining efficiency positively. 

The predictions about first prices and individual profits were also not supported. The 

prediction regarding first prices was that the first prices would decrease as the opportunity 

cost increased while the data showed exactly the opposite trend. The trend in first prices 
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reported here has been observed in other bargaining studies and in social psychology. The 

social psychology literature suggests that the decrease in first prices with increased cost of 

delay reflects a desire to reach agreement quickly and avoid the costs associated with delay. 

Another implication of increasing opportunity cost is that manufacturers' profits should 

decrease, or at least, distributor profits would be much higher than manufacturer profits. 

Equilibrium solutions from a model may account for observed behavior and 

outcomes in at least two ways. First, the equilibrium solutions may be rather transparent so 

that subjects adopt them naturally. Second, with experience subjects' behavior might 

converge to the equilibrium solution as a result of learning. It is possible that the first 

condition was satisfied for the duration of bargaining results. However, neither condition 

may have been satisfied for first prices or individual profits. Possibly, manufacturers' profits 

did not decline with opportunity cost because the distributors did not take advantage of their 

strategic position. Perhaps the marketing channel scenario predisposed them to bargain in 

a fair and equitable manner. 

The effect of consumers' reservation price was also quite robust in this study. 

Consistent with the model prediction, we found that bargaining efficiency improved and 

individual profits increased as the reservation price increased. Since consumers' reservation 

price directly reflects the total amount of surplus available for bargaining, the results suggest 

that bargaining becomes more cooperative as the gains from trade increases. 

As expected, trust had a significant influence on the bargaining behavior and 
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outcomes in marketing distribution channels. This is not a surprising result as trust between 

channel members has been found to be a major determinant of channel profitability. It is 

important to explore the development of a game-theoretic model that incorporates the impact 

of varying levels of trust between bargaining parties. This allows a formal analysis of the 

effects of trust in an environment in which the opportunity to communicate is sparse. 

In assessing the robustness of the equilibrium predictions in the presence of explicit 

communication, we found that the opportunity to communicate moderates the effects of 

manufacturer uncertainty. With communication, changes in uncertainty had no influence on 

bargaining efficiency or the duration of bargaining as it did in the absence of explicit 

communication. This suggests that communication may have helped in reducing the 

uncertainty. This conjecture is somewhat supported by the data as we find that bargaining 

is more efficient in the presence of communication even in the high uncertainty condition. 

Communication in our study thus plays a facilitating role in the bargaining process by 

perhaps reducing the uncertainty. 

However, overall we found that the opportunity to communicate does not improve 

bargaining efficiency. This result is in contrast to previous studies (e.g., Radner and Schotter 

1989). The conflicting findings may have been due to several reasons. First, we limited the 

content of communication by restricting the choice of messages to come from a 

predetermined list of messages rather than allowing free communication. Second, bargaining 

was anonymous as it was conducted through computers. Face-to-face bargaining in which 
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there is unrestricted communication may have resulted in more efficient bargaining. 

It is surprising that uncertainty-reducing messages and relationship-building 

messages had no impact on the bargaining outcomes. Based on the existing literature in 

economics and marketing, we had hypothesized that uncertainty-reducing messages and 

relationship-building messages would improve bargaining efficiency. Perhaps the messages 

classified as "uncertainty reducing" were simply not specific enough to have any impact. 

Note that the findings from Experiments 1 and 2 strongly suggest that a reduction in the 

uncertainty improves bargaining efficiency. However, we did find that self-serving messages 

are detrimental to the success of bargaining both in terms of efficiency and individual profits. 

8.3 LIMITATIONS 

As is true of any abstraction from actual negotiations and laboratory simulation, this 

research is subject to several limitations. The managerial implications of this research and 

interpretation of the results obviously must be based on the laboratory study. It is perhaps 

not possible to fully capture in the laboratory the intensity, interdependency, levels of trust, 

and the long-term relationship aspects of marketing channels. Although the channel 

negotiation scenario was designed to be realistic, some elements of realism were sacrificed 

for the sake of experimental control. The bargaining was conducted through computers and 

the bargaining parties did not know each other's identity. Another potential limitation is the 

subjects' motivation level. However, we suspect that paying the subjects in cash at the end 
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of the experiment motivated them to take the bargaining task seriously. Further, we used 

student subjects for a fairly complex bargaining situation. All the graduate business and 

MBA students in the study had full-time work experience and several had prior experience 

with business negotiations. Nonetheless, the subjects were surrogates for managers and their 

experience and bargaining skills may have been more limited than that of typical decision 

makers in marketing channels. Notwithstanding, the program of experiments in this 

dissertation represent a first step in the investigation of a general class of bargaining models 

in a marketing context. 

The sequential process in the experiment was such that the bargainers could make 

offers and counteroffers only in a fixed sequence and had to wait their tum to make an 

offer/counteroffer. Moreover, in two of the experiments the subjects were not allowed to 

communicate beyond the offers and counteroffers which was needed in order to replicate the 

precise structure of the bargaining model and allowed explicit consideration of the 

information transmittal via these offers and counteroffers. And, in the third experiment, even 

though the bargaining parties were allowed to explicitly communicate, they did so by 

sending messages from a prespecified list of statements. Thus, even when communication 

was allowed, it was quite restricted relative to what might occur in real life situations. 

The operationalization of trust in this study is rather artificial. Trust is an emergent 

quality of a relationship and cannot be easily induced or simulated in the laboratory. Also, 

in a marketing distribution channel, trust is not the only variable which will induce channel 
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members to cooperate. In fact, cooperation can evolve in interactions between independent 

entities, not because of trust, but because of the "shadow of the future" or anticipation of 

future interactions (Axelrod 1984), particularly in marketing channels. 

Finally, we conducted dyad-level analyses on all the dependent measures using a 

repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOV A). Each unique manufacturer-distributor 

dyad was thus the unit of analysis. The mutual shaping of positions and perspectives that 

occurs in these situations was not factored into the analyses other than through the 

"experience" measure. This aggregate treatment of a complex behavioral process is a study 

limitation. 

8.4 CONCLUSION 

From a theoretical perspective, this research shows that the general class of sequential 

strategic bargaining models can be tested and applied in a marketing context. One of the 

attractions of testing noncooperative strategic models is that it is possible to replicate the 

specific structure of information flow between bargaining partners which is assumed in the 

theory. We believe that these models should be assessed based on the accuracy of the 

qualitative predictions of the equilibrium solution rather than on point predictions. The focus 

should be in assessing whether or not the changes in the parameters of the model influence 

the observed outcomes as predicted. Our ultimate interest lies in such qualitative 

relationships as can be shown to hold over a broad range of institutional settings. The major 
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purpose of behavioral game theory is not only to determine whether game theoretic models 

can account satisfactorily for the behavioral regularities observed in empirical situations, but 

also to specify the conditions in which these models either fail or succeed to describe 

behavior (Rapoport, Erev, and Zwick 1995). 

An obvious direction for future research would be to generalize the findings of this 

research to a field setting. A true test of a theory will be when it is applied to a field setting 

to predict outcomes of actual channel negotiations. However, it may be difficult to 

implement the theory in a field setting and protocol analyses and case studies may be the 

most useful methodologies in such contexts. 

This research examined a one-sided incomplete information scenario where the 

manufacturer was uncertain about the consumers' reservation price while the distributor had 

perfect knowledge of the reservation price. A direct extension would be to examine 

bargaining behavior and outcomes in a two-sided incomplete information scenario. In our 

model we assumed that the marginal cost of the product to the manufacturer was common 

knowledge. However, in many situations, particularly in high-technology products, the 

distributor may have uncertain knowledge about the marginal cost of the product to the 

manufacturer. This sets up a two-sided incomplete information bargaining scenario. It 

would be of interest to examine such a bargaining scenario from a bargaining efficiency 

perspective. 

In Experiment 3 we allowed the bargainers to explicitly communicate in addition to 
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the offers and counteroffers. However, we allowed only limited communication through the 

possibility of choosing messages from a list of predefined messages. Most bargaining in 

marketing undoubtedly takes place under minimal communication restrictions. 

Consequently, we need to examine bargaining models which allow for free communication 

and also offer the greatest external validity (Angelmar and Stern 1978). A comparison of no 

communication, limited communication and free communication will provide additional 

insight into the effects of communication. Along the same lines, a comparison of 

anonymous bargaining over the computer with free communication and face-to-face 

bargaining should provide interesting insights. 

Note that although we manipulated the level of trust between parties in Experiment 

2, we did not allow explicit communication. Thus, it is not quite clear whether the messages 

were believed by the bargaining parties. Future research should examine the possibility that 

the levels of trust between the bargaining parties moderates the effects of communication. 

The data collected as part of the process tracing measures in the third experiment should 

provide information in this regard. 

This study examined a bargaining model which allowed both the bargainers to send 

offers and counteroffers. However, there are some bargaining models which restrict the 

offers to come from one player only and the other player can only accept or reject an offer. 

In a model which incorporate aspects of one-sided incomplete information, it is usually the 

uninformed player who makes the offers while the uninformed player can only accept or 
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reject the offer. An interesting issue which arises is which of these two models fares better 

from a bargaining efficiency perspective. 

In summary, the conceptual framework and Experiments 1 and 2 illustrate a formal 

approach to modeling and testing the effects of factors which influence bargaining behavior 

and outcomes. The empirical work in Experiment 3 investigates the effects of different types 

of communication in a bargaining situation and extends the framework of the basic model. 

Further progress on the research program should improve understanding of the factors that 

influence likely negotiation behavior and outcomes in marketing channels. This 

understanding should facilitate better management of the trade-offs between competitive and 

cooperative behavior in channel negotiations, thus improving channel efficiency and 

(indirectly) consumer welfare. The application of these models to other contexts is also a 

natural progression. 
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APPENDIX A 

MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR EXPERIMENT 1 

INIROnUCilON 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will participate today in a 
laboratory simulation of a bargaining situation in a marketing distribution channel. Our 
purpose is to study the nature of the negotiations that may occur between a manufacturer and 
a distributor during the setting of the wholesale price of a product. The study will last for 
a single 90-minute session. During the study you will represent either the manufacturer or 
the distributor, and your task will be to bargain in the specific role you are assigned. 

Before beginning the study, you will have about 20-25 minutes to read the 
instructions. These include a description of the situation that sets the context for the 
negotiations. In general, business negotiations can be quite complex as each party may have 
more than one goal regarding the bargaining outcome and thus may have to make some 
tradeoffs among these. Furthermore, channel negotiations are strongly influenced by the 
market environment and the relative degrees of market information possessed by channel 
members. Hence, to bargain effectively, you must have a good understanding of the 
bargaining situation. At the end of the study, you will be paid in cash depending on your 
actual bargaining performance. 

PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY POINT. 

IHE..NRQOTIATION-.SlIUAIlON 

Background 

Imagine you are the Vice-President of Sales (VP - Sales) at Cumberland Metal 
Industries (CMI). CMI is one of the largest manufacturers of curled metal products in the 
country. CMI's initial success can be attributed to the development of a product which has 
captured a large market share due to its ability to meet the demanding specifications of the 
construction industry. However, CMI management was concerned about relying on only one 
product in the future and was very excited when its R&D department developed a new use 
for its curled metal technology, described below. 

At present, CMl's largest customer is Conmaco, one of the largest suppliers of 
products and services for construction companies around the country. This supplier
distributor relationship has been in place for several years. CMI is considering Conmaco for 
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an exclusive national distributorship for the product. Such a contract could translate into 
substantial profits for both CMI and Conmaco. 

Ihe~oduct 

The new product is a cushion pad which is an integral part of the process of driving 
piles. Piles are heavy beams of wood, concrete, steel, or a composite material which are 
pushed into the ground as support for a building, bridge, or any other structure. They are 
necessary where the geological composition of the construction site could shift under the 
weight of an unsupported structure. Pile driving is usually done with a large crane, to which 
a diesel or steel hammer is attached inside a set of leads (see Figure A). The leads are 
suspended over the pile for direction and support. The hammer then drives the pile from the 
top of the leads to a sufficient depth in the ground (see Figure B and D). Cushion pads are 
used to prevent the shock of the hammer from damaging either the hammer or the pile. 
These pads are placed in a circular "helmet" over the top of the pile (see Figure C). It is 
important that these pads effectively transmit energy from the hammer to the pile without 
creating heat. In fact, a good pad has to be able to transmit force without creating heat, while 
remaining resilient enough to prevent shock. With an ineffective pad, energy from the 
hammer is given off as heat, and the pile could vibrate and possibly crack. 

Despite their importance in the pile-driving process, cushion pads have received little 
attention from most of the construction industry. The industry currently uses 114 inch 
asbestos pads which perform adequately, but need to be replaced frequently, leading to 
equipment downtime losses. 

In contrast, the CMI pads are made of curled metal which is a composite of a variety 
of metals and can thus withstand almost any temperature or chemical. This property reduces 
the need for replacing the pads so frequently. Consequently, the number of replacement pads 
required for a job is reduced considerably and the longer lasting CMI pads also lower the 
downtime required for changeover. This translates into a substantial time and money savings 
for construction companies. Moreover, the CMI pads contain no asbestos. Therefore, 
construction site personnel who were concerned because of the asbestos pads' well
publicized health hazards were very pleased with the new CMI pads. The product also 
received a lot of attention from industry experts and trade journals. One industry expert 
expected the new CMI pad to " ...... revolutionize the construction business" and a trade 
journal described it as " ...... clearly superior to the asbestos pad." 
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IheJ)jstrihutiolLChanne1 

Given the potential of the new pad, CMI wants to launch the new product as quickly 
and as extensively as possible. With this in mind, CMI is considering using Conmaco as its 
distributor for the product. This has a number of advantages. First, CMI and Conmaco 
already have an established relationship. Second, Conmaco's vast and well established 
distribution infrastructure will help CMI cover the entire market quickly. However, the 
contract with Conmaco would be exclusive and CMI would not use other suppliers or any 
other alternate channel of distribution for the new CMI pads. Such a CMI-Conmaco contract 
for the CMI pads will translate into substantial profits for both firms. 

Ih~cingJJecision 

A recent meeting between CMI's team which you led as VP-Sales and Conmaco's 
reps led by their VP-Purchase had ended in a very positive note. Both CMI and Conmaco 
were eager to get things started and the VP-Purchase has been pressing you to quote CMI's 
initial price. 

The purpose of the upcoming meeting with Conmaco's reps is to negotiate the 
wholesale price of the CMI pads. Obviously, CMI's price to Conmaco will depend upon 
what it costs CMI to make the pad as well as on the price that Conmaco can charge the end
users (construction companies). It is generally known that it costs CMI about $100 to 
manufacture each cushion pad. However, since the product is new, CMI can only guess how 
much the construction companies are willing to pay for it (Le., the resale price that Conmaco 
can charge the construction companies). A range of the price that Conmaco can get is 
published by industry sources which is available to both CMI and Conmaco. However, 
Conmaco's closer working relationship with the construction companies gives them a much 
more precise understanding of the price that they can get for the CMI pad from the 
construction companies. 

You have dealt with Conmaco's present VP-Purchase for some years now. In your 
past dealings with the VP-Purchase you have felt that you could count on the VP's word in 
business transactions. The VP-Purchase also has a reputation for being very straightforward 
and "up front." Thus, Conmaco's VP will not play games or misrepresent Conmaco's interest 
in CMI's product. The VP is known to bargain in good faith and the prices that the VP has 
negotiated in the past have been satisfactory to both parties. 
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IHE..NRGOIlAIlON_(Manufacturer.Uncertainty-Manip-ulation) 

In the upcoming meeting with Conmaco's team, you want to negotiate the wholesale 
price of the pad that CMI will charge Conmaco. 

As you enter the meeting you know that in all business negotiations, delay in 
reaching an agreement is costly for both parties. Time is particularly crucial in this case 
because CMl's patent protection for the pad expires soon and competitors will enter the 
market. In fact, the longer the two parties take to reach an agreement, the more their 
potential profits are likely to erode. Thus, both CMI and Conmaco want to reach an 
agreement as quickly as possible so as to realize monopoly profits. 

In this study, delay results in both parties receiving only a fraction of the profits that 
they would make if they agreed in the first period. This fraction gets smaller and smaller as 
the number of periods taken to agree increases. The value of this fraction will be known to 
both parties before bargaining starts. CMl's profit is the negotiated wholesale price less the 
cost to manufacture each pad. Conmaco's profit is the price realized from the construction 
companies less the negotiated wholesale price. The fraction of the profits that both firms 
actually realize will depend upon the number of periods taken to reach agreement. Note that 
since you do not know the price that Conmaco can charge the construction companies, you 
cannot calculate Conmaco's profits. In contrast, Conmaco's VP- Purchase can assess both 
Conmaco's as well as your profits. We give an example of the profit calculation for both 
CMI and Conmaco. 

Example 

Assume that the profits for both parties are cut by 30% (the fraction is 1-0.3=0.7) in 
each period that bargaining continues after the first period. Thus, both parties receive 100% 
of their profits if the bargaining concludes in the first period, 70% if it concludes in the 
second period, 49% ifit concludes in the third period, and so on. Suppose that Conmaco can 
get $170 from the construction companies and recall that it costs CMI $100 to make each 
pad. Then, ifCMl's first offer is $150 and Conmaco accepts it, CMI receives (150 - 100) = 
$50 and Conmaco receives (170 - 150) = $20. Now suppose Conmaco rejects CMI's initial 
offer and makes a counteroffer of $120 which CMI accepts. CMI then receives (120 - 100) 
* (0.7) = $14 and Conmaco receives (170 - 120) * (0.7) = $35. Suppose, on the other hand, 
CMI rejects Conmaco's counteroffer and makes another counteroffer of $130 which 
Conmaco accepts. CMI then receives (130 - 100) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $14.70 and Conmaco 
receives (170 - 130) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $19.60. As the example shows, the fraction and 
consequently, the profits for both parties gets smaller and smaller as one rejects the other's 
offer thereby extending the number of periods of bargaining. 
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Recall that due to Conmaco's proximity to the construction companies, the 
Conmaco's VP-Purchase knows with certainty the price, p, at which Conmaco can sell the 
CMI pad to the construction companies. CMI however only knows through industry sources 
that the value of p lies between a range of $x and $y and that any price in this range is 
equally likely. For example, if Conmaco can get between $125 and $175, p could be any 
number between 125 and 175 with equal probability. The range of prices, Le., x and y is 
known to both parties before bargaining begins. Note therefore that the price range (Le., x 
and y) may vary from one bargaining situation to the next. 

Your primary goal as the VP-Sales is to maximize CMI's profits. Thus, you must 
consider the essential elements of the bargaining situation carefully in deciding what price 
to offer and what price to accept or reject. For instance, the cost of delay hurts both firms' 
profits if CMI or Conmaco delays agreement by rejecting offers. On the other hand, either 
party may reject an offer and delay agreement in order to realize better profit outcomes. 
Further, you should be aware that you do not know Conmaco's resale price to the 
construction companies. Thus, you will have no information about Conmaco's profits and 
your decisions regarding what to offer, accept or reject will be based on your best estimate 
of p, knowing its range. Clearly, the higher the value of p the higher the wholesale price 
CMI can demand from Conmaco. However, ifCMI demands a high wholesale price relative 
to p, Conmaco will be forced to reject the demand and delay agreement. This will affect both 
firms' profits adversely. Finally, keep in mind that CMI has been in business with Conmaco 
for a long time and would like to maintain a good relationship for the future. 

IHENRGOTIATION_(Dpportunity_{;osts_oIDelay_Manipulation). 

In the upcoming meeting with Conmaco's team, you want to negotiate the wholesale 
price of the pad that CMI will charge Conmaco. 

As you enter the meeting you know that in all business negotiations, delay in 
reaching an agreement is costly for both parties. Time is particularly crucial in this case 
because CMI's patent protection for the pad expires soon and competitors will enter the 
market. In fact, the longer the two parties take to reach an agreement, the more their 
potential profits are likely to erode. Thus, both CMI and Conmaco want to reach an 
agreement as quickly as possible so as to realize monopoly profits. 

In this study, delay results in both parties receiving only a fraction of the profits that 
they would make if they agreed in the first period. This fraction gets smaller and smaller as 
the number of periods taken to agree increases. The value of this fraction will be known to 
both parties before bargaining starts. However, depending upon how soon the patent expires, 
the value of the fraction may change from one bargaining situation to the next. CMI's profit 
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is the negotiated wholesale price less the cost to manufacture each pad. Conmaco's profit is 
the price realized from the construction companies less the negotiated wholesale price. The 
fraction of the profits that both firms actually realize will depend upon the number of periods 
taken to reach agreement. Note that since you do not know the price that Conmaco can 
charge the construction companies, you cannot calculate Conmaco's profits. In contrast, 
Conmaco's VP- Purchase can assess both Conmaco's as well as your profits. We give an 
example of the profit calculation for both CMI and Conmaco. 

Example 

Assume that the profits for both parties are cut by 30% (the fraction is 1-0.3=0.7) in 
each period that bargaining continues after the first period. Thus, both parties receive 100% 
of their profits if the bargaining concludes in the first period, 70% if it concludes in the 
second period, 49% if it concludes in the third period, and so on. Suppose that Conmaco can 
get $170 from the construction companies and recall that it costs CMI $100 to make each 
pad. Then, if CMl's first offer is $150 and Conmaco accepts it, CMI receives (150 - 100) = 
$50 and Conmaco receives (170 - 150) = $20. Now suppose Conmaco rejects CMl's initial 
offer and makes a counteroffer of $120 which CMI accepts. CMI then receives (120 - 100) 
* (0.7) = $14 and Conmaco receives (170 - 120) * (0.7) = $35. Suppose, on the other hand, 
CMI rejects Conmaco's counteroffer and makes another counteroffer of $130 which 
Conmaco accepts. CMI then receives (130 - 100) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $14.70 and Conmaco 
receives (170 - 130) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $19.60. As the example shows, the fraction and 
consequently, the profits for both parties gets smaller and smaller as one rejects the other's 
offer thereby extending the number of periods of bargaining. 

Recall that due to Conmaco's proximity to the construction companies, the 
Conmaco's VP-Purchase knows with certainty the price, p, at which Conmaco can sell the 
CMI pad to the construction companies. CMI however only knows through industry sources 
that the value of p lies between a range of $11 0 and $170 and that any price in this range is 
equally likely. Thus, p could be any number between 110 and 170 with equal probability. 
This range of prices, i.e., p lies between $110 and $170, is known to both parties before 
bargaining begins. 

Your primary goal as the VP-Sales is to maximize CMl's profits. Thus, you must 
consider the essential elements of the bargaining situation carefully in deciding what price 
to offer and what price to accept or reject. For instance, the cost of delay hurts both firms' 
profits if CMI or Conmaco delays agreement by rejecting offers. On the other hand, either 
party may reject an offer and delay agreement in order to realize better profit outcomes. 
Further, you should be aware that you do not know Conmaco's resale price to the 
construction companies. Thus, you will have no information about Conmaco's profits and 
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your decisions regarding what to offer, accept or reject will be based on your best estimate 
of p, knowing its range. Clearly, the higher the value of p the higher the wholesale price 
CM! can demand from Conmaco. However, ifCMI demands a high wholesale price relative 
to p, Conmaco will be forced to reject the demand and delay agreement. This will affect both 
firms' profits adversely. Finally, keep in mind that CMI has been in business with Conmaco 
for a long time and would like to maintain a good relationship for the future. 

THEEXEE~NTAL~SK 

The negotiations involving offers and counteroffers by both parties will be conducted 
through computers. The bargaining will start with CMI making an offer in the first period. 
The Conmaco VP-Purchase can choose to either accept or reject your offer. If the first offer 
is accepted, bargaining ends immediately and the cushion pad will be sold to Conmaco at 
that price. If the offer is rejected, Conmaco's VP-Purchase makes a counteroffer in the 
second period which CMI can either accept or reject. If you reject Conmaco's offer, you 
make a counteroffer in the third period. The game continues until either party accepts an 
offer. No communication is allowed other than the offers and counteroffers. 

You will participate in several bargaining games, all independent of each other. 
Some of the elements of the situation may change from one game to another. For instance, 
the price, p, that Conmaco can charge the construction companies will vary from one game 
to the next. 

E.ayment 

Each bargaining game will be played for real money. As you may see, the sums 
involved are not small and your payment will be contingent on the actual bargaining 
outcome, as in real business negotiations. At the end of the study, the computer will 
randomly choose three of the games that you played and you will be paid in cash the average 
of your winnings in the three games. Therefore, it should be clear that you should try to 
maximize your profit in every game. Hence, make sure that you consider the cost of delay 
and the range of p carefully in deciding what prices to offer, accept or reject. 

E.raclke 

The first two games are for practice only and is intended to familiarize you with the 
computer program. These will not count in computing your payoff. 
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APPENDIXB 

DISTRIBUTOR'S INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR EXPERIMENT 1 

INIRODUCTION 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will participate today in a 
laboratory simulation of a bargaining situation in a marketing distribution channel. Our 
purpose is to study the nature of the negotiations that may occur between a manufacturer and 
a distributor during the setting of the wholesale price of a product. The study will last for 
a single 90-minute session. During the study you will represent either the manufacturer 9r 
the distributor, and your task will be to bargain in the specific role you are assigned. 

Before beginning the study, you will have about 20-25 minutes to read the 
instructions. These include a description of the situation that sets the context for the 
negotiations. In general, business negotiations can be quite complex as each party may have 
more than one goal regarding the bargaining outcome and thus may have to make some 
tradeoffs among these. Furthermore, channel negotiations are strongly influenced by the 
market environment and the relative degrees of market information possessed by channel 
members. Hence, to bargain effectively, you must have a good understanding of the 
bargaining situation. At the end of the study, you will be paid in cash depending on your 
actual bargaining performance. 

PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY POINT. 

IHKNEGOTIATIQKSITUATION 

Background 

Imagine you are the VP-Purchase at Conmaco, one of the largest suppliers of 
products and services for construction companies around the country. Your division 
specializes in the distribution of heavy equipment and machinery which is used for heavy 
duty construction projects. At present, Conmaco's primary supplier is Cumberland Metal 
Industries (CMI), one of the largest manufacturers of curled metal products in the country. 
This distributor-supplier relationship has been in place for several years. 

Recently, the R&D department at CM! has developed a new use for its curled metal 
technology, described below. Conmaco is very excited about this development since CM! 
is considering Conmaco for an exclusive national distributorship for the product. Such a 
contract could translate into substantial profits for both Conmaco and CM!. 
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ThePmduct 

The new product is a cushion pad which is an integral part of the process of driving 
piles. Piles are heavy beams of wood, concrete, steel, or a composite material which are 
pushed into the ground as support for a building, bridge, or any other structure. They are 
necessary where the geological composition of the construction site could shift under the 
weight of an unsupported structure. Pile driving is usually done with a large crane, to which 
a diesel or steel hammer is attached inside a set of leads (see Figure A). The leads are 
suspended over the pile for direction and support. The hammer then drives the pile from the 
top of the leads to a sufficient depth in the ground (see Figure B and D). Cushion pads are 
used to prevent the shock of the hammer from damaging either the hammer or the pile. 
These pads are placed in a circular "helmet" over the top of the pile (see Figure C). It is 
important that these pads effectively transmit energy from the hammer to the pile without 
creating heat. In fact, a good pad has to be able to transmit force without creating heat, while 
remaining resilient enough to prevent shock. With an ineffective pad, energy from the 
hammer is given off as heat, and the pile could vibrate and possibly crack. 

Despite their importance in the pile-driving process, cushion pads have received little 
attention from most of the construction industry. The industry currently uses 114 inch 
asbestos pads which perform adequately, but need to be replaced frequently, leading to 
equipment downtime losses. 

In contrast, the CMI pads are made of curled metal which is a composite of a variety 
of metals and can thus withstand almost any temperature or chemical. This property reduces 
the need for replacing the pads so frequently. Consequently, the number of replacement pads 
required for a job is reduced considerably and the longer lasting CMI pads also lower the 
downtime required for changeover. This translates into a substantial time and money savings 
for construction companies. Moreover, the CMI pads contain no asbestos. Therefore, 
construction site personnel who were concerned because of the asbestos pads' well
publicized health hazards were very pleased with the new CMI pads. The product also 
received a lot of attention from industry experts and trade journals. One industry expert 
expected the new CMI pad to " ...... revolutionize the construction business" and a trade 
journal described it as " ...... clearly superior to the asbestos pad." 

Ihe~jstrihutio1LChannel 

Given the potential of the new pad, CMI wants to launch the new product as quickly 
and as extensively as possible. With this in mind, CMI is considering using Conmaco as its 
distributor for the product. This has a number of advantages. First, CMI and Conmaco 
already have an established relationship. Second, Conmaco's vast and well established 
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distribution infrastructure will help CMI cover the entire market quickly. However, the 
contract with Conmaco would be exclusive and CMI would not use other suppliers or any 
other alternate channel of distribution for the new CMI pads. Such a CMI-Conmaco contract 
for the CMI pads will translate into substantial profits for both firms. 

The Pricingnecision 

A recent meeting between Conmaco's team which you led as VP-Purchase and CMI's 
reps led by their VP-Sales had ended in a very positive note. Both Conmaco and CMI were 
eager to get things started and you have been pressing the VP-Sales to quote CMI's initial 
price. 

The purpose of the upcoming meeting with CMI's reps is to negotiate the wholesale 
price of the CMI pads. Obviously, CMI's price to Conmaco will depend upon what it costs 
CMI to make the pad as well as on the price that Conmaco can charge the end-users 
(construction companies). It is generally known that it costs CMI about $ 100 to manufacture 
each cushion pad. However, since the product is new, CMI can only guess how much the 
construction companies are willing to pay for it (Le., the resale price that Conmaco can 
charge the construction companies). A range of the price that Conmaco can get is published 
by industry sources which is available to both CMI and Conmaco. However, Conmaco's 
closer working relationship with the construction companies gives them a much more precise 
understanding of the price that they can get for the CMI pad from the construction 
companies. 

You have dealt with CMl's present VP-Sales for some years now. In your past 
dealings with the VP-Sales you have felt that you could count on the VP's word in business 
transactions. The VP-Sales also has a reputation for being very straightforward and "up 
front." Thus, CMI's VP will not play games or misrepresent CMl's interest in Conmaco. 
The VP is known to bargain in good faith and the prices that the VP has negotiated in the 
past have been satisfactory to both parties. 

IHRNEGOIlATION_(ManufaclurecUnc_ertainty_Manipulation) 

In the upcoming meeting with CMI's team, you want to negotiate the wholesale price 
of the pad that Conmaco will pay CM!. 

As you enter the meeting you know that in all business negotiations, delay in 
reaching an agreement is costly for both parties. Time is particularly crucial in this case 
because CMl's patent protection for the pad expires soon and competitors will enter the 
market. In fact, the longer the two parties take to reach an agreement, the more their 
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potential profits are likely to erode. Thus, both Conmaco and CMI want to reach an 
agreement as quickly as possible so as to realize monopoly profits. 

In this study, delay results in both parties receiving only a fraction of the profits that 
they would make if they agreed in the first period. This fraction gets smaller and smaller as 
the number of periods taken to agree increases. The value of this fraction will be known to 
both parties before bargaining starts. CMI's profit is the negotiated wholesale price less the 
cost to manufacture each pad. Conmaco's profit is the price realized from the construction 
companies less the negotiated wholesale price. The fraction of the profits that both firms 
actually realize will depend upon the number of periods taken to reach agreement. Note that 
since CMI does not know the price that Conmaco can charge the construction companies, 
CMI's VP-Sales cannot calculate Conmaco's profits. In contrast, you can assess both CMI's 
as well as your profits. We give an example of the profit calculation for both CMI and 
Conmaco. 

Example 

Assume that the profits for both parties are cut by 30% (the fraction is 1-0.3=0.7) in 
each period that bargaining continues after the first period. Thus, both parties receive 100% 
of their profits if the bargaining concludes in the first period, 70% if it concludes in the 
second period, 49% if it concludes in the third period, and so on. Suppose that Conmaco can 
get $170 from the construction companies and recall that it costs CMI $100 to make each 
pad. Then, ifCMI's first offer is $150 and Conmaco accepts it, CMI receives (150 - 100) = 
$50 and Conmaco receives (170 - 150) = $20. Now suppose Conmaco rejects CMl's initial 
offer and makes a counteroffer of $120 which eMI accepts. CMI then receives (120 - 100) 
* (0.7) = $14 and Conmaco receives (170 - 120) * (0.7) = $35. Suppose, on the other hand, 
CMI rejects Conmaco's counteroffer and makes another counteroffer of $130 which 
Conmaco accepts. CMI then receives (130 - 100) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $14.70 and Conmaco 
receives (170 - 130) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $19.60. As the example shows, the fraction and 
consequently, the profits for both parties gets smaller and smaller as one rejects the other's 
offer thereby extending the number of periods of bargaining. 

Recall that due to Conmaco's proximity to the construction companies, you know 
with certainty the price, p, at which Conmaco can sell the CMI pad to the construction 
companies. CMI however only knows through industry sources that the value of plies 
between a range of$x and $y and that any price in this range is equally likely. For example, 
ifConmaco can get between $125 and $175, p could be any number between 125 and 175 
with equal probability. The range of prices, i.e., x and y is known to both parties before 
bargaining begins. Note therefore that the price range (Le., x and y) may vary from one 
bargaining situation to the next. 
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Your primary goal as the VP-Purchase is to maximize Conrnaco's profits. Thus, you 
must consider the essential elements of the bargaining situation carefully in deciding what 
price to offer and what price to accept or reject. For instance, the cost of delay hurts both 
firms' profits if Conrnaco or CMI delays agreement by rejecting offers. On the other hand, 
either party may reject an offer and delay agreement in order to realize better profit 
outcomes. Further, you should be aware that CMI's VP-Sales does not know Conmaco's 
resale price to the construction companies. Thus, CMI will have no information about 
Conmaco's profits and the VP's decisions regarding what to offer, accept or reject will be 
based on CMI's best estimate ofp, knowing its range. Clearly, the higher the value ofp the 
higher the wholesale price CMI can demand from Conrnaco. However, if CMI demands a 
high wholesale price relative to p, you will be forced to reject the demand and delay 
agreement. This will affect both firms' profits adversely. Finally, keep in mind that 
Conrnaco has been in business with CM! for a long time and would like to maintain a good 
relationship for the future. 

In the upcoming meeting with CMI's team, you want to negotiate the wholesale price 
of the pad that Conrnaco will pay CM!. 

As you enter the meeting you know that in all business negotiations, delay in 
reaching an agreement is costly for both parties. Time is particularly crucial in this case 
because CMI's patent protection for the pad expires soon and competitors will enter the 
market. In fact, the longer the two parties take to reach an agreement, the more their 
potential profits are likely to erode. Thus, both Conrnaco and CMI want to reach an 
agreement as quickly as possible so as to realize monopoly profits. 

In this study, delay results in both parties receiving only a fraction of the profits that 
they would make if they agreed in the first period. This fraction gets smaller and smaller as 
the number of periods taken to agree increases. The value of this fraction will be known to 
both parties before bargaining starts. However, depending upon how soon the patent expires, 
the value of the fraction may change from one bargaining situation to the next. CMI's profit 
is the negotiated wholesale price less the cost to manufacture each pad. Conrnaco's profit is 
the price realized from the construction companies less the negotiated wholesale price. The 
fraction of the profits that both firms actually realize will depend upon the number of periods 
taken to reach agreement. Note that since CMI does not know the price that Conmaco can 
charge the construction companies, CMI's VP-Sales cannot calculate Conmaco's profits. In 
contrast, you can assess both CMI's as well as your profits. We give an example of the profit 
calculation for both CMI and Conmaco. 
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Example 

Assume that the profits for both parties are cut by 30% (the fraction is 1-0.3=0.7) in 
each period that bargaining continues after the first period. Thus, both parties receive 100% 
of their profits if the bargaining concludes in the first period, 70% if it concludes in the 
second period, 49% if it concludes in the third period, and so on. Suppose that Conmaco can 
get $170 from the construction companies and recall that it costs CMI $100 to make each 
pad. Then, ifCMI's first offer is $150 and Conmaco accepts it, CMI receives (150 - 100) = 
$50 and Conmaco receives (170 - 150) = $20. Now suppose Conmaco rejects CMI's initial 
offer and makes a counteroffer of$120 which CMI accepts. CMI then receives (120 - 100) 
* (0.7) = $14 and Conmaco receives (170 - 120) * (0.7) = $35. Suppose, on the other hand, 
CMI rejects Conmaco's counteroffer and makes another counteroffer of $130 which 
Conmaco accepts. CMI then receives (130 - 100) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $14.70 and Conmaco 
receives (170 - 130) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $19.60. As the example shows, the fraction and 
consequently, the profits for both parties gets smaller and smaller as one rejects the other's 
offer thereby extending the number of periods of bargaining. 

Recall that due to Conmaco's proximity to the construction companies, you know 
with certainty the price, p, at which Conmaco can sell the CMI pad to the construction 
companies. CMI however only knows through industry sources that the value of plies 
between a range of $11 0 and $170 and that any price in this range is equally likely. Thus, 
p could be any number between 110 and 170 with equal probability. The range of prices, 
i.e., p lies between $110 and $170 is known to both parties before bargaining begins. 

Your primary goal as the VP-Purchase is to maximize Conmaco's profits. Thus, you 
must consider the essential elements of the bargaining situation carefully in deciding what 
price to offer and what price to accept or reject. For instance, the cost of delay hurts both 
finns' profits if Conmaco or CMI delays agreement by rejecting offers. On the other hand, 
either party may reject an offer and delay agreement in order to realize better profit 
outcomes. Further, you should be aware that CMI's VP-Sales does not know Conmaco's 
resale price to the construction companies. Thus, CMI will have no infonnation about 
Conmaco's profits and the VP's decisions regarding what to offer, accept or reject will be 
based on CMI's best estimate ofp, knowing its range. Clearly, the higher the value ofp the 
higher the wholesale price CMI can demand from Conmaco. However, if CMI demands a 
high wholesale price relative to p, you will be forced to reject the demand and delay 
agreement. This will affect both finns' profits adversely. Finally, keep in mind that 
Conmaco has been in business with CMI for a long time and would like to maintain a good 
relationship for the future. 
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IHEEXEERIMENTAL TASK 

The negotiations involving offers and counteroffers by both parties will be conducted 
through computers. The bargaining will start with CMI making an offer in the first period. 
You can then choose to either accept or reject CMI's offer. If you accept the first offer, 
bargaining ends immediately and the cushion pad will be sold to Conmaco at that price. If 
you reject the offer, you make a counteroffer in the second period which CMI can either 
accept or reject. IfCMI rejects your offer, the VP-Sales will make a counteroffer in the third 
period. The game continues until either party accepts an offer. No communication is 
allowed other than the offers and counteroffers. 

You will participate in several bargaining games, all independent of each other. 
Some of the elements of the situation may change from one game to another. For instance, 
the price, p, that Conmaco can charge the construction companies will vary from one game 
to the next. 

E.aYlllent 

Each bargaining game will be played for real money. As you may see, the sums 
involved are not small and your payment will be contingent on the actual bargaining 
outcome, as in real business negotiations. At the end of the study, the computer will 
randomly choose three of the games that you played and you will be paid in cash the average 
of your winnings in the three games. Therefore, it should be clear that you should try to 
maximize your profit in every game. Hence, make sure that you consider the cost of delay 
and the value ofp carefully in deciding what prices to offer, accept or reject. 

Eractice 

The first two games are for practice only and is intended to familiarize you with the 
computer program. These will not count in computing your payoff. 
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APPENDIXC 

QUESTIONNAIRES FOR EACH BARGAINING GAME IN EXPERIMENT 1 

Name: ___________ Terminal # ____ Round # ______ _ 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer the following questions based on the negotiations that you 
just participated in. There are no right or wrong answers to these questions. We are 
interested in y.our opinions, so please choose the response that best describes your thoughts 
and feelings. 

1. Consider the last bargaining game you participated in and using the scales below, please 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

(a) The price that Conmaco could get from the end-users was within a narrow price range. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(b) There was a substantial cost for delaying agreement by a period. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(c) CMI was uncertain of the price that Conmaco could get from the construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) The final agreement was fair for CM!. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

( e) There was little time pressure during the negotiations. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(t) You were satisfied by the final agreement. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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(g) The final agreement was fair for Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

2. Using the scales below please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 
statements which describe your own bargaining strategy. 

(a) Your main goal was to maximize your own profit. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(b ) You were competitive during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(c ) Your main concern during the negotiation was that the final agreement be fair for both 
parties. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) You were cooperative during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(e) You were concerned that the outcome of this negotiation might affect all future 
interactions between the business partners. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(t) Your goal was to reach agreement in as few periods as possible. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

3. Using the scales below please indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with 
the statements which describe your opponent's bargaining strategy. 

(a) Your opponent's main goal was to maximize hislher own profit. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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(b) Your opponent was competitive during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(c ) Your opponent's main concern during the negotiation was that the final agreement be fair 
for both parties. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) Your opponent was cooperative during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(e) Your opponent was concerned about your welfare as well as hislher own. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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APPENDIXD 

POST-BARGAINING QUESTIONNAIRES FOR EXPERIMENT 1 

Manufaclure.t~_uestionnaire 

Name: Terminal # --------------------- --------

INSTRUCTIONS: Using the scales below, indicate the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with the following statements. 

1. The description of the negotiation situation was realistic. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

2. Your opponent in the bargaining was trustworthy. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

3. It was an advantage for Conmaco to have known the price that they could get from the 
construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

4. Communication was unduly restrictive during the negotiations. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

5. CMI, as the manufacturer of the new product, ought to have higher profits than Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

6. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave CMI a good idea of the price that Conmaco could 
get from the construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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7. CMI's offers were reliable indicators of the prices that CMI was willing to accept from 
Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

8. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave eMI a good understanding of Conmaco's 
underlying motivation. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

9. Conmaco's offers were reliable indicators of the prices that Conmaco was willing to pay 
CM!. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

10. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave Conmaco a good understanding of CMI's 
underlying motivation. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

11. You were careful in deciding what price to offer and what price to accept or reject. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

12. You were able to communicate effectively through the price offer/counteroffer sequence. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

13. The game allowed consideration of the other potential distributors besides Conmaco. 

___ Yes No ---

If yes, what alternatives did you consider: ______________ _ 

We now want to ask you a few questions for classification purposes only. 

14. How many years of full-time work experience do you have? ___ Year(s) 

What is/was your occupation? _____________ _ 
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15. Do you have any full-time or part-time work experience that gave you exposure or an 
opportunity to participate in business negotiations? Yes No 

If yes, how many years? ___ Year(s) 

16. Age: ___ _ 

Sex: ___ Male ___ Female 

M~or: ____________ _ 

Year: Junior Senior Graduate --- ---- ---
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Distributoi.~-.Uestionnaire 

Name: _________ _ Terminal # ----

INSTRUCTIONS.: Using the scales below, indicate the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with the following statements. 

1. The description of the negotiation situation was realistic. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

2. Your opponent in the bargaining was trustworthy. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

3. It was an advantage for Conmaco to have known the price that they could get from the 
construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

4. Communication was unduly restrictive during the negotiations. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

5. CMI, as the manufacturer of the new product, ought to have higher profits than Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

6. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave CMI a good idea of the price that Conmaco could 
get from the construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

7. CMl's offers were reliable indicators of the prices that CMI was willing to accept from 
Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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8. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave CMI a good understanding of Conmaco's 
underlying motivation. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

9. Conmaco's offers were reliable indicators of the prices that Conmaco was willing to pay 
CM!. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

10. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave Conmaco a good understanding of CMI's 
underlying motivation. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

11. You were careful in deciding what price to offer and what price to accept or reject. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

12. You were able to communicate effectively through the price offer/counteroffer sequence. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

13. The game allowed consideration of the other potential suppliers besides CM!. 

___ Yes ___ No 

If yes, what alternatives did you consider: ______________ _ 

We now want to ask you a few questions for classification purposes only. 

14. How many years of full-time work experience do you have? ___ Year(s) 

What is/was your occupation? _____________ _ 

15. Do you have any full-time or part-time work experience that gave you exposure or an 
opportunity to participate in business negotiations? Yes No 

If yes, how many years? ___ Year(s) 
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16. Age: 

Sex: Male Female 

Major: 

Year: Junior Senior Graduate 
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APPENDIXE 

MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR EXPERIMENT 2 

INIRilllUCTlON 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will participate today in a 
laboratory simulation of a bargaining situation in a marketing distribution channel. Our 
purpose is to study the nature of the negotiations that may occur between a manufacturer and 
a distributor during the setting of the wholesale price of a product. The study will last for 
a single 90-minute session. During the study you will represent either the manufacturer or 
the distributor, and your task will be to bargain in the specific role you are assigned. 

Before beginning the study, you will have about 20-25 minutes to read the 
instructions. These include a description of the situation that sets the context for the 
negotiations. In general, business negotiations can be quite complex as each party may have 
more than one goal regarding the bargaining outcome and thus may have to make some 
tradeoffs among these. Furthermore, channel negotiations are strongly influenced by the 
market environment and the relative degrees of market information possessed by channel 
members. Hence, to bargain effectively, you must have a good understanding of the 
bargaining situation. At the end of the study, you will be paid in cash depending on your 
actual bargaining performance. 

PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY POINT. 

IHENEGOTIAIION-.SITUATION 

Backgruund 

Imagine you are the Vice-President of Sales (VP - Sales) at Cumberland Metal 
Industries (CMI). CMI is one of the largest manufacturers of curled metal products in the 
country. CMI's initial success can be attributed to the development of a product which has 
captured a large market share due to its ability to meet the demanding specifications of the 
construction industry. However, CMI management was concerned about relying on only one 
product in the future and was very excited when its R&D department developed a new use 
for its curled metal technology, described below. 

At present, CMI's largest customer is Conmaco, one of the largest suppliers of 
products and services for construction companies around the country. This supplier
distributor relationship has been in place for several years. CMI is considering Conmaco for 
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an exclusive national distributorship for the product. Such a contract could translate into 
substantial profits for both CMI and Conmaco. 

Ihe.-Erorluct 

The new product is a cushion pad which is an integral part of the process of driving 
piles. Piles are heavy beams of wood, concrete, steel, or a composite material which are 
pushed into the ground as support for a building, bridge, or any other structure. They are 
necessary where the geological composition of the construction site could shift under the 
weight of an unsupported structure. Pile driving is usually done with a large crane, to which 
a diesel or steel hammer is attached inside a set of leads (see Figure A). The leads are 
suspended over the pile for direction and support. The hammer then drives the pile from the 
top of the leads to a sufficient depth in the ground (see Figure B and D). Cushion pads are 
used to prevent the shock of the hammer from damaging either the hammer or the pile. 
These pads are placed in a circular "helmet" over the top of the pile (see Figure C). It is 
important that these pads effectively transmit energy from the hammer to the pile without 
creating heat. In fact, a good pad has to be able to transmit force without creating heat, while 
remaining resilient enough to prevent shock. With an ineffective pad, energy from the 
hammer is given off as heat, and the pile could vibrate and possibly crack. 

Despite their importance in the pile-driving process, cushion pads have received little 
attention from most of the construction industry. The industry currently uses 114 inch 
asbestos pads which perform adequately, but need to be replaced frequently, leading to 
equipment downtime losses. 

In contrast, the CMI pads are made of curled metal which is a composite of a variety 
of metals and can thus withstand almost any temperature or chemical. This property reduces 
the need for replacing the pads so frequently. Consequently, the number of replacement pads 
required for a job is reduced considerably and the longer lasting CMI pads also lower the 
downtime required for changeover. This translates into a substantial time and money savings 
for construction companies. Moreover, the CMI pads contain no asbestos. Therefore, 
construction site personnel who were concerned because of the asbestos pads' well
publicized health hazards were very pleased with the new CMI pads. The product also 
received a lot of attention from industry experts and trade journals. One industry expert 
expected the new CMI pad to " ...... revolutionize the construction business" and a trade 
journal described it as " ...... c1early superior to the asbestos pad." 

IhellistributiOlLChannel 

Given the potential of the new pad, CMI wants to launch the new product as quickly 
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and as extensively as possible. With this in mind, CMI is considering using Conmaco as its 
distributor for the product. This has a number of advantages. First, CMI and Conmaco 
already have an established relationship. Second, Conmaco's vast and well established 
distribution infrastructure will help CMI cover the entire market quickly. However, the 
contract with Conmaco would be exclusive and CMI would not use other suppliers or any 
other alternate channel of distribution for the new CMI pads. Such a CMI -Conmaco contract 
for the CMI pads will translate into substantial profits for both firms. 

Ihe-EricingDecision 

A recent meeting between CMl's team which you led as VP-Sales and Conmaco's 
reps led by their VP-Purchase had ended in a very positive note. Both CMI and Conmaco 
were eager to get things started and the VP-Purchase has been pressing you to quote CMl's 
initial price. 

The purpose of the upcoming meeting with Conmaco's reps is to negotiate the 
wholesale price of the CMI pads. Obviously, CMl's price to Conmaco will depend upon 
what it costs CM! to make the pad as well as on the price that Conmaco can charge the end
users (construction companies). It is generally known that it costs CMI about $100 to 
manufacture each cushion pad. However, since the product is new, CMI can only guess how 
much the construction companies are willing to pay for it (Le., the resale price that Conmaco 
can charge the construction companies). A range of the price that Conmaco can get is 
published by industry sources which is available to both CMI and Conmaco. However, 
Conmaco's closer working relationship with the construction companies gives them a much 
more precise understanding of the price that they can get for the CMI pad from the 
construction companies. 

Yo1lh~e_deaILwit1LConmaco~s_presenLV:~urchase.-for...some_years.llQW.~y..o.ur 

pasLdealingsjyjt1Lthe_V~urchase_youllay:e.-felUhat_y-o~c.ould_(dno.t)~ill1IlLonlhe~.Es 

worclinbusinessJransactions. __ Ihe_Vf=E.urchase_also_has_aieputatioll.for...(~Lnot)_hein~very 
straightfonYard_an~p.-fmnt.~us,_Conmaco~s~~_wilL(notl..:)_play_games_onnisrepresent 

Conmacds_interestiILCMrs_product.~he_VJ>_is-<~Lnot) .. kno.wnJo_bargainill.good.-faitaand 
th~pricesJhatJhtUT-PJtas-11egotiatedill.the_pasthaye_(~Lnot)_heell.satisfactory_tol1O_th_parties. 

IHENEGOIIATION 

In the upcoming meeting with Conmaco's team, you want to negotiate the wholesale 
price of the pad that CMI will charge Conmaco. 

As you eUler the meeting you know that in all business negotiations, delay in 
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reaching an agreement is costly for both parties. Time is particularly crucial in this case 
because CMI's patent protection for the pad expires soon and competitors will enter the 
market. In fact, the longer the two parties take to reach an agreement, the more their 
potential profits are likely to erode. Thus, both CMI and Conmaco want to reach an 
agreement as quickly as possible so as to realize monopoly profits. 

In this study, delay results in both parties receiving only a fraction of the profits that 
they would make if they agreed in the first period. This fraction gets smaller and smaller as 
the number of periods taken to agree increases. The value of this fraction will be known to 
both parties before bargaining starts. CMI's profit is the negotiated wholesale price less the 
cost to manufacture each pad. Conmaco's profit is the price realized from the construction 
companies less the negotiated wholesale price. The fraction of the profits that both firms 
actually realize will depend upon the number of periods taken to reach agreement. Note that 
since you do not know the price that Conmaco can charge the construction companies, you 
cannot calculate Conmaco's profits. In contrast, Conmaco's VP- Purchase can assess both 
Conmaco's as well as your profits. We give an example of the profit calculation for both 
CMI and Conmaco. The example is for illustrative purposes only. 

Example 

Assume that the profits for both parties are cut by 30% (the fraction is 1-0.3=0.7) in 
each period that bargaining continues after the first period. Thus, both parties receive 100% 
of their profits if the bargaining concludes in the first period, 70% if it concludes in the 
second period, 49% if it concludes in the third period, and so on. Suppose that Conmaco can 
get $170 from the construction companies and recall that it costs CMI $100 to make each 
pad. Then, ifCMI's first offer is $150 and Conmaco accepts it, CMI receives (150 - 100) = 
$50 and Conmaco receives (170 - 150) = $20. Now suppose Conmaco rejects CMI's initial 
offer and makes a counteroffer of $120 which CMI accepts. CMI then receives (120 - 100) 
* (0.7) = $14 and Conmaco receives (170 - 120) * (0.7) = $35. Suppose, on the other hand, 
CMI rejects Conmaco's counteroffer and makes another counteroffer of $130 which 
Conmaco accepts. CMI then receives (130 - 100) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $14.70 and Conmaco 
receives (170 - 130) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $19.60. As the example shows, the fraction and 
consequently, the profits for both parties gets smaller and smaller as one rejects the other's 
offer thereby extending the number of periods of bargaining. 

Recall that due to Conmaco's proximity to the construction companies, the 
Conmaco's VP-Purchase knows with certainty the price, p, at which Conmaco can sell the 
CMI pad to the construction companies. CMI however only knows through industry sources 
that the value of p lies between a range of $x and $y and that any price in this range is 
equally likely. For example, ifConmaco can get between $125 and $175, p could be any 
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number between 125 and 175 with equal probability. The range of prices, Le., x and y is 
known to both parties before bargaining begins. Note therefore that the price range (Le., x 
and y) may vary from one bargaining situation to the next. 

Your primary goal as the VP-Sales is to maximize CMl's profits. Thus, you must 
consider the essential elements of the bargaining situation carefully in deciding what price 
to offer and what price to accept or reject. For instance, the cost of delay hurts both firms' 
profits if CM! or Conmaco delays agreement by rejecting offers. On the other hand, either 
party may reject an offer and delay agreement in order to realize better profit outcomes. 
Further, you should be aware that you do not know Conmaco's resale price to the 
construction companies. Thus, you will have no information about Conmaco's profits and 
your decisions regarding what to offer, accept or reject will be based on your best estimate 
ofp, knowing its range. Clearly, the higher the value ofp the higher the wholesale price 
CM! can demand from Conmaco. However, ifCMI demands a high wholesale price relative 
to p, Conmaco will be forced to reject the demand and delay agreement. This will affect both 
firms' profits adversely. Eurther,---.keep in mind_thaLConmac_o~s_V~urchafie..JLv.ery 
trustwillthy.-ancLym.lLac1ion£.ShQuldJllsoEflectth~goodwilLbetwe_en_yol1Jwo. Finally, keep 
in mind that CMI has been in business with Conmaco for a long time and would like to 
maintain a good relationship for the future. 

IHREXffiRIMENIALThSK 

The negotiations involving offers and counteroffers by both parties will be conducted 
through computers. The bargaining will start with CMI making an offer in the first period. 
The Conmaco VP-Purchase can choose to either accept or reject your offer. If the first offer 
is accepted, bargaining ends immediately and the cushion pad will be sold to Conmaco at 
that price. If the offer is rejected, Conmaco's VP-Purchase makes a counteroffer in the 
second period which CMI can either accept or reject. If you reject Conmaco's offer, you 
make a counteroffer in the third period. The game continues until either party accepts an 
offer. No communication is allowed other than the offers and counteroffers. 

You will participate in several bargaining games, all independent of each other. 
Some of the elements of the situation may change from one game to another. For instance, 
the price, p, that Conmaco can charge the construction companies will vary from one game 
to the next. 

~yment 

Each bargaining game will be played for real money. As you may see, the sums 
involved are not small and your payment will be contingent on the actual bargaining 
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outcome, as in real business negotiations. At the end of the study, the computer will 
randomly choose three of the games that you played and you will be paid in cash the average 
of your winnings in the three games. Therefore, it should be clear that you should try to 
maximize your profit in every game. Hence, make sure that you consider the cost of delay 
and the range of p carefully in deciding what prices to offer, accept or reject. 

Eractice 

The first two games are for practice only and is intended to familiarize you with the 
computer program. These will not count in computing your payoff. 
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APPENDIXF 

DISTRIBUTOR'S INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR EXPERIMENT 2 

INIRODD£IlON 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will participate today in a 
laboratory simulation of a bargaining situation in a marketing distribution channel. Our 
purpose is to study the nature of the negotiations that may occur between a manufacturer and 
a distributor during the setting of the wholesale price of a product. The study will last for 
a single 90-minute session. During the study you will represent either the manufacturer or 
the distributor, and your task will be to bargain in the specific role you are assigned. 

Before beginning the study, you will have about 20-25 minutes to read the 
instructions. These include a description of the situation that sets the context for the 
negotiations. In general, business negotiations can be quite complex as each party may have 
more than one goal regarding the bargaining outcome and thus may have to make some 
tradeoffs among these. Furthermore, channel negotiations are strongly influenced by the 
market environment and the relative degrees of market information possessed by channel 
members. Hence, to bargain effectively, you must have a good understanding of the 
bargaining situation. At the end of the study, you will be paid in cash depending on your 
actual bargaining performance. 

PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY POINT. 

IHENEGOTIATIONBlIUAIIDN 

BackgrOlUld 

Imagine you are the VP-Purchase at Conmaco, one of the largest suppliers of 
products and services for construction companies around the country. Your division 
specializes in the distribution of heavy equipment and machinery which is used for heavy 
duty construction projects. At present, Conmaco's primary supplier is Cumberland Metal 
Industries (CMI), one of the largest manufacturers of curled metal products in the country. 
This distributor-supplier relationship has been in place for several years. 

Recently, the R&D department at CMI has developed a new use for its curled metal 
technology, described below. Conmaco is very excited about this development since CMI 
is considering Conmaco for an exclusive national distributorship for the product. Such a 
contract could translate into substantial profits for both Conmaco and CM!. 
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Ih~<lduct 

The new product is a cushion pad which is an integral part of the process of driving 
piles. Piles are heavy beams of wood, concrete, steel, or a composite material which are 
pushed into the ground as support for a building, bridge, or any other structure. They are 
necessary where the geological composition of the construction site could shift under the 
weight of an unsupported structure. Pile driving is usually done with a large crane, to which 
a diesel or steel hammer is attached inside a set of leads (see Figure A). The leads are 
suspended over the pile for direction and support. The hammer then drives the pile from the 
top of the leads to a sufficient depth in the ground (see Figure B and D). Cushion pads are 
used to prevent the shock of the hammer from damaging either the hammer or the pile. 
These pads are placed in a circular "helmet" over the top of the pile (see Figure C). It is 
important that these pads effectively transmit energy from the hammer to the pile without 
creating heat. In fact, a good pad has to be able to transmit force without creating heat, while 
remaining resilient enough to prevent shock. With an ineffective pad, energy from the 
hammer is given off as heat, and the pile could vibrate and possibly crack. 

Despite their importance in the pile-driving process, cushion pads have received little 
attention from most of the construction industry. The industry currently uses 114 inch 
asbestos pads which perform adequately, but need to be replaced frequently, leading to 
equipment downtime losses. 

In contrast, the CMI pads are made of curled metal which is a composite of a variety 
of metals and can thus withstand almost any temperature or chemical. This property reduces 
the need for replacing the pads so frequently. Consequently, the number of replacement pads 
required for a job is reduced considerably and the longer lasting CMI pads also lower the 
downtime required for changeover. This translates into a substantial time and money savings 
for construction companies. Moreover, the CMI pads contain no asbestos. Therefore, 
construction site personnel who were concerned because of the asbestos pads' well
publicized health hazards were very pleased with the new CMI pads. The product also 
received a lot of attention from industry experts and trade journals. One industry expert 
expected the new CMI pad to " ...... revolutionize the construction business" and a trade 
journal described it as " ...... clearly superior to the asbestos pad." 

The.-DistrihutioaChannel 

Given the potential of the new pad, CMI wants to launch the new product as quickly 
and as extensively as possible. With this in mind, CMI is considering using Conmaco as its 
distributor for the product. This has a number of advantages. First, CMI and Conmaco 
already have an established relationship. Second, Conmaco's vast and well established 
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distribution infrastructure will help CMI cover the entire market quickly. However, the 
contract with Conmaco would be exclusive and CMI would not use other suppliers or any 
other alternate channel of distribution for the new CMI pads. Such a CMI-Conmaco contract 
for the CMI pads will translate into substantial profits for both firms. 

Ih~ingJ1ecision 

A recent meeting between Conmaco's team which you led as VP-Purchase and CMI's 
reps led by their VP-Sales had ended in a very positive note. Both Conmaco and CMI were 
eager to get things started and you have been pressing the VP-Sales to quote CMI's initial 
price. 

The purpose of the upcoming meeting with CMI's reps is to negotiate the wholesale 
price of the CMI pads. Obviously, CMI's price to Conmaco will depend upon what it costs 
CMI to make the pad as well as on the price that Conmaco can charge the end-users 
(construction companies). It is generally known that it costs CMI about $100 to manufacture 
each cushion pad. However, since the product is new, CMI can only guess how much the 
construction companies are willing to pay for it (i.e., the resale price that Conmaco can 
charge the construction companies). A range of the price that Conmaco can get is published 
by industry sources which is available to both CMI and Conmaco. However, Conmaco's 
closer working relationship with the construction companies gives them a much more precise 
understanding of the price that they can get for the CMI pad from the construction 
companies. 

y(llLhaye_dealt_wltlLCMrs_present_Y~Sa1esJor_SQme_y-earS-11ow._~y-ollcpast 

dealing~wlth..the~~Sales_y-(l\Lha~e1eltJhat_y-o.u_c(luld_(dnQt)_c(lunLonJhe_V.Es...wDrd_in 

husiness_transactions._._The_V~Sales-'llso_.has_a_reputatioILfoc.(~Lnot)_heing_very 

straightforwar<l~pJront.~ __ Ihus, __ CMrs_V~_wilL(nQtI=)_play_games~Lmisrepresent 
CMI's interestlILCQnmaco._The_VJl.Js_(~lno.t)JmownJo_bargain.in.go_Qd.faith.andJhe_prices 
thatJhe_V:P_has_neg(ltiatedjnJhe_pastJta~e_(~/l1o.t)_b.een..satisfactory_to_both.parties. 

IHENEGOIIATION 

In the upcoming meeting with CMI's team, you want to negotiate the wholesale price 
ofthe pad that Conmaco will pay CM!. 

As you enter the meeting you know that in all business negotiations, delay in 
reaching an agreement is costly for both parties. Time is particularly crucial in this case 
because CMI's patent protection for the pad expires soon and competitors will enter the 
market. In fact, the longer the two parties take to reach an agreement, the more their 
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potential profits are likely to erode. Thus, both Conmaco and CMI want to reach an 
agreement as quickly as possible so as to realize monopoly profits. 

In this study, delay results in both parties receiving only a fraction of the profits that 
they would make if they agreed in the first period. This fraction gets smaller and smaller as 
the number of periods taken to agree increases. The value of this fraction will be known to 
both parties before bargaining starts. CMl's profit is the negotiated wholesale price less the 
cost to manufacture each pad. Conmaco's profit is the price realized from the construction 
companies less the negotiated wholesale price. The fraction of the profits that both firms 
actually realize will depend upon the number of periods taken to reach agreement. Note that 
since CMI does not know the price that Conmaco can charge the construction companies, 
CMl's VP-Sales cannot calculate Conmaco's profits. In contrast, you can assess both CMl's 
as well as your profits. We give an example of the profit calculation for both CMI and 
Conmaco. The example is for illustrative purposes only. 

Example 

Assume that the profits for both parties are cut by 30% (the fraction is 1-0.3=0.7) in 
each period that bargaining continues after the first period. Thus, both parties receive 100% 
of their profits if the bargaining concludes in the first period, 70% if it concludes in the 
second period, 49% if it concludes in the third period, and so on. Suppose that Conmaco can 
get $170 from the construction companies and recall that it costs CMI $100 to make each 
pad. Then, if CMl's first offer is $150 and Conmaco accepts it, CMI receives (150 - 100) = 
$50 and Conmaco receives (170 - 150) = $20. Now suppose Conmaco rejects CMl's initial 
offer and makes a counteroffer of $120 which CMI accepts. CMI then receives (120 - 100) 
* (0.7) = $14 and Conmaco receives (170 - 120) * (0.7) = $35. Suppose, on the other hand, 
CMI rejects Conmaco's counteroffer and makes another counteroffer of $130 which 
Conmaco accepts. CMI then receives (130 - 100) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $14.70 and Conmaco 
receives (170 - 130) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $19.60. As the example shows, the fraction and 
consequently, the profits for both parties gets smaller and smaller as one rejects the other's 
offer thereby extending the number of periods of bargaining. 

Recall that due to Conmaco's proximity to the construction companies, you know 
with certainty the price, p, at which Conmaco can sell the CMI pad to the construction 
companies. CMI however only knows through industry sources that the value of plies 
between a range of$x and $y and that any price in this range is equally likely. For example, 
if Conmaco can get between $125 and $175, P could be any number between 125 and 175 
with equal probability. The range of prices, i.e., x and y is known to both parties before 
bargaining begins. Note therefore that the price range (i.e., x and y) may vary from one 
bargaining situation to the next. 
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Your primary goal as the VP-Purchase is to maximize Conmaco's profits. Thus, you 
must consider the essential elements of the bargaining situation carefully in deciding what 
price to offer and what price to accept or reject. For instance, the cost of delay hurts both 
firms' profits if Conmaco or CMI delays agreement by rejecting offers. On the other hand, 
either party may reject an offer and delay agreement in order to realize better profit 
outcomes. Further, you should be aware that CMI's VP-Sales does not know Conmaco's 
resale price to the construction companies. Thus, CMI will have no information about 
Conmaco's profits and the VP's decisions regarding what to offer, accept or reject will be 
based on CMI's best estimate of p, knowing its range. Clearly, the higher the value of p the 
higher the wholesale price CMI can demand from Conmaco. However, if CMI demands a 
high wholesale price relative to p, you will be forced to reject the demand and delay 
agreement. This will affect both firms' profits adversely. Eurther,j(eepJrunindJhaLCMrs 
YJ~::Sa1esJ~ery~stworthy_and_y-o_ur_actions~hould_also...reflecUhe..gom:lwiILhe_tweelLY-QU 

two.. Finally, Conmaco has been in business with CMI for a long time and would like to 
maintain a good relationship for the future. 

-IHE..EXP..ERIMENTALIASK 

The negotiations involving offers and counteroffers by both parties will be conducted 
through computers. The bargaining will start with CMI making an offer in the first period. 
You can then choose to either accept or reject CMI's offer. If you accept the first offer, 
bargaining ends immediately and the cushion pad will be sold to Conmaco at that price. If 
you reject the offer, you make a counteroffer in the second period which CMI can either 
accept or reject. If CMI rejects your offer, the VP-Sales will make a counteroffer in the third 
period. The game continues until either party accepts an offer. No communication is 
allowed other than the offers and counteroffers. 

You will participate in several bargaining games, all independent of each other. 
Some of the elements of the situation may change from one game to another. For instance, 
the price, p, that Conmaco can charge the construction companies will vary from one game 
to the next. 

:&lyment 

Each bargaining game will be played for real money. As you may see, the sums 
involved are not small and your payment will be contingent on the actual bargaining 
outcome, as in real business negotiations. At the end of the study, the computer will 
randomly choose three of the games that you played and you will be paid in cash the average 
of your winnings in the three games. Therefore, it should be clear that you should try to 
maximize your profit in every game. Hence, make sure that you consider the cost of delay 
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and the value of p carefully in deciding what prices to offer, accept or reject. 

Eraciic.e 

The first two games are for practice only and is intended to familiarize you with the 
computer program. These will not count in computing your payoff. 
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APPENDIXG 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EACH BARGAINING GAME IN EXPERIMENTS 2 
AND 3 

Manufac.turer~uestionnaire 

Name: Terminal # Round # -------------------------- ------- ------

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer the following questions based on the negotiations that you 
just participated in. There are no right or wrong answers to these questions. We are 
interested in y-uur opinions, so please choose the response that best describes your thoughts 
and feelings. 

1. Consider the last bargaining game you participated in and using the scales below, please 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

(a) The price that Conmaco could get from the end-users was within a narrow price range. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(b) There was a substantial cost for delaying agreement by a period. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(c) CM! was uncertain ofthe price that Conmaco could get from the construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) The final agreement was fair for CM!. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(e) There was little time pressure during the negotiations. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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(t) You were satisfied by the final agreement. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(g) The final agreement was fair for Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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Distributo.uLQuestionnaire 

Name: Terminal # Round # ------------------------- ---- ------

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer the following questions based on the negotiations that you 
just participated in. There are no right or wrong answers to these questions. We are 
interested in YJ1ur opinions, so please choose the response that best describes your thoughts 
and feelings. 

1. Consider the last bargaining game you participated in and using the scales below, please 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

(a) The price that Conmaco could get from the end-users was within a narrow price range. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(b) There was a substantial cost for delaying agreement by a period. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(c) CM! was uncertain of the price that it could get from the construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) The final agreement was fair for Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(e) There was little time pressure during the negotiations. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(t) You were satisfied by the final agreement. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(g) The final agreement was fair for eMI. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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APPENDIXH 

POST-BARGAINING QUESTIONNAIRES FOR EXPERIMENTS 2 AND 3 

ManufactureLs_Questionnaire 

Name: Terminal # -------------------------- -------

INSTRUCTIONS: Using the scales below, indicate the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with the following statements. 

1. The description of the negotiation situation was realistic. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

2. Your opponent in the bargaining was trustworthy. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

3. Using the scales below please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 
statements which describe your own bargaining strategy. 

(a) Your main goal was to maximize your own profit. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(b) You were competitive during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(c) Your main concern during the negotiation was that the final agreement be fair for both 
parties. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) You were cooperative during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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( e) You were concerned that thi outcome of this negotiation might affect all future 
interactions between the business partners. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(f) Your goal was to reach agreement in as few periods as possible. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

4. Using the scales below please indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with 
the statements which describe your opponent's bargaining strategy. 

(a) Your opponent's main goal was to maximize hislher own profit. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(b ) Your opponent was competitive during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(c ) Your opponent's main concern during the negotiation was that the final agreement be fair 
for both parties. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) Your opponent was cooperative during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

( e) Your opponent was concerned about your welfare as well as hislher own. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

5. It was an advantage for Conmaco to have known the price that they could get from the 
construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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6. Communication was unduly restrictive during the negotiations. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

7. CM!, as the manufacturer of the new product, ought to have higher profits than Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

8. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave CM! a good idea of the price that Conmaco could 
get from the construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

9. CMI's offers were reliable indicators of the prices that CM! was willing to accept from 
Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

10. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave CM! a good understanding of Conmaco's 
underlying motivation. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

11. Conmaco's offers were reliable indicators of the prices that Conmaco was willing to pay 
CM!. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

12. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave Conmaco a good understanding of CMI's 
underlying motivation. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

13. You were careful in deciding what price to offer and what price to accept or reject. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

14. You were able to communicate effectively through the price offer/counteroffer sequence. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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15. The game allowed consideration of the other potential distributors besides Conmaco. 

Yes No --- ---

If yes, what alternatives did you consider: ______________ _ 

We now want to ask you a few questions for classification purposes only. 

16. How many years of full-time work experience do you have? ___ Year(s) 

What is/was your occupation? _____________ _ 

17. Do you have any full-time or part-time work experience that gave you exposure or an 
opportunity to participate in business negotiations? Yes No 

If yes, how many years? ___ Year(s) 

18. Age: ___ _ 

Sex: Male Female --- ---
Major: ____________ _ 

Year: ___ Junior ____ Senior ___ Graduate 
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Distrihu~Q-.Ue.stionnaire 

INSIRUCTlONS: Using the scales below, indicate the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with the following statements. 

1. The description of the negotiation situation was realistic. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

2. Your opponent in the bargaining was trustworthy. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

3. Using the scales below please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 
statements which describe your own bargaining strategy. 

(a) Your main goal was to maximize your own profit. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(b) You were competitive during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(c) Your main concern during the negotiation was that the final agreement be fair for both 
parties. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) You were cooperative during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(e ) You were concerned that the outcome of the negotiation might affect all future 
interactions between the business partners. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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(f) Your goal was to reach agreement in as few periods as possible. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(g) Conmaco took advantage of the fact that CMI did not know the price that Conmaco could 
get from reselling the pad. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(h) You felt that equal profits for both firms was a fair agreement. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

4. Using the scales below please indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with 
the statements which describe your opponent's bargaining strategy. 

(a) Your opponent's main goal was to maximize hislher own profit. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(b) Your opponent was competitive during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

( c) Your opponent's main concern during the negotiation was that the final agreement be fair 
for both parties. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(d) Your opponent was cooperative during the bargaining. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

(e ) Your opponent was concerned about your welfare as well as hislher own. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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5. It was an advantage for Conmaco to have known the price that they could get from the 
construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

6. Communication was unduly restrictive during the negotiations. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

7. CMI, as the manufacturer of the new product, ought to have higher profits than Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

8. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave CMI a good idea of the price that Conmaco could 
get from the construction companies. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

9. CMl's offers were reliable indicators of the prices that CMI was willing to accept from 
Conmaco. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

10. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave CMI a good understanding of Conmaco's 
underlying motivation. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

11. Conmaco's offers were reliable indicators of the prices that Conmaco was willing to pay 
CM!. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

12. The offers/counteroffers sequence gave Conmaco a good understanding of CMl's 
underlying motivation. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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13. You were careful in deciding what price to offer and what price to accept or reject. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

14. You were able to communicate effectively through the price offer/counteroffer sequence. 

Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
15. The game allowed consideration of the other potential suppliers besides eM!. 

___ Yes ___ No 

If yes, what alternatives did you consider: ______________ _ 

16. How many years of full-time work experience do you have? ___ Year(s) 

What is/was your occupation? _____________ _ 

17. Do you have any full-time or part-time work experience that gave you exposure or an 
opportunity to participate in business negotiations? Yes No 

If yes, how many years? ___ Year(s) 

18. Age: ___ _ 

Sex: ___ Male ___ Female 

Major: ____________ _ 

Year: Junior Senior Graduate --- ---- ---
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APPENDIX I 

MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR EXPERIMENT 3 

INIROD1LCIlON 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will participate today in a 
laboratory simulation of a bargaining situation in a marketing distribution channel. Our 
purpose is to study the nature of the negotiations that may occur between a manufacturer and 
a distributor during the setting of the wholesale price of a product. The study will last for 
a single 90-minute session. During the study you will represent either the manufacturer or 
the distributor, and your task will be to bargain in the specific role you are assigned. 

Before beginning the study, you will have about 20-25 minutes to read the 
instructions. These include a description of the situation that sets the context for the 
negotiations. In general, business negotiations can be quite complex as each party may have 
more than one goal regarding the bargaining outcome and thus may have to make some 
tradeoffs among these. Furthermore, channel negotiations are strongly influenced by the 
market environment and the relative degrees of market information possessed by channel 
members. Hence, to bargain effectively, you must have a good understanding of the 
bargaining situation. At the end of the study, you will be paid in cash depending on your 
actual bargaining performance. 

PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY POINT. 

IHE..NEGOTIATION_SITUATION 

Background 

Imagine you are the Vice-President of Sales (VP - Sales) at Cumberland Metal 
Industries (CMI). CMI is one of the largest manufacturers of curled metal products in the 
country. CMI's initial success can be attributed to the development of a product which has 
captured a large market share due to its ability to meet the demanding specifications of the 
construction industry. However, CMI management was concerned about relying on only one 
product in the future and was very excited when its R&D department developed a new use 
for its curled metal technology, described below. 

At present, CMI's largest customer is Conmaco, one of the largest suppliers of 
products and services for construction companies around the country. This supplier-
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distributor relationship has been in place for several years. CMI is considering Conmaco for 
an exclusive national distributorship for the product. Such a contract could translate into 
substantial profits for both CMI and Conmaco. 

Ihehaduct 

The new product is a cushion pad which is an integral part of the process of driving 
piles. Piles are heavy beams of wood, concrete, steel, or a composite material which are 
pushed into the ground as support for a building, bridge, or any other structure. They are 
necessary where the geological composition of the construction site could shift under the 
weight of an unsupported structure. Pile driving is usually done with a large crane, to which 
a diesel or steel hammer is attached inside a set of leads (see Figure A). The leads are 
suspended over the pile for direction and support. The hammer then drives the pile from the 
top of the leads to a sufficient depth in the ground (see Figure B and D). Cushion pads are 
used to prevent the shock of the hammer from damaging either the hammer or the pile. 
These pads are placed in a circular "helmet" over the top of the pile (see Figure C). It is 
important that these pads effectively transmit energy from the hammer to the pile without 
creating heat. In fact, a good pad has to be able to transmit force without creating heat, while 
remaining resilient enough to prevent shock. With an ineffective pad, energy from the 
hammer is given off as heat, and the pile could vibrate and possibly crack. 

Despite their importance in the pile-driving process, cushion pads have received little 
attention from most of the construction industry. The industry currently uses 114 inch 
asbestos pads which perform adequately, but need to be replaced frequently, leading to 
equipment downtime losses. 

In contrast, the CMI pads are made of curled metal which is a composite of a variety 
of metals and can thus withstand almost any temperature or chemical. This property reduces 
the need for replacing the pads so frequently. Consequently, the number of replacement pads 
required for a job is reduced considerably and the longer lasting CMI pads also lower the 
downtime required for changeover. This translates into a substantial time and money savings 
for construction companies. Moreover, the CMI pads contain no asbestos. Therefore, 
construction site personnel who were concerned because of the asbestos pads' well
publicized health hazards were very pleased with the new CMI pads. The product also 
received a lot of attention from industry experts and trade journals. One industry expert 
expected the new CMI pad to " ...... revolutionize the construction business" and a trade 
journal described it as " ...... clearly superior to the asbestos pad." 

IheJ)Jstrihution.Channel 
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Given the potential of the new pad, CMI wants to launch the new product as quickly 
and as extensively as possible. With this in mind, CMI is considering using Conmaco as its 
distributor for the product. This has a number of advantages. First, CMI and Conmaco 
already have an established relationship. Second, Conmaco's vast and well established 
distribution infrastructure will help CMI cover the entire market quickly. However, the 
contract with Conmaco would be exclusive and CMI would not use other suppliers or any 
other alternate channel of distribution for the new CMI pads. Such a CMI-Conmaco contract 
for the CMI pads will translate into substantial profits for both firms. 

Ihe.-Ericin~nedsion 

A recent meeting between CMI's team which you led as VP-Sales and Conmaco's 
reps led by their VP-Purchase had ended in a very positive note. Both CMI and Conmaco 
were eager to get things started and the VP-Purchase has been pressing you to quote CMl's 
initial price. 

The purpose of the upcoming meeting with Conmaco's reps is to negotiate the 
wholesale price of the CMI pads. Obviously, CMI's price to Conmaco will depend upon 
what it costs CMI to make the pad as well as on the price that Conmaco can charge the end
users (construction companies). It is generally known that it costs CMI about $100 to 
manufacture each cushion pad. However, since the product is new, CMI can only guess how 
much the construction companies are willing to pay for it (Le., the resale price that Conmaco 
can charge the construction companies). A range of the price that Conmaco can get is 
published by industry sources which is available to both CMI and Conmaco. However, 
Conmaco's closer working relationship with the construction companies gives them a much 
more precise understanding of the price that they can get for the CMI pad from the 
construction companies. 

You have dealt with Conmaco's present VP-Purchase for some years now. In your 
past dealings with the VP-Purchase you have felt that you could count on the VP's word in 
business transactions. The VP-Purchase also has a reputation for being very straightforward 
and "up front." Thus, Conmaco's VP will not play games or misrepresent Conmaco's interest 
in CMI's product. The VP is known to bargain in good faith and the prices that the VP has 
negotiated in the past have been satisfactory to both parties. 

IHE.NEGOTIAIION 

In the upcoming meeting with Conmaco's team, you want to negotiate the wholesale 
price of the pad that CMI will charge Conmaco. 
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As you enter the meeting you know that in all business negotiations, delay in 
reaching an agreement is costly for both parties. Time is particularly crucial in this case 
because CMl's patent protection for the pad expires soon and competitors will enter the 
market. In fact, the longer the two parties take to reach an agreement, the more their 
potential profits are likely to erode. Thus, both CMI and Conmaco want to reach an 
agreement as quickly as possible so as to realize monopoly profits. 

In this study, delay results in both parties receiving only a fraction of the profits that 
they would make if they agreed in the first period. This fraction gets smaller and smaller as 
the number of periods taken to agree increases. The value of this fraction will be known to 
both parties before bargaining starts. CMl's profit is the negotiated wholesale price less the 
cost to manufacture each pad. Conmaco's profit is the price realized from the construction 
companies less the negotiated wholesale price. The fraction of the profits that both firms 
actually realize will depend upon the number of periods taken to reach agreement. Note that 
since you do not know the price that Conmaco can charge the construction companies, you 
cannot calculate Conmaco's profits. In contrast, Conmaco's VP- Purchase can assess both 
Conmaco's as well as your profits. We give an example of the profit calculation for both 
CMI and Conmaco. 

Example 

Assume that the profits for both parties are cut by 30% (the fraction is 1-0.3=0.7) in 
each period that bargaining continues after the first period. Thus, both parties receive 100% 
of their profits if the bargaining concludes in the first period, 70% if it concludes in the 
second period, 49% if it concludes in the third period, and so on. Suppose that Conmaco can 
get $170 from the construction companies and recall that it costs CMI $100 to make each 
pad. Then, ifCMl's first offer is $150 and Conmaco accepts it, CMI receives (150 - 100) = 
$50 and Conmaco receives (170 - 150) = $20. Now suppose Conmaco rejects CMl's initial 
offer and makes a counteroffer of$120 which CMI accepts. CMI then receives (120 - 100) 
* (0.7) = $14 and Conmaco receives (170 - 120) * (0.7) = $35. Suppose, on the other hand, 
CMI rejects Conmaco's counteroffer and makes another counteroffer of $130 which 
Conmaco accepts. CMI then receives (130 - 100) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $14.70 and Conmaco 
receives (170 - 130) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $19.60. As the example shows, the fraction and 
consequently, the profits for both parties gets smaller and smaller as one rejects the other's 
offer thereby extending the number of periods of bargaining. 

Recall that due to Conmaco's proximity to the construction companies, the 
Conmaco's VP-Purchase knows with certainty the price, p, at which Conmaco can sell the 
CMI pad to the construction companies. CMI however only knows through industry sources 
that the value of p lies between a range of $x and $y and that any price in this range is 
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equally likely. For example, if Conmaco can get between $125 and $175, P could be any 
number between 125 and 175 with equal probability. The range of prices, Le., x and y is 
known to both parties before bargaining begins. Note therefore that the price range (Le., x 
and y) may vary from one bargaining situation to the next. 

Your primary goal as the VP-Sales is to maximize CMl's profits. Thus, you must 
consider the essential elements of the bargaining situation carefully in deciding what price 
to offer and what price to accept or reject. For instance, the cost of delay hurts both firms' 
profits if CMI or Conmaco delays agreement by rejecting offers. On the other hand, either 
party may reject an offer and delay agreement in order to realize better profit outcomes. 
Further, you should be aware that you do not know Conmaco's resale price to the 
construction companies. Thus, you will have no information about Conmaco's profits and 
your decisions regarding what to offer, accept or reject will be based on your best estimate 
of p, knowing its range. Clearly, the higher the value of p the higher the wholesale price 
CMI can demand from Conmaco. However, ifCMI demands a high wholesale price relative 
to p, Conmaco will be forced to reject the demand and delay agreement. This will affect both 
firms' profits adversely. Finally, keep in mind that CMI has been in business with Conmaco 
for a long time and would like to maintain a good relationship for the future. 

The negotiations involving offers and counteroffers by both parties will be conducted 
through computers. The bargaining will start with CMI making an offer in the first period. 
The Conmaco VP-Purchase can choose to either accept or reject your offer. Ifthe first offer 
is accepted, bargaining ends immediately and the cushion pad will be sold to Conmaco at 
that price. If the offer is rejected, Conmaco's VP-Purchase makes a counteroffer in the 
second period which CMI can either accept or reject. If you reject Conmaco's offer, you 
make a counteroffer in the third period. The game continues until either party accepts an 
offer. You can also choose to send a message along with you offer or counteroffer. To send 
a message, you have to choose the appropriate message from among the list of messages 
provided. However, you may also decide not to send a message with every offer or 
counteroffer you make. 

You will participate in several bargaining games, all independent of each other. 
Some of the elements of the situation may change from one game to another. For instance, 
the price, p, that Conmaco can charge the construction companies will vary from one game 
to the next. 

&~ent 
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Each bargaining game will be played for real money. As you may see, the sums 
involved are not small and your payment will be contingent on the actual bargaining 
outcome, as in real business negotiations. At the end of the study, the computer will 
randomly choose three of the games that you played and you will be paid in cash the average 
of your winnings in the three games. Therefore, it should be clear that you should try to 
maximize your profit in every game. Hence, make sure that you consider the cost of delay 
and the range of p carefully in deciding what prices to offer, accept or reject. 

Eractic.e 

The first two games are for practice only and is intended to familiarize you with the 
computer program. These will not count in computing your payoff. 
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APPENDIXJ 

DISTRIBUTOR'S INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR EXPERIMENT 3 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will participate today in a 
laboratory simulation of a bargaining situation in a marketing distribution channel. Our 
purpose is to study the nature of the negotiations that may occur between a manufacturer and 
a distributor during the setting of the wholesale price of a product. The study will last for 
a single 90-minute session. During the study you will represent either the manufacturer or 
the distributor, and your task will be to bargain in the specific role you are assigned. 

Before beginning the study, you will have about 20-25 minutes to read the 
instructions. These include a description of the situation that sets the context for the 
negotiations. In general, business negotiations can be quite complex as each party may have 
more than one goal regarding the bargaining outcome and thus may have to make some 
tradeoffs among these. Furthermore, channel negotiations are strongly influenced by the 
market environment and the relative degrees of market information possessed by channel 
members. Hence, to bargain effectively, you must have a good understanding of the 
bargaining situation. At the end of the study, you will be paid in cash depending on your 
actual bargaining performance. 

PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY POINT. 

THE NEGOTIATIONSlIUAIlON 

Backgrol111d 

Imagine you are the VP-Purchase at Conmaco, one of the largest suppliers of 
products and services for construction companies around the country . Your division 
specializes in the distribution of heavy equipment and machinery which is used for heavy 
duty construction projects. At present, Conmaco's primary supplier is Cumberland Metal 
Industries (CMI), one of the largest manufacturers of curled metal products in the country. 
This distributor-supplier relationship has been in place for several years. 

Recently, the R&D department at CMI has developed a new use for its curled metal 
technology, described below. Conmaco is very excited about this development since CMI 
is considering Conmaco for an exclusive national distributorship for the product. Such a 
contract could translate into substantial profits for both Conmaco and CMI. 
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The new product is a cushion pad which is an integral part of the process of driving 
piles. Piles are heavy beams of wood, concrete, steel, or a composite material which are 
pushed into. the ground as support for a building, bridge, er any other structure. They are 
necessary where the geological cempositien of the construction site could shift under the 
weight of an unsupported structure. Pile driving is usually done with a large crane, to which 
a diesel or steel hammer is attached inside a set of leads (see Figure A). The leads are 
suspended ever the pile for directien and support. The hammer then drives the pile from the 
top of the leads to a sufficient depth in the ground (see Figure B and D). Cushion pads are 
used to. prevent the shock of the hammer from damaging either the hammer or the pile. 
These pads are placed in a circular "helmet" over the top of the pile (see Figure C). It is 
important that these pads effectively transmit energy from the hammer to. the pile without 
creating heat. In fact, a good pad has to. be able to. transmit force witheut creating heat, while 
remaining resilient enough to prevent shock. With an ineffective pad, energy from the 
hammer is given eff as heat, and the pile could vibrate and possibly crack. 

Despite their importance in the pile-driving process, cushion pads have received little 
attentien from most ef the construction industry. The industry currently uses 114 inch 
asbestes pads which perferm adequately, but need to. be replaced frequently, leading to 
equipment downtime losses. 

In contrast, the CMI pads are made of curled metal which is a composite of a variety 
of metals and can thus withstand almost any temperature or chemical. This property reduces 
the need for replacing the pads so frequently. Consequently, the number ef replacement pads 
required for a job is reduced considerably and the longer lasting CMI pads also. lower the 
downtime required for changeover. This translates into. a substantial time and money savings 
for constructien cempanies. Mereover, the CMI pads contain no asbestos. Therefore, 
construction site personnel who were concerned because of the asbestos pads' well
publicized health hazards were very pleased with the new CMI pads. The product also 
received a lot of attention from industry experts and trade journals. One industry expert 
expected the new CMI pad to. " ...... revolutionize the constructien business" and a trade 
journal described it as " ...... clearly superior to the asbestos pad." 

Ihe_DistrihutioaChannel 

Given the potential efthe new pad, CMI wants to launch the new product as quickly 
and as extensively as possible. With this in mind, CMI is considering using Conmace as its 
distributor for the product. This has a number ef advantages. First, CMI and Conmaco 
already have an established relationship. Second, Conmace's vast and well established 
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distribution infrastructure will help CMI cover the entire market quickly. However, the 
contract with Conmaco would be exclusive and CMI would not use other suppliers or any 
other alternate channel of distribution for the new CMI pads. Such a CMI-Conmaco contract 
for the CMI pads will translate into substantial profits for both firms. 

IheJ3icingnecision 

A recent meeting between Conmaco's team which you led as VP-Purchase and CMI's 
reps led by their VP-Sales had ended in a very positive note. Both Conmaco and CMI were 
eager to get things started and you have been pressing the VP-Sales to quote CMI's initial 
prIce. 

The purpose of the upcoming meeting with CMI's reps is to negotiate the wholesale 
price of the CMI pads. Obviously, CMI's price to Conmaco will depend upon what it costs 
CMI to make the pad as well as on the price that Conmaco can charge the end-users 
(construction companies). It is generally known that it costs CMI about $100 to manufacture 
each cushion pad. However, since the product is new, CMI can only guess how much the 
construction companies are willing to pay for it (Le., the resale price that Conmaco can 
charge the construction companies). A range of the price that Conmaco can get is published 
by industry sources which is available to both CMI and Conmaco. However, Conmaco's 
closer working relationship with the construction companies gives them a much more precise 
understanding of the price that they can get for the CMI pad from the construction 
companies. 

You have dealt with CMI's present VP-Sales for some years now. In your past 
dealings with the VP-Sales you have felt that you could count on the VP's word in business 
transactions. The VP-Sales also has a reputation for being very straightforward and "up 
front." Thus, CMI's VP will not play games or misrepresent CMI's interest in Conmaco. 
The VP is known to bargain in good faith and the prices that the VP has negotiated in the 
past have been satisfactory to both parties. 

IHENEGOTIATION 

In the upcoming meeting with CMI's team, you want to negotiate the wholesale price 
of the pad that Conmaco will pay CM!. 

As you enter the meeting you know that in all business negotiations, delay in 
reaching an agreement is costly for both parties. Time is particularly crucial in this case 
because CMI's patent protection for the pad expires soon and competitors will enter the 
market. In fact, the longer the two parties take to reach an agreement, the more their 
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potential profits are likely to erode. Thus, both Conmaco and CMI want to reach an 
agreement as quickly as possible so as to realize monopoly profits. 

In this study, delay results in both parties receiving only a fraction of the profits that 
they would make if they agreed in the first period. This fraction gets smaller and smaller as 
the number of periods taken to agree increases. The value of this fraction will be known to 
both parties before bargaining starts. CMl's profit is the negotiated wholesale price less the 
cost to manufacture each pad. Conmaco's profit is the price realized from the construction 
companies less the negotiated wholesale price. The fraction of the profits that both firms 
actually realize will depend upon the number of periods taken to reach agreement. Note that 
since CMI does not know the price that Conmaco can charge the construction companies, 
CMI's VP-Sales cannot calculate Conmaco's profits. In contrast, you can assess both CMl's 
as well as your profits. We give an example of the profit calculation for both CMI and 
Conmaco. 

Example 

Assume that the profits for both parties are cut by 30% (the fraction is 1-0.3=0.7) in 
each period that bargaining continues after the first period. Thus, both parties receive 100% 
of their profits if the bargaining concludes in the first period, 70% if it concludes in the 
second period, 49% if it concludes in the third period, and so on. Suppose that Conmaco can 
get $170 from the construction companies and recall that it costs CMI $100 to make each 
pad. Then, ifCMl's first offer is $150 and Conmaco accepts it, CMI receives (150 - 100) = 
$50 and Conmaco receives (170 - 150) = $20. Now suppose Conmaco rejects CMl's initial 
offer and makes a counteroffer of$120 which CMI accepts. CMI then receives (120 - 100) 
* (0.7) = $14 and Conmaco receives (170 - 120) * (0.7) = $35. Suppose, on the other hand, 
CMI rejects Conmaco's counteroffer and makes another counteroffer of $130 which 
Conmaco accepts. CMI then receives (130 - 100) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $14.70 and Conmaco 
receives (170 - 130) * (0.7) * (0.7) = $19.60. As the example shows, the fraction and 
consequently, the profits for both parties gets smaller and smaller as one rejects the other's 
offer thereby extending the number of periods of bargaining. 

Recall that due to Conmaco's proximity to the construction companies, you know 
with certainty the price, p, at which Conmaco can sell the CMI pad to the construction 
companies. CMI however only knows through industry sources that the value of plies 
between a range of$x and $y and that any price in this range is equally likely. For example, 
ifConmaco can get between $125 and $175, p could be any number between 125 and 175 
with equal probability. The range of prices, i.e., x and y is known to both parties before 
bargaining begins. Note therefore that the price range (Le., x and y) may vary from one 
bargaining situation to the next. 
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Your primary goal as the VP-Purchase is to maximize Conmaco's profits. Thus, you 
must consider the essential elements of the bargaining situation carefully in deciding what 
price to offer and what price to accept or reject. For instance, the cost of delay hurts both 
firms' profits if Conmaco or CMI delays agreement by rejecting offers. On the other hand, 
either party may reject an offer and delay agreement in order to realize better profit 
outcomes. Further, you should be aware that CMI's VP-Sales does not know Conmaco's 
resale price to the construction companies. Thus, CMI will have no information about 
Conmaco's profits and the VP's decisions regarding what to offer, accept or reject will be 
based on CMI's best estimate ofp, knowing its range. Clearly, the higher the value ofp the 
higher the wholesale price CMI can demand from Conmaco. However, if CMI demands a 
high wholesale price relative to p, you will be forced to reject the demand and delay 
agreement. This will affect both firms' profits adversely. Finally, keep in mind that 
Conmaco has been in business with CMI for a long time and would like to maintain a good 
relationship for the future. 

THE EXEERIMENIALJASK 

The negotiations involving offers and counteroffers by both parties will be conducted 
through computers. The bargaining will start with CMI making an offer in the first period. 
You can then choose to either accept or reject CMI's offer. If you accept the first offer, 
bargaining ends immediately and the cushion pad will be sold to Conmaco at that price. If 
you reject the offer, you make a counteroffer in the second period which CMI can either 
accept or reject. If CMI rejects your offer, the VP-Sales will make a counteroffer in the third 
period. The game continues until either party accepts an offer. You can also choose to send 
a message along with your offer or counteroffer. To send a message, you have to choose the 
appropriate message from among the list of messages provided. However, you may also 
decide not to send a message with every offer or counteroffer you make. 

You will participate in several bargaining games, all independent of each other. 
Some ofthe elements of the situation may change from one game to another. For instance, 
the price, p, that Conmaco can charge the construction companies will vary from one game 
to the next. 

fayment 

Each bargaining game will be played for real money. As you may see, the sums 
involved are not small and your payment will be contingent on the actual bargaining 
outcome, as in real business negotiations. At the end of the study, the computer will 
randomly choose three of the games that you played and you will be paid in cash the average 
of your winnings in the three games. Therefore, it should be clear that you should try to 
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maximize your profit in every game. Hence, make sure that you consider the cost of delay 
and the value of p carefully in deciding what prices to offer, accept or reject. 

Erac1ice 

The first two games are for practice only and is intended to familiarize you with the 
computer program. These will not count in computing your payoff. 
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APPENDIXK 

PREDEFINED LIST OF MESSAGES FOR EXPERIMENT 3 

Manufacture~sLisLofMessages_ 

None: None denotes that no message will be sent to the other party. 

Uncertainty-reducing Messages: 

1. "Our market research suggests that the construction companies view the new product to 
be of superior quality. The offer we are making reflects the R&D effort and manufacturing 
costs that went into making this quality product." 

2. "Industry sources have given us some idea of the price that the construction companies are 
willing to pay for the new superior quality pad. Based on our estimate, we are making an 
offer that ought to yield nearly equal profits for both firms." 

3. "The offer we are making reflects not only our R&D and manufacturing costs but also our 
estimate of what you can ultimately get from the construction companies." 

Relationship-building Messages: 

4. "We want to establish a cooperative working relationship. Hence, we believe that we are 
making an offer that will make this negotiation successful for both firms." 

5. "Cooperating with each other is in the long-term interest of both our firms. We are 
therefore making an offer which we believe is fair for both parties." 

6. "The offer we are making is intended to produce a long-term win-win solution for both our 
firms." 

Self-serving Messages: 

7. "As the manufacturer of the product that required considerable R&D and manufacturing 
effort both in terms of time and money, we deserve to make higher profits. If you do not 
cooperate, we may have to deal with another distributor." 
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8. "Your firm does not have any idea what it takes to manufacture a high-tech product while 
our firm's reputation as a manufacturer of such products is unmatched in the market. We 
thus deserve to realize higher profits." 

9. "Your noncooperative stance is taking this negotiation nowhere. If you do not concede 
and accept our offer now, your firm will be in trouble." 
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DistrihutoLsLisLofMessages 

None: None denotes that no message will be sent to the other party. 

Uncertainty-reducing Messages: 

1. "Our market research indicates that the construction companies view the new product to 
be of superior quality and needs to be distributed quickly for it to be successful. The offer 
we are making covers the costs associated with distribution." 

2. "Frequent interactions with the consumers gives us a good understanding of the price that 
they are willing to pay for the new superior quality pad. This understanding enables us to 
make an offer that will yield equal profits for both firms." 

3. "Our offer reflects not only our distribution costs but also how much we can ultimately 
get for the product from the construction companies." 

Relationship-building Messages: 

4. "Working together responsively is the only way to develop a mutually beneficial 
relationship. Our offer reflects this philosophy." 

5. "We want to cooperate and reach an agreement that works for both our firms in the long 
run. The offer we are making is indicative of our position." 

6. "The offer we are making is intended to produce a long-term win-win solution for both 
parties." 

Self-serving Messages: 

7. "Since we are taking care of all the activities associated with distribution, we deserve to 
make more profit. Moreover, you will suffer a loss if you do not deal with us." 

8. "Your firm does not have a clue as to what the consumers are willing to pay for the 
product while our firm, with one of the best distribution networks in the country, knows the 
price we can get from the construction companies. We deserve to make higher profits." 

9. "Your ignorance and noncooperative stance isi..lking this negotiation nowhere. If you do 
not concede and accept our offer now, your firm's profits will be in the red." 
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APPENDIXL 

QUESTIONNAIRES FOR PRETESTING MESSAGES FOR EXPERIMENT 3 

Manufacture~Questionnaire 

INIRODllCIION 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will have to read a scenario 
which involves a manufacturer and a distributor negotiating the price of a product. During 
the course of negotiations the two parties may send messages to each other. Our purpose is 
to study the nature of the messages that the parties may send during the negotiations. Please 
read the scenario carefully and then answer the questions as diligently as possible. There are 
no right or wrong answers; we are only interested in your perceptions and opinions. 

IHENEG.oTIAIIORSIIUAIION 

Backgmund 

Imagine you are the Vice-President of Sales (VP - Sales) at Cumberland Metal 
Industries (CMI). CMI is one of the largest manufacturers of curled metal products in the 
country. CMI's initial success can be attributed to the development of a product which has 
captured a large market share due to its ability to meet the demanding specifications of the 
construction industry. However, CMI management was concerned about relying on only one 
product in the future and was very excited when its R&D department developed a new use 
for its curled metal technology, described below. 

At present, CMI's largest customer is Conmaco, one of the largest suppliers of 
products and services for construction companies around the country. This supplier
distributor relationship has been in place for several years. CMI is considering Conmaco for 
an exclusive national distributorship for the product. Such a contract could translate into 
substantial profits for both CMI and Conmaco. 

The..Emducl 

The new product is a cushion pad which is an integral part of the process of driving 
piles. Piles are heavy beams of wood, concrete, steel, or a composite material which are 
pushed into the ground as support for a building, bridge, or any other structure. They are 
necessary where the geological composition of the construction site could shift under the 
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weight of an unsupported structure. Pile driving is usually done with a large crane, to which 
a diesel or steel hammer is attached inside a set of leads. The leads are suspended over the 
pile for direction and support. The hammer then drives the pile from the top of the leads to 
a sufficient depth in the ground. Cushion pads are used to prevent the shock of the hammer 
from damaging either the hammer or the pile. These pads are placed in a circular "helmet" 
over the top of the pile. It is important that these pads effectively transmit energy from the 
hammer to the pile without creating heat. In fact, a good pad has to be able to transmit force 
without creating heat, while remaining resilient enough to prevent shock. With an 
ineffective pad, energy from the hammer is given off as heat, and the pile could vibrate and 
possibly crack. 

Despite their importance in the pile-driving process, cushion pads have received little 
attention from most of the construction industry. The industry currently uses 114 inch 
asbestos pads which perform adequately, but need to be replaced frequently, leading to 
equipment downtime losses. In contrast, the CMI pads are made of curled metal which is 
a composite of a variety of metals and can thus withstand almost any temperature or 
chemical. This property reduces the need for replacing the pads so frequently. 
Consequently, the number of replacement pads required for ajob is reduced considerably and 
the longer lasting CMI pads also lower the downtime required for changeover. This 
translates into a substantial time and money savings for construction companies. Moreover, 
the CMI pads contain no asbestos. Therefore, construction site personnel who were 
concerned because of the asbestos pads' well-publicized health hazards were very pleased 
with the new CMI pads. The product also received a lot of attention from industry experts 
and trade journals. One industry expert expected the new CMI pad to " ...... revolutionize the 
construction business" and a trade journal described it as " ...... clearly superior to the asbestos 
pad." 

Given the potential of the new pad, CMI wants to launch the new product as quickly 
and as extensively as possible. With this in mind, CMI is considering using Conmaco as its 
distributor for the product. This has a number of advantages. First, CMI and Conmaco 
already have an established relationship. Second, Conmaco's vast and well established 
distribution infrastructure will help CMI cover the entire market quickly. However, the 
contract with Conmaco would be exclusive and CMI would not use other suppliers or any 
other alternate channel of distribution for the new CMI pads. Such a CMI-Conmaco contract 
for the CMI pads will translate into substantial profits for both firms. 

IhehicingJJecision 
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A recent meeting between CMl's team which you led as VP-Sales and Conmaco's 
reps led by their VP-Purchase had ended in a very positive note. Both CM! and Conmaco 
were eager to get things started and the VP-Purchase has been pressing you to quote CMl's 
initial price. 

The purpose of the upcoming meeting with Conmaco's reps is to negotiate the 
wholesale price of the CM! pads. Obviously, CMl's price to Conmaco will depend upon 
what it costs CM! to make the pad as well as on the price that Conmaco can charge the end
users (construction companies). It is generally known that it costs CM! about $100 to 
manufacture each cushion pad. However, since the product is new, CM! can only guess how 
much the construction companies are willing to pay for it (Le., the resale price that Conmaco 
can charge the construction companies). A range of the price that Conmaco can get is 
published by industry sources which is available to both CM! and Conmaco. However, 
Conmaco's closer working relationship with the construction companies gives them a much 
more precise understanding of the price that they can get for the CM! pad from the 
construction companies. Thus, you do not know the price that Conmaco can get for the pad 
by reselling it to the construction companies while Conmaco knows the price with certainty. 

E1ease...reaclth~sages_on_the-.follo.w1ng_pagesJ;arefully_andindicate_the_extenLto_which 

ynlLagree-'>.u:lisagreiLwithJhe-.followmg..statements . .-Imagine_thaLthejDessageJs.heing..sent 
to_y.o.1Lalon~tlu..pric~offerlly_ConmacD,_the_distrihutQr. 
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1. "Our market research indicates that the construction companies view the new product to be 
of superior quality and needs to be distributed quickly for it to be successful. The offer we 
are making covers the costs associated with distribution." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the 
distribution process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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2. "Frequent interactions with the consumers gives us a good understanding of the price that 
they are willing to pay for the new superior quality pad. This understanding enables us to 
make an offer that will yield equal profits for both firms." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the distribution 
process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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3. "Our offer reflects not only our distribution costs but also how much we can ultimately get 
for the product from the construction companies." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the distribution 
process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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4. "Working together responsively is the only way to develop a mutually beneficial 
relationship. Our offer reflects this philosophy." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the distribution 
process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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5. "We want to cooperate and reach an agreement that works for both our firms in the long run. 
The offer we are making is indicative of our position." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the distribution 
process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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6. "The offer we are making is intended to produce a long-term win-win solution for both our 
firms." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the distribution 
process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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7. "Since we are taking care of all the activities associated with distribution, we deserve to 
make more profit. Moreover, you will suffer a loss if you do not deal with us." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the distribution 
process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

I. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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8. "Your firm does not have a clue as to what the consumers are willing to pay for the product 
while our knowledge ofthe construction business gives us a good understanding ofthe price 
we can get from them." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the distribution 
process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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9. "Your ignorance and noncooperative stance is taking this negotiation nowhere. If you do 
not concede and accept our offer now, your firm's profits will be in the red." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that Conmaco's offer covers the costs associated with the distribution 
process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that Conmaco's offer reflects the price that they can get from the 
consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that Conmaco is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that Conmaco intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. Conmaco intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. Conmaco is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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DjstrihutoLs_Questionnaire 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will have to read a scenario 
which involves a manufacturer and a distributor negotiating the price of a product. During 
the course of negotiations the two parties may send messages to each other. Our purpose is 
to study the nature of the messages that the parties may send during the negotiations. Please 
read the scenario carefully and then answer the questions as diligently as possible. There are 
no right or wrong answers; we are only interested in your perceptions and opinions. 

THE NEGOTIATION_SIIUAT10N 

Backgro_und 

Imagine you are the VP-Purchase at Conmaco, one of the largest suppliers of 
products and services for construction companies around the country. Your division 
specializes in the distribution of heavy equipment and machinery which is used for heavy 
duty construction projects. At present, Conmaco's primary supplier is Cumberland Metal 
Industries (CMI), one of the largest manufacturers of curled metal products in the country. 
This distributor-supplier relationship has been in place for several years. 

Recently, the R&D department at CMI has developed a new use for its curled metal 
technology, described below. Conmaco is very excited about this development since CMI 
is considering Conmaco for an exclusive national distributorship for the product. Such a 
contract could translate into substantial profits for both Conmaco and CM!. 

Ihe-Emduct 

The new product is a cushion pad which is an integral part of the process of driving 
piles. Piles are heavy beams of wood, concrete, steel, or a composite material which are 
pushed into the ground as support for a building, bridge, or any other structure. They are 
necessary where the geological composition of the construction site could shift under the 
weight of an unsupported structure. Pile driving is usually done with a large crane, to which 
a diesel or steel hammer is attached inside a set of leads. The leads are suspended over the 
pile for direction and support. The hammer then drives the pile from the top of the leads to 
a sufficient depth in the ground. Cushion pads are used to prevent the shock of the hammer 
from damaging either the hammer or the pile. These pads are placed in a circular "helmet" 
over the top of the pile. It is important that these pads effectively transmit energy from the 
hammer to the pile without creating heat. In fact, a good pad has to be able to transmit force 
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without creating heat, while remaining resilient enough to prevent shock. With an 
ineffective pad, energy from the hammer is given off as heat, and the pile could vibrate and 
possibly crack. 

Despite their importance in the pile-driving process, cushion pads have received little 
attention from most of the construction industry. The industry currently uses 114 inch 
asbestos pads which perform adequately, but need to be replaced frequently, leading to 
equipment downtime losses. In contrast, the CMI pads are made of curled metal which is 
a composite of a variety of metals and can thus withstand almost any temperature or 
chemical. This property reduces the need for replacing the pads so frequently. 
Consequently, the number of replacement pads required for a job is reduced considerably and 
the longer lasting CMI pads also lower the downtime required for changeover. This 
translates into a substantial time and money savings for construction companies. Moreover, 
the CMI pads contain no asbestos. Therefore, construction site personnel who were 
concerned because of the asbestos pads' well-publicized health hazards were very pleased 
with the new CMI pads. The product also received a lot of attention from industry experts 
and trade journals. One industry expert expected the new CMI pad to " ...... revolutionize the 
construction business" and a trade journal described it as " ...... clearly superior to the asbestos 
pad." 

Ihe.l)istrihutiolLChannel 

Given the potential of the new pad, CMI wants to launch the new product as quickly 
and as extensively as possible. With this in mind, CMI is considering using Conmaco as its 
distributor for the product. This has a number of advantages. First, CMI and Conmaco 
already have an established relationship. Second, Conmaco's vast and well established 
distribution infrastructure will help CMI cover the entire market quickly. However, the 
contract with Conmaco would be exclusive and CMI would not use other suppliers or any 
other alternate channel of distribution for the new CMI pads. Such a CMI -Conmaco contract 
for the CMI pads will translate into substantial profits for both firms. 

Ihehicingnecision 

A recent meeting between Conmaco's team which you led as VP-Purchase and CMI's 
reps led by their VP-Sales had ended in a very positive note. Both Conmaco and CMI were 
eager to get things started and you have been pressing the VP-Sales to quote CMl's initial 
price. 

The purpose of the upcoming meeting with CMl's reps is to negotiate the wholesale 
price ofthe CM! pads. Obviously, CMl's price to Conmaco will depend upon what it costs 
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CMI to make the pad as well as on the price that Conmaco can charge the end-users 
(construction companies). It is generally known that it costs CMI about $100 to manufacture 
each cushion pad. However, since the product is new, CMI can only guess how much the 
construction companies are willing to pay for it (Le., the resale price that Conmaco can 
charge the construction companies). A range of the price that Conmaco can get is published 
by industry sources which is available to both CMI and Conmaco. However, Conmaco's 
closer working relationship with the construction companies gives them a much more precise 
understanding of the price that they can get for the CMI pad from the construction 
companies. Thus, you know with certainty the price that Conmaco can get by reselling the 
pad to the construction companies while CMI can only guess it. 

Elease1.eadJhe...messages_onJhe~ol1owing_pages_carefully_andjndicate_the_extentJo-whlch 
Y--QtLagree_ot:.disagree-.WithJheJ'ollo.wmg_statements----1magine_thaLthe-Illessagejs_heing_sent 
to_y-o.tLalong_witaa.prke-Dffer...b_y_CMI,_the...manufacturer. 
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1. "Our market research suggests that the construction companies view the new product to be 
of superior quality. The offer we are making reflects the R&D effort and manufacturing 
costs that went into making this quality product." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMl's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMl's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMI is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMI intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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2. "Industry sources have given us some idea ofthe price that the construction companies are 
willing to pay for the new high quality pad. Based on our estimate, we are making an offer 
that ought to yield nearly equal profits for both firms." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMl's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMl's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMI is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMI intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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3. "The offer we are making reflects not only our R&D and manufacturing costs but also our 
estimate of what you can ultimately get from the construction companies." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality ofthe product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMI's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMI's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMI is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMI intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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4. "We want to establish a cooperative working relationship. Hence, we believe that we are 
making an offer that will make this negotiation successful for both firms." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMl's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMI's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMI is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMI intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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5. "Cooperating with each other is in the long-term interest of both our finns. We are therefore 
making an offer which we believe is fair for both parties." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMl's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMI's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMI is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMI intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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6. "The offer we are making is intended to produce a long-term win-win solution for both our 
firms." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMl's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMl's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMI is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMI intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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7. "As the manufacturer of the product that required considerable R&D and manufacturing 
effort both in terms of time and money, we deserve to make higher profits. If you do not 
cooperate, we may have to deal with another distributor." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMI's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMI's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMf is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMf intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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8. "Your firm does not have any idea what it takes to manufacture a high-tech product while 
our firm's reputation as a manufacturer of such products is unmatched in the market. We 
thus deserve to realize higher profits." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality of the product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMl's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMI's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMI is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMI intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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9. "Your noncooperative stance is taking this negotiation nowhere. If you do not concede and 
accept our offer now, your firm will be in trouble." 

a. The message gives you some idea about the quality ofthe product. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

b. The message shows that CMl's offer covers the costs associated with the R&D and 
manufacturing process. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

c. The message shows that CMl's offer reflects the price that you can get from the consumers. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

d. The message indicates that Conmaco has a cooperative rather than a competitive stance. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

e. The message indicates that CMI is interested in an agreement that is beneficial to both 
parties. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

f. The message indicates that CMI intends to maintain/establish a long-term relationship. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

g. The tone of the message is threatening. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

h. CMI intends to demean (insult) your company by this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

i. CMI is glorifying themselves or trying to take too much credit in this message. 

Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 
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APPENDIXM 

RESULTS OF PRETEST FOR EXPERIMENT 3 

METHOD 

Subjects and Procedure 

24 subjects (18 males and 6 females) were recruited from among the subjects who 

had participated in the earlier experiments (either Experiment 1 or Experiment 2). All the 

subjects were graduate students enrolled in various programs including the regular MBA 

program in a large southwestern university. All of them had about three years of full-time 

work experience. 

At the beginning of the session, the subjects were asked to read a shortened version 

of the channel negotiation scenario (see Appendix L). Note that these subjects had already 

read the extended version of the scenario earlier while participating in either Experiment 1 

or 2. The purpose of the short version was to reinforce the main aspects of the bargaining 

situation. After having read the scenario, the subjects were asked to rate each of the nine 

messages on the characteristics which embody each kind of message: uncertainty-reducing, 

relationship-building, or self-serving. For instance, uncertainty-reducing messages were 

rated on the extent to which the message revealed information about quality, costs, or 

consumers' reservation price. Relationship-building messages were rated on the extent to 

which they emphasized cooperation, mutuality, and long-term orientation. Finally, self

serving messages were rated on the extent to which the tone of the message was threatening, 
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demeaning or insulting, or self-aggrandizing. Thus, subjects were required to read each 

message first and then indicate the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the nine 

likert scales, designed to assess the appropriateness of the messages on each of the nine 

dimensions discussed earlier. 

RESULTS 

The mean ratings in Table M clearly show that the messages were perceived as 

intended by the subjects. For instance, subjects tended to agree that message 1 revealed 

information about the quality of the product and the costs incurred either by the manufacturer 

or the distributor. Message 2 revealed information about quality and consumers' reservation 

price. It was also perceived to be a sign of cooperation and mutuality. Message 3 clearly 

revealed information about manufacturing/distribution costs as well as the consumers' 

reservation price. Messages 4, 5, and 6 were perceived to reflect a cooperative stance which 

emphasizes mutuality and a long-term orientation while messages 7, 8, and 9 were 

considered to be threatening, demeaning, and self-aggrandizing. 

A principal component factor analysis of the ratings also showed that three 

underlying factors explained about 90 percent of the variation for all the messages. This 

provides additional evidence that the subjects perceived the messages as intended. The 

results of the pretest essentially provide external validation for the three categories of 

information. 



TABLEM 

MEAN RATINGS OF MESSAGES ON THE NINE DIMENSIONS 

Dimensions 
1 2 3 

Quality 5.82 4.78 2.64 

Costs 5.88 4.63 5.12 

Reservation 2.76 5.12 5.40 
price 

Cooperation 3.52 4.17 4.41 

Mutuality 3.49 4.32 4.29 

Long-term 3.12 4.00 4.05 
orientation 

Threatening 2.76 2.17 3.00 

Demeaning 2.71 2.35 2.53 

Self- 3.82 2.82 2.41 
aggrandizing 

Message Number 
456 

2.53 2.29 2.24 

2.53 2.17 1.82 

3.00 2.59 2.23 

6.00 5.82 5.76 

6.29 6.41 6.35 

6.06 6.24 6.41 

1.88 2.11 1.82 

2.18 2.35 1.59 

2.24 2.00 2.29 

7 8 

2.47 2.65 

2.44 2.00 

2.76 2.47 

2.17 1.65 

2.35 2.00 

2.12 1.94 

6.18 6.53 

5.18 6.65 

5.35 6.47 

310 

9 

1.94 

1.71 

2.00 

1.94 

2.06 

1.71 

6.59 

6.35 

5.29 
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